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Abstract 

The Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) as a package of capital, knowledge and skills has been 

getting popular for the last three decades among the developed as well as the developing 

countries. As regards its impact on the socioeconomic development of the host country, many 

developed and developing countries liberalized their economies and adopted radical policies to 

attract the FDI. Pakistan is one of such countries that took the FDI oriented stance in late 1980s. 

Among the multiple determinants of the FDI, the human capital got much importance in the 

literature with the passage of time. From the other side, the impact of the FDI on the human 

capital of the host country is also evident in the literature. This bilateral relationship between the 

human capital and the FDI may result in the socioeconomic development of the host country. 

The human capital is one of the social indicators and its formation owing to the FDI inflow is the 

very social development. The FDI may influence the economic development of the host country 

with the help of capital, payment of taxes, provision of jobs, and improvement in balance of 

payments. This social and economic development due to the bilateral relationship between the 

human capital and the FDI is the context dependant one. In the Pakistani context such nexus has 

not been studied fully. The studies that touched upon it partially are a few also with the 

conflicting results. This dissertation analyzes this very nexus empirically for Pakistan with the 

help of using the country level time series data during the period from 1971 to 2005 through four 

models. First of all it examines the human capital as determinant of the FDI. Then it investigates 

the impact of the FDI on the human capital. At the third stage it explores as to how FDI inflow 

influences the economic development in Pakistan. Finally, it studies the impact of the human 

capital on the economic development of Pakistan. This study also analyzes the trend and the 

pattern of the FDI flow in Pakistan and theoretically it identified the factors impeding the FDI 



 xi

inflow. As for the data analysis, the bound testing approach to the cointegration within the 

framework of the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) was used. The study concludes that: 

The human capital has a significantly positive impact on the FDI flow in Pakistan; The FDI does 

not influence the human capital formation at the macro level; The FDI is strongly instrumental in 

the economic development; and also the human capital leads to economic development of 

Pakistan. The factors impeding the FDI flow in Pakistan are: the perception among the foreign 

investors regarding the poor implementation of the policies in Pakistan; the poor law and order 

situation; the ongoing terrorism; weak economic conditions; the nuclear test of May 1998; 

inconsistent and short-term policies about investment and industrialization; various types of 

obstacles for investors regarding approval; comparatively insufficient infrastructure; poor 

condition of the human capital; and tangled labor laws and the pro-labor policies. On the bases of 

conclusion, policy implications have been touched upon the attraction of FDI and the formation 

of the human capital in such a way as may result in the socioeconomic development of Pakistan.      

Key Words: Foreign Direct Investment Inflow, Human Capital, Socioeconomic Development, 

Social Development, Economic Development, Domestic Capital, Openness, Labor Growth Rate, 

Pakistan. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is a type of foreign investment assumed to play a 

vital role for its being a source of capital, employment, technology, skills and ability.  The FDI is 

considered to be a support for the countries having small capital for investment.  It is resorted to 

bypass the trade restrictions. The FDI is argued to be enhancing the economic growth of the host 

country (the FDI recipients) through knowledge spillover and technological diffusion.  

The host countries and the home countries have their own motives regarding the FDI.  

The ideology of the countries toward the FDI ranged from radical one being hostile to the FDI to 

the free market that welcomes the FDI. The pragmatic nationalism is the third approach which 

lies in-between these two extremes. This approach considers both the costs and the benefits of 

the FDI. The countries following the pragmatic nationalism coin their own policies as to get the 

maximum benefits from FDI and reduce its cost. For the host countries, the FDI may create the 

effects of resource transfer, employment, and balance of payments. The FDI may enhance the 

human capital and encourage the domestic investment. Moreover, the FDI may add to the level 

of competition by enhancing the consumer choice in local market. The overall impact of the FDI 

encompasses the economic aspect as well as the social one.  

There exists a lot of evidence to examine the impact of the FDI on the host countries. 

This evidence portrays various results. The variation exists not only in the developing and the 

developed countries but also in categories. Among the developing countries in Asia, Singapore, 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, and South Korea have shown better roles in realizing the potential of the 

FDI than in Pakistan and India.  

On the contrary, the FDI for the host country is its very cost that cannot be ignored. This 

cost includes the adverse effects of the Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) on the competition 
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within the host country through monopolizing the market and the loss of the national sovereignty 

for affecting the key decisions of the host country. The adverse effects of the balance of payment 

may result from repatriation of profit and import of the input. In the literature, there exists the 

evidence like Griffin (1970), Weisskof (1972), and Haddad and Harrison (1993) showing 

adverse effects of the FDI for the developing host countries.  

Despite some negative aspects of the FDI, its importance increased gradually. It can stand 

a witness to this fact that during the last three decades, the global FDI inflow not merely 

accelerated the growth of world trade but also surpassed. The globalization trend, political and 

economic changes in the developing countries like shifts towards the democratic political 

institutions, the market economy, the economic deregulations, the privatization programs, and 

the removal of the restrictions on the FDI have encouraged the FDI flow. The worldwide FDI 

inflow from 1994 to 1999 was $ 548.1 billion (annual average), and in 2005, it was $ 916.3 

billion. From 1994 to 1999, the share of the developing countries in the FDI inflow was 30.4 

percent (annual average) while in 2005 it was 36.5 percent (UNCTAD, 2006). These figures 

show an increase not only in the global FDI inflow but also in the share percentage of the 

developing countries. On the regional basis the FDI inflow in South Asia increased from $ 3.4 

billion (annual average from 1994 to 1999) to $ 9.8 billion in 2005. 

The disparity in the FDI inflow in different regions or countries is not merely by chance. 

It is a function of the various factors related to the home countries or the MNEs and host 

countries. As regards the factors related to host countries, they are getting more importance as 

their being the share of the developing countries for attracting the FDI is increasing gradually.   

According to Dunning (1993), the motives of the MNEs may be the resource seeking 

ones (raw material), the market seeking ones (market size), the efficiency seeking ones (low 
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wages) and the strategic assets seeking ones (skilled labor). The host countries have been 

competing on the basis of these factors. The literature shows that in 1950s and 1960s the 

resource seeking ones and market seeking ones were the most common motives for the MNEs, 

and in 1980s, the motives shifted towards seeking the strategic assets. These strategic assets 

focused on the capability of the human resource. The MNEs were assumed to value the 

capability of the human resource in the developing countries as Noorbakhsh, Paloni & Youssef 

(2001) found that the levels of the human capital defined as accumulated years of the secondary 

and tertiary education were significant determinants of the FDI inflow in the developing 

countries. The value of the well educated and trained workforce increased by the passage of 

time. Abundant literature related to the FDI used the term human capital instead of the human 

resource. The reason was its importance for the MNEs. A large number of the share of the FDI, 

flowed from the developed countries and the technology and the skills used by the MNEs 

demanded and preferred the trained workforce which was a function of the human capital 

accumulation.  As the MNEs originated from advanced countries they might have an advance 

knowledge and bulk practices of the human resource management. According to the criteria set 

by Meyer, Fox, and Roodt (2009), MNEs might have shifted from the human resource paradigm 

to the human capital one.  That is why the term ‘human capital’ would be used in place of the 

human resource. Moreover, there are two components of the human resource; the quantitative 

and the qualitative. The human capital represents the qualitative component of the human 

resource.    

Human capital accumulation is one of the factors that determine the competitiveness of 

any economy to attract the FDI. The stock of the human capital is viewed not only as a 

prerequisite for attracting the FDI but also it increases the absorptive capacity for transfer of the 
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technology, skills and abilities from the MNEs. Yudaeva, Kozlov, Melentieva and Ponomareva 

(2003) recognized the value of the human capital for attracting the FDI as well as absorbing the 

spillover effects. 

The existing literature indicates that the stock of the human capital not only may induce 

the MNEs to invest in the host country but also encourage the arrival of the value-added FDI. 

The human capital enhancement can be expected to increase the productivity of the workforce 

directly and may contribute to developing the good working environment duly characterized by 

the commitment and the motivation indirectly. The importance of the human capital regarding 

the economic development and the indirect social impact on the host country is well-documented 

in the literature.  

Adam Smith included the abilities of all the inhabitants in the fixed capital stock of a 

country. Marshal said that spending on education was the most valuable capital and regarded as 

the national investment. It is the lack of investment in the human capital that impedes the growth 

in the under-developed countries (UDCs) (Lekhi, 2008). 

The activities of the human capital enhancement can create the environment of a country 

more attractive for the foreign investors by improving the skill level of the workforce. 

Conversely, the FDI may enhance the human capital when the MNEs provide the training for the 

new skills, information and technology to the host country. When a host country catches a 

constant flow of the FDI by attracting the higher value-added MNEs, it enhances the skill level 

of pre-existing MNEs and the domestic enterprises. These improved skills further attract the FDI 

and, hence, it becomes a circle which is named as the virtuous one (Miyamoto, 2003). This 

virtuous circle does not work in the same fashion in all the economies even if they are similar in 

terms of development. In Singapore and Ireland there exist two success stories which are 
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experiencing this virtuous circle, hence why it cannot be so in the other developing countries in 

Asia.  

Background of the Study 

The FDI is becoming fast much popular as a source of private external finance for the 

developing countries. It is quite dissimilar to the other major types of private external capital in 

that it has the enduring vision for the investment and also it is introducing such technology as 

counts much for the developing countries. That is why the developing economies are showing 

interest to a great extent towards attracting the FDI and they are on to make their working 

conditions very attractive for the foreign investors. According to the UNCTAD (2006), the FDI 

stock of the developing economies as percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) touched the 

level point 27.0 in 2005 as compared to mere 9.8 in 1990.  

The developing economies are shifting their policies gradually to attract the FDI. 

According to the UNCTAD (2002) round about 95% of the 1393 changes affected from 1991 to 

2001 globally to govern the FDI. This trend also was reflected in the substantial increase in the 

number of bilateral investment treaties. The intention of these treaties was to protect and promote 

the investment between the two countries. As for 2002, there were 2099 such treaties the entire 

world round that involved more than 160 countries, a 10 fold increase on the 181 treaties that 

were present in 1980.  

As an example of FDI orientated efforts, Dutta (2005) reported that Chinese economic 

reforms like allowing 100 % ownership and profit repatriation helped her turn into a foreign 

investment welcoming economy. Due to such policies, the FDI inflow of China in 2005 was US 

$72406 million which was the nearest to that of the $99443 million attained by United States in 

the same period.  The newly industrialized economies (NIEs) of Hong Kong, Republic of Korea, 
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Singapore, and Taipei (China) are the best examples of the luring effects of the FDI.  According 

to the UNCTAD (2006), the FDI inflow in India enhanced due to improved economic and policy 

conditions there. Following this like trend of the developing countries, Pakistan also took a 

number of steps including the widespread structural reforms like the deepened liberalization, the 

legal framework modernization, the improved E-governance and the effective one-window 

operation for attracting the FDI (Government of Pakistan, 2006).  

The FDI flow in Pakistan accelerated when the policies of privatization and liberalization 

of the economy were adopted. In 1980, the FDI inflow was $ 64 million (SHRDC, 2007) and due 

to the efforts towards attracting the FDI, the average annual inflow was $ 463 million during 

1990-2000. In 2005, the FDI inflow was $ 2183 million (UNCTAD, 2006) that was 34 times that 

of in 1980. Though this increase looked massive, but when it was compared with the world FDI 

inflow, it could not be more than 0.2 %.  

Among the top ten recipients of the FDI in South Asia, East Asia, and South-East Asia, 

Pakistan ranked 9th after China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Korea, India, Indonesia, Malaysia and 

Thailand (UNCTAD, 2006). It indicated that no doubt Pakistan was progressing in the FDI 

inflow yet there was a long way to go ahead for keeping pace with the above detailed quick 

growing economies.  

When we consider the condition of the human capital in Pakistan, it looks so feeble. 

Taking the educational level as a proxy for the human capital as used by (Miyamoto, 2003; Root 

and Ahmed, 1979), the literacy rate in Pakistan was 53 % that is too low as compared to that of 

in other countries in the region. The net enrolment rate (NER) for the primary school was 52 % 

(Government of Pakistan, 2006),  while the NER in Honk Kong, Singapore, India, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Thailand and Korea was more than 85 % (UNDP, 2005). So this too low NER in 
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Pakistan paints a blurring picture of the human capital trend for future. According to 

(Government of Pakistan, 2006) Pakistan was spending 2.1 % of her GDP on the education 

sector that was too low as compared with that of in other Asian countries like Malaysia, 

Thailand, India, Hong Kong, and Korea where it had been 8.1, 5.2, 4.1, 4.4, and 4.2 % 

respectively during 2000-2002 (UNDP, 2005). Similarly, the gross percentage enrolment at the 

tertiary level of Pakistan in 2004 was 3.20 while in China, India, Thailand, and Republic of 

Korea it touched the figure 19.1, 11.76, 40.98 and 88.52 respectively (World Bank, 2007).   

The gross national product (GNP) per capita is considered as the one proxy to measure 

the economic development. The GNP per capita of Pakistan during the period of 1971-2005 

increased from $ 170 to $ 690 while during the same period; in Singapore it changed from $ 

1070 to $ 27580, in Hong Kong it reached $ 1070 to $ 27670, and in Malaysia it rose from $ 420 

to $ 4970. From the major FDI receiving economies in Asia, Singapore, Hong Kong and 

Malaysia showed an massive increase in the GNP per capita as compared to that of in Pakistan.  

The political instability and the lack of the long term policies might have kept Pakistan 

away from the even development. The two Indo-Pak wars of 1965 and 1971, and discontinuation 

of democracy might not have allowed Pakistan to execute the development plans and put into 

practice the relevant policies. From the very emergence, Pakistan has been facing the problems 

of shortage of financial resources, and a wide gap between savings and investments along with 

the inadequate funds for the development. Such like problems hindered the social and economic 

development of Pakistan. The above grim picture of facts about the FDI, the human capital and 

the GNP per capita in Pakistan openly speak of this situation. A steady increase in the debt 

serving and widening gap between savings and investments led the government of Pakistan to 

opt for the FDI.  
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Problem Identification 

The discussion in the previous sections indicated a bilateral relationship that the human 

capital might play a role in attracting the FDI and the FDI could enhance the human capital. 

Moreover, both the FDI and the human capital look to be linking with the economic development 

of the host country. The countries that improved the human capital and attracted more FDI stood 

out in the economic development. This nexus of these three factors also looks to be on in 

Pakistan as the poor human capital and the slow FDI inflow may be contributing to the poor 

economic development. The relevant literature indicates that such relationships do not develop 

automatically but certain business climate and policies play their role towards developing and 

sustaining such relationships. Such relationships are context dependent and should be explored at 

country level. The business climate and the policies differ in different countries and the 

realization of one country cannot be generalized to the others. The purpose of this study is to 

investigate this very nexus empirically with the view to linking it with the socioeconomic 

development of Pakistan. 

According to the Wikipedia, the socioeconomic development is the procedure of the 

social and the economic development. The human development index (HDI) which is used to 

measure the socioeconomic development has three components that are the longevity, the 

knowledge, and the standard of living.  The knowledge component is related to social 

development and the standard of living can be associated with economic development.  

If we take the human capital to be one indicator to the social development, the impact of 

the FDI on the human capital (in the bilateral relationship mentioned above) will be the very 

influence on the social development. The link of the FDI and human capital with the economic 

development already has been dealt with. Hence, the overall impact of the bilateral relationship 
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may lead to the socioeconomic development. Now, this study would endeavour to investigate: 

the human capital as a determinant of the FDI, the impact of the FDI on the human capital, the 

impact of the FDI on the economic development, and the influence of the human capital on the 

economic development of Pakistan. 

Objectives of the Study 

 In persuasion of the above detailed research problem, the study would address the 

following objectives: 

 To analyze the trend and pattern of the FDI inflow in Pakistan and to identify the factors 

which are hampering the FDI flow in Pakistan.  

 To evaluate the role of the human capital in attracting the FDI to Pakistan 

 To examine the influence of the FDI on the human capital in Pakistan. 

 To analyze the bilateral effect of the FDI and the human capital in terms of the socio-

economic development of Pakistan. 

 To provide the guidelines for the policy makers to enhance the human capital in such a 

way as Pakistan could attract the FDI and capitalize its benefits for the socio-economic 

development. 

Justification of the Study 

The literature on the previous studies regarding the FDI, the human capital and the socio-

economic development is too short and it partially focuses on these variables. The available 

studies are mostly cross-country and unidirectional ones as they investigate the human capital to 

be a determinant of the FDI. Again, the studies which strived to search the influence of the FDI 

on the human capital are restricted to firm or industry level. The studies that investigated the 

bilateral relationship are mere review-based rather than empirical testing e.g. Kapstein (2002) 
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and Miyamoto (2003). Hence, it only calls for probing bilateral relationship between the human 

capital and the FDI empirically. Moreover, the researches that focused on the economic aspect of 

the FDI impact in the host country used the human capital as the moderator variable. The studies 

that are country specific like Aitken and Harrison (1999) for Venezuela and Djankov and 

Hoekman (2000) for Czech Republic focused only on the firm/plant level data. Hence, the need 

is there to explore the phenomenon that bases on the aggregate country level data.  

As regards Pakistan, Ahmad, Alam and Butt (2004) studied the impact of the FDI on the 

domestic economic growth and they focused on exports. Khan (2007a) emphasized the domestic 

financial sector as a channel for the FDI impact on economic growth. The studies about Pakistan 

mainly tapped the economic side of the FDI impact devoid of the human capital. This study 

however endeavours to explore the bilateral relationship between the human capital and the FDI, 

also its influence on the socio economic development of Pakistan. For this purpose, the aggregate 

country level data for the period 1971-2005 have been made use of.  

Contribution of the Study 

No doubt the role of the human capital as a determinant of the FDI has earned consensus 

to much extent, but this relationship does not work in the linear fashion. There may be some 

several combinations of this relationship. Conversely, the FDI impact on the human capital 

enhancement in the host country at the macro level has been explored inadequately. The FDI 

may affect the public spending on education at the macro level through filling the gap of the 

saving-investment, foreign exchange, and fiscal deficit. The FDI may influence the individual 

decision to pursue further education and training through generating a demand for the skilled and 

lettered workforce. This study would endeavor to provide the evidence as to whether this 

proposition works for Pakistan as well. Moreover, the study is anticipated to add to the previous 
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literature by providing the results of the bilateral association of the human capital and the FDI 

and the subsequent influence on the socio-economic development of Pakistan. ` 

As for the policy implication, the study opts to provide an insight for the policy maker 

about the current situation of the human capital in Pakistan and also its impact on attracting the 

FDI and the reply as to what is the contribution of the FDI on the human capital development 

and, finally the ultimate results regarding socio-economic development of Pakistan. Also it will 

provide the guidelines to coin the policies of the human capital enhancement and to attract the 

FDI in such a way as may lead to maximize the socio economic development of Pakistan.  

Definitions of the Terms 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 

The FDI takes place when a firm invests directly in activities to produce and/or market a 

product in a foreign country. It is of two types. The one is green-field investment which engages 

in establishing the completely new operation in a foreign country. The other takes place by 

acquiring or merging with already running firms in the host country. The flow of the FDI can be 

defined as the amount of the FDI undertaken over a given time period (normally a year). The 

stock of the FDI is the total accumulated value of foreign owned assets at a given time (Hill, 

2005). 

The FDI is defined as an investment concerning the long-run prospect and having an 

enduring interest and control by resident entity in one country (parent firm) in a venture resident 

in an economy other than that of foreign direct investor. The foreign direct investment implies 

that the investor exercises a great deal of influence on the management of the enterprise resident 

in the other economy (UNCTAD, 2006).  
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Human Resources 

The quantity and quality of a nation’s labor force are called human resources (Todaro and 

Smith, 2007). 

Human Capital`  

Productive investments embodied in human persons. These include skills; abilities; 

ideals, and health as a result of expenditures on education; on-the-job training programs, and 

medical care (Todaro and Smith, 2007).  

Human Capital Formation  

According to Prof. Meier human capital formation is the practice of obtaining and 

increasing the number of persons who have the skills, education and experience which are 

significant for the economical and political development of a country (Lekhi, 2008).  

Socio-economic development       

The term “Socio-economic Development” is very vast, hence, not so simple to be defined 

comprehensively. There are multivarious indicators that are used to measure it, e.g the per capita 

GNP, the expected length of life, the primary and the secondary school enrolement, the 

newspaper circulation per 1000 populace, telephone per 10000 individuals, radio receivers per 

1000 human beings etc. Different countries use certain indicators and ignore the others. 

According to Yaakub and Ayob (1999) the socioeconomic development of a country can be 

defined simply as the social and economic transformations, planned or otherwise, that tends to an 

increase social welfare or well being, material or spiritual, enjoyed by the citizens of that 

country.        

 According to Wikipedia’s definition it is the practice of social and economic 

development that takes place in a society. The socio-economic development can be measured 

with the help of some indicators, such as the GDP, the life expectancy, the literacy and level of 
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employment. The variation in less-tangible factors also can be well thought-out, such as the 

personal dignity, the freedom of association, the personal safety and the freedom from fear of 

physical damage, and the degree of contribution in the civil society. 

 In 1990, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) suggested of the HDI that it 

is to measure the socio economic development. It consists of three measures namely the 

longevity, the knowledge, and the standard of living. Out of these components, the knowledge 

and the standard of living seem more relevant and debatable when we talk about the impact of 

the FDI on the socio economic development. In this very study, knowledge component from 

social perspective and standard of living from economic viewpoint are being included. The very 

reason both of them have been the center of discussion when the FDI inflow and its benefits for 

the host country are debated.  

Economic Development     

 According to Prof. Meier, Economic Development can be defined as a process whereby 

the real national income of an economy raises over a long period of time. Prof. Irma Adelman 

defines it as the practice by which an economy transforms itself from whose growth rate of per 

capita income is small or negative to one in which a significant self-sustained rate of increase of 

per capita income is a long-standing characteristic (Lekhi, 2008).  

 Economic Growth 

 The economic growth can be defined as a continuous process by which the productive 

capability of the economy is augmented with the passage of time and results in rising levels of 

national output and income (Todaro and Smith, 2007). 

Organization of the Study 

The introduction of the study, the background, the problem identification, the objectives 

of the study, the justification, the contribution of the study, and the definitions of the terms have 
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all been described in the preceding section of this chapter. The 2nd chapter of this study 

describes the overview of the economy of Pakistan which helps understand as to how the need 

for the FDI emerged. It illustrates chronologically the FDI policies of Pakistan. These policies 

indicate as to how Pakistan changed her policy stance towards seeking the FDI.  It also discusses 

the trend and pattern of the FDI flow at the global level on the bases of geographic location and 

sector wise distribution. Again, it provides the structural pattern of the FDI, its source of inflow, 

and its sector-wise flow in Pakistan. It analyses the growth impact of the FDI on the economy of 

Pakistan and at the end it identifies the factors that may be responsible for the impediment of the 

FDI flow in Pakistan. 

The 3rd chapter covers the theoretical and empirical review of the FDI determinants 

generally and the human capital as the determinant of the FDI specifically. Also,it describes the 

FDI impact on the human capital of the host country. To sum up, this chapter encompasses the 

bilateral relationship between the FDI and the human capital. 

The 4rh chapter illustrates the impact of the FDI and the human capital on the socio-

economic development. To accomplish this purpose, this chapter discusses the FDI impact on the 

economic development and influence of the human capital on the economic development.  

The 5th chapter presents the methodology and the data wherein the selection of the 

variables, the hypotheses, the models’ formulation, measurement of the variables, data sources 

and method of estimation of the models have been described.  

The 6th chapter describes the empirical findings and the discussion. The 7th chapter 

presents the conclusion drawn on the basis of the findings and the discussion. It provides policy 

implications and suggests further research as well. In the end, this chapter describes the 

limitation of the study. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF PAKISTAN’S ECONOMY AND FDI TREND, PATTERN, 

AND POLICIES 

Before the analysis of the FDI trend in Pakistan it is very essential to review the brief 

history of Pakistan’s economy as it will help us understand the evolutionary need of the FDI in 

Pakistan. This chapter describes the overview of the economy of Pakistan which helps 

understand as to how the need for the FDI emerged. It illustrates chronologically the FDI policies 

of Pakistan which indicate as to how Pakistan changed its policy stance towards seeking the FDI.  

It also discusses briefly the trend and pattern of the FDI flow at the global level on the basis of 

geographic location and sector-wise distribution. It provides the detail of the structural pattern of 

the FDI, the source of FDI inflow, and the sector wise FDI flow in Pakistan. It analyses the 

growth impact of the FDI on the economy of Pakistan. In the end, it identifies the factors that 

may be responsible for the impediment of the FDI flow in Pakistan. 

Overview of Pakistan’s Economy 

In the history of Pakistan, the economic development planning and its implementation 

have not been persistent from the very beginning. The political instability and the lack of long-

term policies kept Pakistan away from smooth development.  This section explains the relevant 

ups and downs in this regard.  

The First Six Year Development Plan (1951-57) was approved duly by Development 

Board in consultation with the Advisory Board. This plan also was called the Colombo Plan, but 

it could not be implemented entirely due to the Korean War (1950-51) hence it was reviewed by 

the government. No doubt the government played a leading role in the development process and 

the private sector contributed remarkably in industry and laid the foundations for the investment. 
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In the very outset, agriculture was overlooked but soon its significance was realized for the 

industrial development.  

In 1958, when the parliamentary form of government was abolished and the constitution 

of 1956 was abrogated, the economy had to face a setback. During 1950s, the individual, 

collective and regional clashes made it obligatory for the army to intervene, but in 1960, the 

bureaucracy was called upon to support the implementation of the development plan.  

The Second Five Year Development Plan (1960-65) and Third one (1965-70) both 

focused on the achievement of self-sufficiency in food; increase in the per capita income; 

enhancement of the domestic savings and creation of the economic and social overheads. The 

second plan caused structural changes in the economy and proved successful because of the 

political stability and the patriotic gesture of the government.  

The third plan could not succeed to achieve the target due to the 1965 war against India, 

suspension of the U.S. Aid, drought, and the floods. By the end of 1960s, many problems 

surfaced like problems in exports, lack of competitiveness in the global market due to the 

overvalued rate of the exchange, and the sluggish growth in the private investment. Owing to the 

lack of domestic resources, the saving-investment gap widened and started dreaming of the 

foreign assistance. The feeling of income inequality increased during 1960s which ultimately led 

to the social and the political unrest. Resultantly, in the war of 1971 against India, East Pakistan 

emerged as Bangladesh.  

After the separation of the East Pakistan, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto took over as the Prime 

Minister in December 1971.  To control the unpleasant situation of the economy, the government 

adopted the policy of nationalization in 1972.  Many reforms were introduced like the reforms in 

the favor of labor and small farmers, and the administrative reforms, etc. In 1972, Pakistani 
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currency was devalued from Rs. 4.76 to one US dollar to Rs. 11.00. The nationalization process 

discouraged the private investment. The devaluation of the domestic currency increased exports 

but temporarily. The policy measures like increase in wages, permanent employment and fringe 

benefits raised the cost of the capital. Due to the devaluation of the currency, the costly imported 

equipments, material and foreign loans deteriorated the profit badly. The efficiency of the labor 

curtailed due to the usage of equipment beyond the economic lifetime.  

The nationalization practice gave birth to serious problems of management in the public 

sector. The government, now, started deregulation and denationalization in midst 1977 when 

General Zia-ul-Haq took over the government. The government resorted to some budgetary 

measures to increase the resources and minimize the expenditure and impeded the large 

investment programs in the public sector. A commission was constituted to assess the 

performance of the public sector industrial units. More areas were opened for the private 

investment. Despite some improvements in the economy regarding the outputs and exports, the 

financial difficulties still continued. These difficulties kept on putting pressure on the resources. 

Despite the introduction of many reforms during 1978-88, the government savings remained 

poor; the development expenditure were insufficient; the debt serving level was high; the 

financial sector was incompetent and public-owned and there was routine of the directed credit; 

the market was segmented; the economy was highly regulated; there were industrial licensing; 

the price control; the high tariffs, and the non-competitive trade regime.    

In order to cope with such a situation, government resorted to the IMF (International 

Monetary Fund) stabilization program that emphasized on the liberalization of the foreign 

exchange, control over the inflation and the fiscal deficit by restraining the social spending, 

promoting the free market and the openness of economy. These structural reforms, however, 
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resulted in some adverse effects on the economy of Pakistan in the 1990s. The problem of 

external debt got worse in the mid-1990s as it mounted to more than $ 20 billion. The cut back in 

the social sector expenditures hindered the investment in the human capital. Bulky expenditure 

on the defense and the debt serving forced Pakistan search for some support for the social sector 

development. A steady increase in the debt serving and widening up of the gap between the 

savings and the investments led the government to attract the FDI. The very reason was that the 

FDI was not only a source of external private finance, but also a very stable one as compared to 

other inflows. It did not generate any debt burden, and the profit was sent back to the home 

country when the project started to yield the returns. Moreover, the profit also might be 

reinvested in the host country. On the other hand, the bank loan had to be repaid with compound 

interest irrespective of the success or failure of the project.      

Usually the FDI is regarded a useful source able to fill the gap existing between the 

domestically available and desired level of: the amount of savings, the foreign exchange, the 

revenue collected by the government, and the management skills to achieve the cherished growth 

and development.        

Evolution of FDI Policies in Pakistan 

The policies of a host country have an essential role in attracting the FDI and exploiting it 

in her favor.  Pakistan is an agricultural country and since its independence (1947) it has been 

striving to shift its agriculture economy to an industrial one by shuffling its focus on both the 

public and the private sector.  

In Pakistan, the private investment has been playing the vital role for the industrial 

investment till 1960s and the public sector covered three industries namely the generation of the 

hydroelectric power, the arms and ammunition, and the manufacturing of railway wagons, 
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telephone and wireless apparatus. The private sector enjoyed a sway over the key areas like 

banking, international trade, and insurance, however, banking, commerce and insurance were not 

offered for investment to the foreign investors.  

The government altered its policy during 1970s and started the nationalization process in 

1972.  This sudden shift towards nationalization devastated the confidence of the private 

investors, while the foreign investment was exempted from the nationalization process. During 

the decade 1970s, the government of Pakistan started formal regulation regarding the FDI 

inflow. These regulations composed Acts, reforms, and policies to be explained in the following 

paragraphs in chronological order.  

Foreign Private Investment (Promotion and Protection) Act 1976 

The Act 1976 offered a legal framework for the foreign investment and security against 

the expropriation and sufficient compensation for the acquisition. According to this Act, the 

remittance of the profit and the capital, relief from the double taxation for the countries involving 

the bilateral agreement with Pakistan were duly guaranteed. The nationalization practice resulted 

in the dismal performance of the industrial sector. Later on, the government changed its policy 

stance again and in 1978, the role of the public sector was limited to consolidate existing units 

and stopped more investment in these units.  

Industrial Policy Statements1984 

In June, 1984, the industrial policy statement spoke of an equal significance to the private 

and the public sectors and it also persuaded the private investors to play a more vigorous role. 

The privatization process, however, in its earnest was not started. Had it been started in time, it 

would have been the best opportunity for Pakistan to attract the FDI as the economic indicators 

were the very sustaining one then (Khan and Kim, 1999). For instance, during 1984-85, a real 

GDP growth rate was 8.7 %, whereas the total investment and the national savings as percentage 
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of GDP were 18.3 and 12.9 respectively. The inflation rate, the budget deficit, and the current 

account deficit were 6.1, 7.8 and 5.4 respectively of the GDP. Moreover, the condition of the law 

and order was better. Despite the military takeover, the political stability was there in Pakistan.  

The procedure for seeking permission to set up an industrial unit was restrictive one to 

some extent. The main projects of the national importance were to be set up with the approval of 

the government provided they:- 

(i) fell in the category of causing overcapacity, price regulation, running the projects of 

assembly-cum-manufacturing, involving locally produced components or of national 

interest 

(ii) involved the foreign-private investment 

(iii) cost more than 300 million (Pakistani Rupee) 

(iv) involved the imports of secondhand machinery and that required more than 60% of 

the importable raw material and value of each import should be more than 20% of the 

total investment in the fixed assets 

The above detailed industrial units also needed clearance from the Central Investment 

Promotion Committee (CIPC) along with the Federal Government approval. These restrictions 

were imposed equally on both the local and the foreign investors. The FDI was preferred in the 

joint equity contribution with the local investors for the selected areas where an advanced 

technology, technical and managerial skills and market know-how were implicated.  

With a view to attract the export oriented FDI, an Export Promotion Zone (EPZ) was set 

up in Karachi that offered the duty free imports and exports of goods.  It also offered the tax 

exemptions. The overseas Pakistanis were invited to invest in the EPZ on non-repatriable 

investment basis.  
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Extensive Investment Policies Reforms  

In 1989, a new industrial policy package was offered to attract the private sector. A 

Board of Investment (BOI) was set up to coin comprehensive investment policies and provide 

adequate investment guidance to the investors. A ‘one-window facility’ was introduced to 

facilitate the establishment of new industrial units. For every foreign investment, a separate 

authorization was a pre-requisite. This condition was, however, waived in May, 1991 with the 

exclusion of a few industries like that of arms and ammunition, security printing, currency and 

mint, high explosives, radioactive goods, and alcoholic beverages. Excluding these very 

restricted sectors, in all rest industries not only a 100% foreign equity participation was allowed 

but also the foreign investors were permitted to purchase equity in existing industries on the 

repatriable basis. The foreign investors, however, were not permitted to invest in some non-

industrial sectors such as agricultural land, irrigation, forestry, and real estate including the land, 

housing and commercial activities.  

Both for the domestic and the foreign investors desirous of locating their projects, a No 

Objection Certificate (NOC) from the concerning provincial authorities was a pre-requisite and it 

was taken to be the main hurdle in the process of speedy industrialization, however, the NOC 

now was required only for a few areas included in the negative list of the provincial authorities.  

Formerly, both the domestic and the foreign investors were not allowed to discuss the 

terms and conditions about the payment of royalty and technical fees with the government of the 

host country, however, afterward such negotiations were allowed in the better interest of host 

country and the investors themselves.  

The liberalization of the foreign exchange regime was an important step. All Pakistanis 

may be they were within or out of Pakistan and the foreigners also were permitted to bring, 

possess, and transfer abroad the foreign currency and to open accounts and hold certificates on 
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the foreign currency. The issuance of shares on the Pakistani companies (except those 

incorporated in the particular list) was permitted to the foreign investors. Moreover, the currency 

was declared to be convertible from July, 1994. The previous ceiling on contracting the foreign 

loans was removed. The foreign currency holders were permitted to procure loans in the Pak 

currency duly collateralized against the foreign currency account balance.  

The Pakistani government extended the investment incentives like credit ones, the fiscal 

incentives, and the visa policy. The foreign-managed manufacturing companies that were 

exporting more than half of their manufactured product permitted to borrow the working capital 

with no bound whereas other foreign-managed manufacturing companies having a say in the 

domestic market were permitted to borrow the Pak currency loans equal to their equity, without 

any prior permission of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). The fiscal incentives included a three-

year tax holiday to all industrial units set up during the period from December 1990 to June 

1995. Investments in the delineated rural regions, the industrial zones, and the least developed 

regions benefited from five and eight years tax holidays respectively accompanied by particular 

custom duty and the sales tax concessions. The policy of liberalizing import reduced tariff rates 

from 225% in 1986/87 to 45% in 1996/97. The numerous quantitative restrictions and the non 

tariff barriers were removed and the list of banned imports was duly reduced (BOI, 1995).  As 

for the foreign investors with the substantial investment, an attractive visa policy was offered 

whereby they were granted a three year multiple entry visa. The imposed constraints of the work 

permit for the foreign staff of managerial and technical nature were removed to secure a gainful 

employment in the private sector in Pakistan.  

To attract the export-oriented FDI, special industrial zones (SIZs) were created duly 

characterized by the necessary infrastructure and utility services. Alongwith the foreign 
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investors, the Pakistanis working overseas also were declared entitled to invest in these SIZs. 

The firms investing in the SIZs were exempted from the existing labor laws in Pakistan. 

Immense fiscal incentives were offered like; an income tax holiday for 10 years for the plants 

that initiated their commercial operation by 30th June, 1999; the imports of the plant and 

machinery not made locally without any duty; no tax on the capital gains, equal to the foreign 

equity share, for five years right from the setting up of the business enterprise.  

Protection of Economic Reforms Act 1992 

The Act 1992 provided the liberty to bring, hold, sell, and take out the foreign currency. 

The foreign currency accounts holders were awarded immunity against any inquiry from taxation 

authorities as to the source of financing. Such accounts were declared free from the levy of some 

taxes such as wealth-tax, income tax, and the obligatory deduction of Zakat. This act protected 

the investment (by foreigner or Pakistani) from compulsory acquisition by the government. The 

detail of provisions of this act may be seen from Appendix B.  

New Investment Policy 1997 

The government of Pakistan made public the New Investment Policy in November 1997.  

In the past, the foreign investment was permitted only to the manufacturing sector, but in this 

policy, the agriculture and the service sectors were further opened for the foreign investment. 

This policy aimed at enhancing the foreign investment in the fields of industrial based expansion, 

the infrastructure and the software development, the electronics, engineering, agro-food, the 

value added textile, the tourism, and the construction enterprises. The foreign investment on 

repatriable basis was permitted in the agriculture, services, the infrastructure, and the social 

sectors provided that:- (i) the base was joint venture with the ratio of 60 to 40; (ii) the minimum 

limit of the foreign equity would be $1 million; (iii) the foreign companies registered in Pakistan 
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would be permitted to invest; (iv) 100% of the foreign equity would be permitted for the social 

sector and the infrastructure. 

The manufacturing sector was categorized regarding priority like the value added or 

export industries, the high-tech industries, the priority industries, and the agro-based industries. 

The tariff on the imported plant, the machinery, and the equipment for the value added, the high-

tech, and the agriculture that were not locally manufactured was zero whereas for the prioritized 

industries, agro-based and social services it was 10%. The first year allowance of the outlay of 

the plant, the machinery and the equipment was granted with a varying degree for the different 

categories. Reinvestment allowance for the expansion was allowed @ 50% of the cost of the 

plant, the machinery and the equipment.  

The Global Trend of the FDI 
 

In this section, an overall FDI trend at the global level, the geographical trend and the 

sector-wise trend will be discussed.  

Global Trend of FDI Inflow 

The inflow of the FDI at the global level has been observed to be increasing gradually 

with some fluctuation for about the last three decades. According to the UNCTAD (2006), the 

world’s inward stock of the FDI increased substantially from $ 561403 million in 1980 (8.5 % of 

GDP) to $ 10129739 million in 2005 (22.7 % of GDP). In 1995, the global FDI inflow was  $ 

329 billion (UNCTAD, 1999) and it reached to the limit of $ 1.4 trillion (UNCTAD, 2003) in 

2000.  In 2003, however, this inflow dropped down to the limit of $ 558 billion (UNCTAD, 

2006) and then again in 2005 it raised up to $916 billion (UNCTAD, 2006). This rise denotes a 

noteworthy increase in the cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M & As) both in the values 

and the number of deals. When we compare the average inflow of 1980s with that of 2000s, we 

can observe a notable increase which indicates the change in the global orientation towards the 
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FDI. The growth rate of the global FDI flows from 1980 to 2000 exceeded the world export. In 

the second half of 1980s, when the host countries changed their stance and relaxed the 

regulations regarding the FDI, it expanded the FDI enormously.  

Geographical Trend  

According to the UNCTAD (2006), the recent increase in the FDI has been accumulated 

in certain sectors, regions and countries. In 2005, the five largest host economies like the UK, the 

USA, France, the Netherlands and Canada attracted 75 percent of the total FDI inflow to the 

developed economies. Though being concentrated, the flow of FDI in 126 economies out of 200 

increased in 2005, whereas in 2004 it grew in 111 economies. In 2005, this growth was wide-

ranging geographically but somewhat higher in the developed (37%) than in the developing 

countries (21.5%).    

Among the developing regions, Africa experienced a rise of 78 percent, West Asia 85 

percent, South, East and South-East Asia 20 percent, Latin America and the Caribbean 3 percent 

over the year (2004). In the developing countries, an overall share of FDI had been weak, hence 

not oscillated widely since the mid 1980s as compared with that of in the developed countries. 

The importance of the developing countries as the recipient of the FDI increased. As a result, 

their share in the global FDI inflows rose from an average of 20 % during 1978-1980 to an 

average of 35 % during 2003-2005.  The concentration however, of the FDI in developing region 

remained uneven. The share of the African countries fell from 10 % of total inflows towards the 

developing countries during 1978-1980 to around 5 % during 1998-2000. The FDI share of Asia 

and Oceania, especially of South, East and the South-East Asia boosted enormously. Latin 

America and the Caribbean region faced a turn down in its position of the 1970s and early 1980s. 

In 2005, Asia attracted $ 199 billion inflow, a 25% increase on the $ 157 billion in 2004. 

The FDI attracted by China in 2005 was 21.6% of that of the developing countries and became 
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the second highest recipient of the FDI after the United States.  The inflow of the FDI to Asia 

rose rapidly during 1990s. Further, as for Asia, East Asia got a big share of  $118 billion whereas 

South Asia lagged far behind with $9765 million during the same year. South-East Asia fell in-

between these two regions with the FDI inflow of  $37136 million.  The importance of South, 

East, and South East Asian region in the global economy and its elevated growth rate made it 

more lucrative for the market seeking FDI (UNCTAD, 2006).  

From among the regions of South, East, and South-East Asia, the major recipients of the 

FDI were China, Hong Kong (China), Republic of Korea, Taiwan (Province of China), India, 

Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. The FDI inflow in 

South Asia was so meager that China, Hong Kong (China) and Singapore attracted more FDI 

individually than that of whole South Asia in 2005. In 2005, South Asia attracted only 1.07 % of 

the global FDI inflow. The major economies of South Asia practiced a noteworthy rise in the 

FDI inflow in 2005. In Pakistan, Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka, the FDI inflow rose by 95%, 

50%, 21% and 17% respectively. The improved economic conditions and the policy stance 

played their role in developing the confidence of the investors in this region. In India where the 

growth rate of GDP surpassed 8% and the stock market raised by 36% in 2005. The increased 

FDI inflow in India was contributed partly by large mergers and acquisitions (M & As) like the 

acquisition of Gujarat Ambuja (India) by Holcim (Switzerland) for $ 607 million.   

Although Pakistan and India are two main recipients of the FDI in South Asia, their share 

as compared with Asia and World is mere a fraction. In 2005, share of Pakistan as compared 

with Asia and World was 1.09 %and 0.24 % respectively while India attracted 3.3 % and 0.72 % 

respectively.   
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Sector-Wise Trend 

When we analyze the sectoral trend of the global FDI in terms of cross-border (M & As), 

since 1987 (availability of data) the services’ sector remained leading while the manufacturing 

trend declined. The share of the primary sector specifically of mining has been active for the 

recent growth of the global FDI. Sectorally, the inward FDI growth was not broad-based, but in 

some industries like that of Oil and Gas, Utilities (telecommunication, energies), Banking and 

Real Estate. For the first time, the petroleum industry (oil and natural gas) became the 

remarkable FDI recipient (14 percent of all the cross-border M & As sales) since 1987. The next 

two sectors were the finance and the telecommunication owing to further liberalization in some 

countries. In the service sector, construction, transport, and software business attracted 

considerable FDI. In manufacturing, the cross-border M & As in oil refinery were doubled, in 

rubber and plastic goods the FDI quadrupled, and those in metal industries it raised six fold. 

Metals, telecommunications, and real estate also attracted more greenfield FDI than in 2004.   

The Pattern and Trend of the FDI in Pakistan 

In the history of Pakistan, 1970s is the period of nationalization while from the mid 

1980s, Pakistan started to take initiatives towards the FDI, but the extensive efforts could be seen 

since 1990s when liberalization programs were launched by offering 100 percent foreign equity 

participation, credit facilities, fiscal incentives and liberalizing foreign exchange regime.  The 

outcomes of these efforts could be observed from the trend of the FDI inflow in the Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1   
The Flow of the FDI in Pakistan by Country     (Million US $) 
 

Fiscal Year USA UK UAE Germany France Hong 
Kong 

Italy Japan Saudi 
Arabia 

Canada Nether-
lands 

Korea Others Total 

1981-82 15.19 19.5 8.23 3.53 0.19 0.15 0.02 0.42 0.23 0.29 1.49 - 48.8 98 

1982-83 4.87 7.1 4.2 1.39 0.1 0.03 0 0.21 1.09 0.1 1.4 - 21.55 42.1 

1983-84 4.22 7.28 3.94 2.3 0.05 0.24 - 0.22 1.2 0.1 0.65 - 27.26 48 

1984-85 17.2 8.9 11.9 6.4 1.2 0.6 0.1 6.7 3.8 0.3 0.5 - 12.7 70.3 

1985-86 35.2 12.5 69.5 4.3 0.8 2.8 0.4 6.3 -7.3 - 1.3 - 19.4 145.2 

1986-87 42.9 5.1 25.6 5.4 1.5 6.7 0.4 9.4 1 0.8 0.6 - 8.6 108 

1987-88 45.8 25.5 24.4 18.3 5 5.5 1.1 13.6 0.9 1 0.4 - 20.7 162.2 

1988-89 94.4 22.6 12.9 10 7.7 6.3 1.2 16.7 0.5 0.9 1.7 - 34.1 210.2 

1989-90 93.9 22.8 15.9 11.2 6 0.9 3.8 16.1 1.1 0.9 5.3 - 38.3 216.2 

1990-91 130 33.8 9 12.5 7.1 3.3 2.9 26.2 0.9 1.9 2.3 -. 16.1 246 

1991-92 213.4 20.8 10.5 21.4 8.5 .. 2 17.7 0.1 3 0.8 . 36.9 335.1 

1992-93 136.9 25.7 9.5 36.2 5.7 12.4 0.6 22 8.2 0.3 5.6 . 43.3 306.4 

1993-94 114.5 32 7.5 92.6 9.1 11.1 1.2 0.3 29.7 1.9 1.2 -0.1 53.1 354.1 

1994-95 176.4 38.7 46.8 17.6 13.5 2.2 0.3 16.3 0.9 0.4 4.5 40.8 84 442.4 

1995-96 319.8 331.7 52.8 26 14 33.9 0.5 82.2 26.9 0.8 11.9 31.5 169.8 1101.7 

1996-97 246.2 240.1 54.9 17.6 10.2 7.5 1.8 36.6 -17 1.7 7.7 7.3 67.5 682.1 

1997-98 256.6 135.3 19.2 24 4.9 2.1 0.9 17.8 1.2 0.5 26.9 5.9 106 601.3 

1998-99 16.4 81.6 6.9 19.3 7 1 0.2 57.4 1.1 0.3 5.7 4.6 27 228.5 

1999-00 166.9 169 5.7 10.5 1.6 0.8 0.5 17.7 28.6 0.2 10.7 9.3 48.4 469.9 

2000-01 92.7 90.5 5.2 15.5 0.7 3.6 1.3 9.1 56.6 0.1 4.8 3.7 38.6 322.4 

2001-02 326.4 30.3 21.5 11.2 -6.9 2.8 0.1 6.5 1.3 3.5 -5.1 0.5 92.6 484.7 

2002-03 211.5 219.4 119.7 3.7 2.6 5.6 0.2 14.1 43.5 0.5 3 0.2 174 798 

2003-04 233.4 64.9 134.6 7 -5.6 6.3 1.9 15.1 7.2 0.5 14 1 464.1 944.4 

2004-05 326 181.5 367.5 13.1 -3.6 32.3 0.4 45.2 18.4 1.9 36.7 1.4 503.2 1524 

2005-06* 419.1 151.4 1284.6 27 2.6 21.9 0 37.3 273.7 3.9 87.1 1.4 710.2 3020.2 

Percent 1982-
90 

32.15 11.93 16.05 5.71 2.05 2.11 0.64 6.33 0.23 0.40 1.21 0.00 21.03  

Percent 1991-
2000 

37.28 23.26 4.67 5.82 1.71 1.56 0.23 6.17 1.69 0.23 1.62 2.08 13.68  

Percent 2001-
06 

22.68 10.40 27.25 1.09 -0.14 1.02 0.05 1.79 5.65 0.15 1.98 0.12 27.95  

Percent 1982-
2006 

28.85 15.26 18.00 3.23 0.72 1.31 0.17 3.79 3.73 0.20 1.78 0.83 22.11  

*July-April 
. Not available 
.. Stands for the amount less than $ 0.05 million 
Source: Data of 1981-83 calculated from Khan and Kim (1999) 

Data of 1984-2006 collected from State Bank of Pakistan (2005) and Government of Pakistan (2006). 
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Despite experiencing rise and fall, the amount of the FDI inflow rose from $42.1 million 

during 1982-83 to $1101.7 million during 1995-96 and to $1524 million during 2004-05, with an 

annual compound rate of 16.63 %. Using the data of UNCTAD (2006), the FDI inflow as 

percentage of gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) increased significantly from 5.1 % (annual 

average) during 1990-2000 to 13.0 % in 2005.  Comparing the Pakistan’s FDI stock of  $10401 

million in 2005 with those of other countries in the region like India (US$ 45274 m), China (US$ 

317873 m), Singapore (US$186926 m), Thailand (US$ 56742 m), Indonesia (US$ 21118 m), 

Malaysia (US$ 47771 m), and Korea, the Republic of (US$ 63199 m), it is obvious that Pakistan 

was far behind. The trend of the FDI inflow to Pakistan could be seen in the following figure.  It 

can be discussed under the following heading. 

 

Figure 1: FDI flow in Pakistan (Million $)
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The Structural Pattern of the FDI in Pakistan 

The foreign direct investment consists of three basic elements like the cash brought in, 

the capital equipment brought in, and the reinvested earning in the host country. In Pakistan all 

theses elements have been fluctuating in the past, but the share of the cash brought to Pakistan 

remained leading whereas capital equipment’s share stayed small, specifically after 1996 (Table 

2.2). When we compare the structure of the FDI during the period (1991-2005) with the structure 

of the period (1980-2005), there exists no difference as average share of the cash brought in to 

contribute the FDI has been 58 % while the reinvested earning accounted for 34 % during both 

the periods. In absolute terms, there was a notable boom in the cash brought in during 1990s but 

the capital flight had been observed in 2001 and 2003. The capital equipment brought to Pakistan 

also portrayed the trend analogous to that of the cash. On the contrary, the reinvested earning on 

the average kept on mounting. The decline in the cash and capital equipment brought in pointed 

out deterioration in the magnetism of Pakistani business environment.  
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TABLE 2.2 
Inflow of the FDI by Elements (PRs million) 
 
Year Total 

Assets 
Cash 
brought 
in 

Capital 
Equipment 
brought in 

Re-
Invested 
Earning 

Percent of Total Assets 
Cash 
brought 
in 

Capital 
Equipment 
brought in 

Re-
Invested 
Earning 

1980 293.3 126.1 90.8 76.4 42.9 31.0 26.1 
1981 432.8 247.7 83.7 101.4 57.2 19.2 23.4 
1982 458.3 206.5 105.9 145.9 45.0 23.1 31.8 
1983 534.7 391.9 15.3 127.5 73.3 2.9 23.8 
1984 511.0 273.9 9.6 227.5 53.6 1.9 44.5 
1985 752.1 489.9 10.9 251.3 65.1 1.4 33.4 
1986 1528.3 1133.6 19.3 375.4 74.2 1.3 24.5 
1987 1905.9 912.4 18.9 974.6 47.9 1.0 51.1 
1988 2396.0 1344.9 315.0 736.1 56.1 0.8 40.7 
1989 3768.9 1988.4 607.1 1173.4 52.7 16.1 31.1 
1990 6013.4 4014.5 490.5 1508.1 66.7 8.1 25.1 
1991 6441.4 4093.8 382.0 1965.6 63.5 5.9 30.5 
1992 9001.5 3642.1 2975.6 2383.8 40.4 33.0 26.5 
1993 11170.4 7225.8 1292.6 2652.0 64.7 11.6 23.7 
1994 24013.8 7778.31 13371.8 2863.7 32.4 55.7 11.9 
1995 16961.4 11807.2 1645.4 3508.8 69.6 9.7 20.7 
1996 17294.7 14089.3 1515.1 1690.4 81.5 8.8 9.8 
1997 28988.6 24734.2 248.8 4005.6 85.3 0.9 13.8 
1998 19060.6 16359.5 463.0 2238.0 85.8 2.4 11.7 
1999 12030.6 6030.3 131.4 5868.9 50.1 1.1 48.8 
2000 15565.8 6300.2 325.2 8940.4 40.5 2.1 57.4 
2001 8251.3 -4422.1 -- 12673.4 -53.6 -- 153.6 
2002 37539.2 15981.3 170.0 21450.9 42.6 0.3 57.1 
2003 20037.6 -149.7 169.7 20017.6 -0.7 0.8 99.9 
2004 47502.3 32985.5 960.8 13556.0 69.4 2.0 28.5 
2005 65627.8 51747.5 280.1 13600.2 78.8 0.4 20.7 
Average 
Percentage 

       

1980-2005     58.45 7.18 34.38 
1991-2005     58.38 7.05 34.59 
 
Source: Foreign Liabilities and Assets and Foreign Investment in Pakistan (various issues), State 
Bank of Pakistan. For the 1980-1994 data was obtained from Khan and Kim (1999) 
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Sources of the FDI Inflow 

As for the sources of the FDI inflow, the USA has been the main source throughout the 

period under fire. The other major sources are the UK, the UAE, Germany, Japan, and the Saudi 

Arabia. In relative terms, the percentage share of the USA and the UK declined after 2000 due to 

the massive share of the UAE and the Saudi Arabia during 2005-2006 (Table 2.1). The absolute 

value of the FDI from the USA and the UK, however, continued the earlier trend. During 1990s, 

the relative share of the USA was at the boom and during the late 1990s, the UK contributed 

significantly. During 1990s, five countries like the USA, the UK, the UAE, Germany and Japan 

contributed 77 % of the total FDI inflow in Pakistan whereas during 2000-2006, the USA, the 

UK, the UAE, the Saudi Arabia and the Netherlands contributed 68 %. The overall picture of the 

sources of the FDI during 1990-2005 can be seen from Figure 2 below.  

As for the developed countries, the average FDI outflow of France, Italy, the 

Netherlands, and Japan during (2003-2005) was $ 75 billion, $23 billion, $60 billion, and $35 

billion respectively (UNCTAD, 2006) while their investments in Pakistan compared with the 

outflow remained $ -2.2 million, $0.8 million (0.0 percent), $32 million (0.05 percent) and $ 28 

million (0.08 percent) respectively (Government of Pakistan, 2006).  
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Source: Government of Pakistan (2006) 

The Sector-wise Trend of the FDI in Pakistan 

As for the quality of the FDI, during (1980-1994), mining and quarrying, manufacturing, 

and commerce have been leading by attracting 70 % of the total FDI inflow to Pakistan. Among 

these sectors, commerce led with 30 % of the FDI inflow followed by manufacturing (22 %) and 

mining and quarrying (18 %). The sectors like power, communication, financial business and oil 

and gas exploration attracted the FDI significantly after 1990, but the share of the power sector 

dropped significantly during 2002 and 2005 (Table 2.3b).   

In the sector-wise pattern of the FDI, the host country’s policies and foreign investors’ 

preferences played an imperative role. The sectors which had the common interest of both the 

parties will be invested. From Table 2.3 (a & b), we can observe that the sector-wise trend has 

not been smooth and fluctuating year to year. For instance, the share of mining and quarrying 

declined from PRs 236.9 million (44.3 %) in 1983 to PRs 21.8 million (4.3 %) in 1984 and 

reached up again to PRs 1080.3 million (56.7 %) in 1987. Similarly the share of manufacturing 

Figure 2: The Source of the FDI Flow in

Pakistan (1990-2005)(Million $)
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3264.2
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was PRs 342 million (74.6 %) in 1982 and in 1983 it declined to PRs 139 million (26.0 %) and in 

1984 it reached again to PRs 279.4 million (54.7 %). The variation in the share of one sector 

affects the share of the others. The data of FDI by economic group and type before 1980 were 

not available; therefore, Table 2.3a contained the data starting from 1980. Change in the sector-

wise inflow of the FDI can be observed easily from the following figures. 

 

 

In 1997 when the new industrial policy of Pakistan opened the services sector for the 

foreign investors, the impact well can be seen from the increasing trend of the personal services, 

financial business and communication sector (Table 2.3b).  

 

 
 
 

 Figure 3: The Sector-wise Distribution of 

the FDI Flow in Pakistan (1980-1994)
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Table 2.3a  
The FDI Inflow by Economic Group and Type (1980-1994)   (Million Rupees) 
Economic Group 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
Agriculture, 
Forestry, Hunting 
and Fishing 

_ 2.20 0.70 1.50 1.40 13.90 6.20 0.50 _ 44.60 _ _ _ _ 68.40 

Mining and 
Quarrying  

72.10 81.60 112.2 236.9 21.8 134.6 242.3 1080.3 1169.2 2076.2 2068.0 2928.5 373.1 1100.9 1105.4 

Manufacturing   218.9 260.8 342.0 139.0 279.4 251.7 403.3 186.2 281.5 322.9 522.1 1044.5 1074.3 1236.6 8409.2 
Construction 3.90 2.00 1.90 2.30 0.80 0.20 0.20 _ -3.50 340.60 641.00 333.80 3268.4 1941.7 2565.1 
Utilities _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.90 0.90 4.30 _ 1.30 4.40 863.40 1.60 7622.9 
Commerce 5.20 -16.6 -5.00 120.0 150.3 281.3 569.9 487.3 740.4 735.8 2337.7 2138.7 3096.9 6831.6 3242.7 
Transport, Storage, 
and Communication 

1.50 5.80 1.20 10.70 10.80 13.10 55.60 48.70 124.00 177.20 300.30 -68.40 -23.90 21.40 487.9 

Others -8.30 97.00 5.30 24.30 46.50 57.30 67.90 102.00 80.10 71.60 143.10 59.90 349.30 36.60 512.20 
Total 293.3 432.8 458.3 534.7 511.0 752.1 1346.3 1905.9 2396.0 3768.9 6013.4 6441.4 9001.5 11170 24013 

 Source: Khan and Kim (1999) 
 

Table 2.3b 
The FDI Inflow by Economic Group and Type (1995-2005)   (Million Rupees) 

Economic Group 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Food 82.40 154.70 190.60 95.20 207.30 77.10 -4.8 1425.0 1116.2 793.2 944.2 
Beverages 10.9 0.5 14.8 930.3 - 49.9 128.2 172.5 246.7 252.1 5.7 
Tobacco & Cigarettes  2.9 -0.8 -0.6 54.8 4.9 2215.2 52.9 82.9 - 772.4 1016.0 
Sugar 6.7 -2.1 -23.3 22.4 -6.3 1.4 6.6 0.5 2.6 4.4 -4.9 
Textiles 115.6 104.5 -132.6 1442.7 -1694.2 551.3 192.9 20.3 885.4 5.5 50.6 
Paper & Pulp -4.20 -6.40 17.70 2.00 12.40 2.10 -4.00 -41.60 -23.70 - 0.10 
Leather and its Products 13.90 - - - 26.00 - -9.60 - - 13.20 - 
Rubber and its Products 3.3 3.0 1.7 -1.9 - - - 1386.4 45.0 - 42.4 
Chemical  597.8 1957.1 5059.9 196.0 4706.9 -8123.3 -905.1 217.8 1047.2 1108.5 2363.2 
Petro Chemicals - - -35.4 825.4 - - - 57.0 - - - 
Petroleum Refining 13.1 19.7 1371.3 23.3 -1.1 0.9 - 3778.0 - 447.2 2564.2 
Mining and Quarrying  - - - 0.1 - - - - 193.7 - - 
Oil and Gas Exploration 1203.0 2945.0 2002.5 880.6 -41.5 9681.7 2012.8 12484.0 7703.9 11132.3 1697.5 
Pharma. And OTC products 475.9 105.3 452.1 934.1 194.9 650.6 15.1 506.7 437.0 417.3 1247.1 
Fertilizers 430.10 955.10 179.80 -524.50 -557.70 -66.60 -40.70 1448.60 -548.20 0.0 -223.70 
Cements 686.0 775.6 742.8 51.4 84.5 -92.6 -24.6 348.9 -1484.8 5.1 861.6 
Ceramics 6.40 6.60 7.30 3.60 1.20 6.10 0.40 0.40 2.30 3.30 5.50 
Basic metals 1.0 -3.0 -3.0 -1.1 4.7 -0.0 -4.7 - 1.2 0.0 6.2 
Machinery other than electrical 8.00 2.00 10.70 70.30 78.20 - - -12.80 -15.40 0.00 20.60 
Electrical 16.1 7.5 6.8 -31.9 36.8 654.0 736.0 1874.8 1994.8 5.0 2142.8 
Electronics 14.5 4.0 8.1 1.5 -5.8 17.9 0.7 26.3 - 0.0 27.4 
Transport equipment(Auto) 519.10 54.60 72.00 61.50 -18.40 28.10 53.30 25.80 26.50 2253.0 2714.3 
Power  3212.6 3609.0 13630.0 7897.1 4256.8 4249.3 4265.3 -832.5 1249.5 5196.4 -13292.0 

Construction 3198.1 1158.0 -528.0 670.2 51.5 658.2 -909.7 7.8 11.1 45.4 2831.2 
Trade  464.6 390.5 435.0 201.0 463.5 425.2 422.1 578.8 986.8 778.5 26.3 
Transport  225.80 148.20 1084.2

0 
1377.40 161.20 755.10 638.90 -137.60 600.10 73.50 74.90 

Storage facilities - 181.2 660.9 - - - - - - 500.1 -145.4 
Communication  525.6 -10.8 290.8 44.6 196.1 1151.0 1.0 20.3 845.3 6567.3 13968.5 
Financial business 4689.0 4378.8 2548.8 2572.7 2598.9 2170.8 1015.7 12184.1 3782.7 14321.9 12708.5 
Personal services 408.80 313.80 568.60 1160.80 1160.7

0 
450.00 155.40 1254.00 648.10 2252.90 32793.0 

Others  34.60 43.20 355.00 101.00 109.10 52.40 457.30 662.90 283.60 553.70 1182.20 
Total  16961.4 17294.7 28988.6 19060.6 12030.6 15565.8 8251.3 37539.2 20037.6 47502.3 65627.8 

Source: The Foreign Liabilities and Assets and the Foreign Investment in Pakistan (various 
issues), State Bank of Pakistan 
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The Analysis of the FDI Effect on the Economy of Pakistan 

Like other countries, the FDI also may have the effects on the economy of Pakistan in 

terms of the economic growth, the imports and exports, the employment, the technology 

spillovers and the human resource development.  

A contract was signed between the Government of the Punjab and the Korean investors 

for the establishment of a Korean industrial estate in Lahore for the high-tech manufacturing. 

This estate would be developed by the consortium of more than 60 Korean companies.  It would 

be committed to produce the value-added products involving the latest technology currently not 

available in Pakistan (Government of Pakistan, 2006).  

In response to the efforts made by Pakistan to attract the FDI, a higher FDI in Pakistan 

has relaxed the foreign exchange constraints for imports to a great extent and it has enhanced the 

investment-to-GDP ratio necessary to generate the higher growth rate (Government of Pakistan, 

2007).  

According to the data of the UNCTAD (2006), the FDI flow in Pakistan as percentage of 

GDP had been in the range of 0.02 to 1.97 during period 1971-2005. Ahmad et al. (2004) found a 

long run relationship among the FDI, the trade and domestic output during the period of 1972 to 

2001in Pakistan. The findings supported the nexus of the FDI and the domestic output. Similarly 

Atique, Ahmad, and Azhar (2004) analyzed the impact of the trade policy regime on the FDI and 

the economic growth nexus using the time series data during the period 1970-2001 in Pakistan. 

They found that the FDI left impacts on the growth under the export promotion policy compared 

to the import-substitution policy regime. In case of the export-oriented regime, the focus was on 
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the larger worldwide market which was to generate more employment and develop the human 

resource.  

Sahoo (2006) found not only a positive relation between the FDI and the GDP growth but 

he also found the bidirectional relationship between the FDI and the GDP growth for Pakistan. 

Regarding the FDI effect on the investments (gross domestic capital formation) in four South 

Asian countries (Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh) it was found that during the period 

(1970-2003) 1 % increase in the ratio of the FDI to the GDP in previous year led to an increase 

of 1.42 % in the domestic investment as percentage of the GDP in the current period.  

Khan (2007a) examined the role of the domestic financial system on the linkage between 

the FDI and the GDP growth for Pakistan during the period 1972-2005. According to the 

findings, the presence of the FDI inflow did not improve the technology level of Pakistan 

necessarily if not the efficiency and the development of the domestic financial sector at certain 

minimum level were attained. The well developed financial sector might be used as a 

comparative advantage with capability to absorb the positive impact of the FDI and promote the 

economic performance.   

Saeed (2001) studied the pattern of the FDI and its impact on the economic growth and 

the international trade in Pakistan during the period 1970-71 to 1999-2000. He found that the 

change in the output level and the economic growth was not function of the FDI inflow. On the 

contrary, the economic growth was found to have the key role to promote the FDI. He also found 

a close linkage between the FDI and the trade as the FDI and the exports were related to each 

other positively.  

Khan and Kim (1999) investigated the impact of the FDI on the Pakistan’s imports and 

exports. The result of their study suggested that the FDI increased the imports with a lag of one 
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year.  The significant and positive coefficient suggested that a 10 % increase in the flow of the 

FDI increased the imports by 1.8 %, whereas in the case of exports, a statistically insignificant 

coefficient suggested that the FDI inflow had a propensity towards the import-substitution 

industries or the production of the domestic market rather than the export-oriented industries. 

Ahmad et al. (2004) also endorsed this result. Consequently the FDI worsened the Pakistan’s 

trade balance, but the findings of Yousaf, Hussain, and Ahmad (2008) were different regarding 

the exports. They analyzed the FDI impact on the Pakistani imports and exports using the time 

series data during the period 1973-2004. The results of the import model showed a positive 

relationship of the FDI with the real demand for the imports both in the short as well as in the 

long run. According to the results, a 1 % increase in the FDI would increase the real demand of 

the imports by 0.078 % in the short run and 0.522 % in the long run. The findings of the export 

model demonstrated a negative relationship of the FDI inflow with the real exports in the short 

run while a positive relationship in the long run. The results of the export model pointed out that 

1 % increase in the FDI would decrease the export by 0.08 % in the short run and increase the 

exports by 1.62 % in the long run.  Sahoo (2006) also endorsed the FDI- export growth 

relationship when examining the four South Asian countries (Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, and 

Bangladesh).   

As regards the employment and the human capital formation, the FDI impact has been 

analyzed in various cross countries and country specific studies but unfortunately in Pakistan 

nothing had been done in this regard. The MNEs accounted for less than 10 % of the 

manufacturing employment in Portugal, Turkey and Japan while this figure was over 40 % in the 

countries like Hungary, Argentina and Ireland (Narula and Marin, 2003).  Jayaraman and Singh 

(2007) undertook an econometric study of the impact of the FDI in Fiji during a period of 30 
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years. They found a unidirectional long run causality moving from the FDI to the employment 

and a unidirectional causality moving from the FDI to the GDP in the short-run. 

According to Slaughter (2002), there was reliable evidence that multinational 

corporations (MNCs) increased the demand for the skilled workers, through the technology 

transfer from the parent firms to their subsidiaries. To him, when a host country got a continuous 

flow of the FDI through attracting the higher value-added MNEs, it enhanced the skill level of 

the preexisting MNEs and domestic enterprises. These upgraded skills further attracted the FDI 

and, so, it became a virtuous circle (Miyamoto, 2003). A positive role of the FDI in the human 

capital development was found in Kenya by Gachino (2006) and in Argentina by Narula and 

Marin (2003). On the contrary, no evidence favored this relationship in Venezuela by Aitken and 

Harrison (1999) and in the developing countries by Michie (2002).  

Factors for Low FDI Flow in Pakistan 

It may be true that the FDI flow in Pakistan is a result of the policies that the government 

implemented gradually. Mere policy making and implementing them is not a guarantee for 

success in attracting the FDI. There are many other factors that may hinder the policies prove 

successful and in turn attracting the FDI.  The following paragraphs would highlight such factors 

and issues.  

There exists a well-built opinion among the foreign investors that on the paper, some 

policies looks very attractive but practically they are not implemented in true sense due to the 

institutional inefficiencies and weaknesses (Khan and Kim, 1999).  

In the entire history of Pakistan, the political instability has been a severe problem as 

democracy was never allowed to grow smoothly.  As a result, discontinuity of the running 
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policies and the frequent changes in the policies made the business environment uncertain and 

unpredictable.  

The security of the capital and the safety of the human resources are the fundamental 

rights of the investors. Only a good law and order situation may guarantee it, but unfortunately, 

the law and order situation has not been good in Pakistan. In the industrial city of Karachi 

specifically, this situation has been consistently uncertain. At present, the situation has grown 

worst as terrorism is hitting hard throughout Pakistan and it has spoiled the image of Pakistan so 

much that only a few investors would think to invest in Pakistan. Even law enforcement 

institutions have become vulnerable to terrorism.  

The economic conditions of a country encourage the investors in terms of good business 

environment, potential market, and stable economic policies. When we compare the economic 

conditions in 1980s with those in 1990s in Pakistan, the GDP growth rate fell from 6.5 % (annual 

average) to 4.6 %, the fiscal deficit though slightly decreased from 7.1 % of the GDP to 6.9 %, 

yet it is large enough as compared with that in1960s (2.1 %) and 1970s (5.3 %), the current 

account deficit as percentage of the GDP increased from 3.9 during 1980s to 4.5 during 1990s 

(Government of Pakistan, 2006).  The inflation rate an indicator to the economic stability also 

was somewhat more during 1990s than that of 1980s.  All these macroeconomic indicators might 

have resisted the FDI flow in Pakistan.  

The fiscal deficit always has been the problem for Pakistan. In order to reduce this 

deficit, the efforts led to discrepancies between the policies of investment and the 

industrialization. Moreover, the ad hoc nature of the policies and frequent changes therein often 

were observed. Every change of the government slowed down the process of privatization. While 

comparing the privatizations of two years (1991-92, 1992-93) and of three years (1993-94, 1994-
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95, 1995-96), nearly 63 units and only 20 units were privatized respectively. Another example is 

of concession granted to the petroleum and the power sectors regarding the duty free imports of 

the machinery. Due to lack of sources, this concession was withdrawn and instead, a 10 % 

regulatory duty was imposed in October, 1995. It took many months to restore the concession, 

but regulatory duty was re-imposed in the budget of 1996-97. Despite removing the investment 

approval requirements, there were still many obstacles. The investors had to take the 

administrative approvals, different permits and clearances from various government agencies at 

the national, regional and even at the local level. Moreover, parallel to the incentives, there were 

many taxes at federal, provincial and the local level for the private investors like the custom and 

excise duty, the sales tax, the labor tax and the withholding tax at import stage were among the 

federal levies while the stamp duties, boiler inspection fee, and the weight and measurement fees 

were at the provincial level. At the local level, there were the metropolitan tax and octroi. The 

restrictions on borrowing for the foreign firms and exercise of issuing special regulatory orders 

(SROs) that could revise the existing laws were also discouraging the foreign investors (Khan 

and Kim, 1999).  

The nuclear tests of May, 1998 in Pakistan led to the imposition of many sanctions from 

some developed countries. Moreover, the issue of the IPPs (independent power producers) stood 

in the way of investors’ confidence building. The IPPs controversy revealed Pakistan’s 

contradictory stance toward the FDI. Parallel to introduction of the FDI-oriented reforms 

Pakistan backed out of her commitment with the IPPs. It damaged the world position of Pakistan 

a great deal.  

The infrastructure being a prerequisite for setting up and running a business encompasses 

the elements like power, telecommunication, water supply, roads and rails. The availability, 
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reliability and the cost of these elements are important for business environment 

competitiveness. Comparing infrastructure of Pakistan with those of the other FDI-oriented 

developing countries of the region, Pakistan had 45 % paved roads as against 100 % of them in 

Hong Kong, 97.4 % in Thailand, 97.3 % in Singapore and 74.4 % in Malaysia in 1995. During 

the same period, 18 persons (per 1000) were the subscribers of the fixed line and mobile phone 

as against 662 in Hong Kong, 492 in Singapore, 449 in Korea, and 213 in Malaysia (World 

Bank, 2007).  The Karachi sea port enhances to the importance of Karachi being the largest 

industrial city in Pakistan, but this sea port being more expensive and less efficient might have 

restricted the efficiency-seeking foreign firms. According to Khan and Kim (1999) the Karachi 

sea port is six times as more expensive than the Dubai sea port (Jebal Ali), three times as more 

expensive than the Colombo sea port and twice as more expensive than the Bombay sea port.  

Now for the human capital, the net enrolment at the primary school level was 33 % in 

Pakistan in 1991 as compared with 99.6 % in Korea, 96.7 % in Indonesia, 97.4 % in China and 

96.5 % in Philippines. At the tertiary level education the gross enrolment in 1991 was 3.4 % 

against 38.6 % in Korea, 27.1 % in Philippines, 20.4 % in Singapore and 6.03 % in India. During 

the same period, the public spendings on education (as percentage of GDP) of Pakistan were 2.6 

% as against 3.09 in Thailand, 3.65 % in India, 3.78 % in Korea and 3.07 % in Singapore. 

Similarly the per capita health expenditure of Pakistan in 2000 was US $12 as against $ 809 in 

Singapore, $ 518 in Korea, $130 in Malaysia and $ 44 in China (World Bank, 2007).   

According to Afza and Nazir (2007), as regards Pakistan, the major hurdle in the 

development of the human resource always remained the existence of the disparities in access to 

quality education and relevant training. The gender, geographical and structural disparities stand 

evidence to it. For instance, the literacy rate in the Sindh (province) during 2004-05 was 56 % 
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while in the Balochistan (province) it was 37 %. The adult female literacy rate in Pakistan 

increased from 32 % during 2001-02 to 40 % during 2004-05 while the corresponding change in 

the male literacy rate was 58 to 65 %. The gender gap in the overall literacy during 2001-02 was 

16 % in urban areas while it was 30 % in rural ones (Government of Pakistan, 2006).  

Comparing the sector-wise employment percentage in Pakistan with the ones in other 

developing economies of the region we can observe well that after 1990 about 48 % of the 

workforce was engaged in the agriculture sector as against 0.3 % in Singapore, 0.5 % in Hong 

Kong (China), 12 % in the Republic of Korea and 20 % in Malaysia (World Bank, 2007). In the 

industrial sector, about 18 % of the Pakistani workforce was employed as against 30 % in 

Singapore and Korea and 32 % in Malaysia. As for the services sector which had been increasing 

its share gradually was engaging 34 % of the Pakistani workforce as against about 70 % in 

Singapore and Korea, 50 % in Malaysia and 36 % in Indonesia. This pattern of employment 

might not be at par with the other developing countries which were the leading FDI-recipients. 

This pattern of employment might have caused mismatch with the demand of the global firms.  

The technological support from the human resource side has been very poor for the 

investors as the expenditure on the R & D (as % of GDP) in Pakistan had been less than 0.2 as 

against 2.5 % in Korea, 2 % in Singapore, 1 % in China and 0.7 % in India. Moreover, the 

number of researchers in the R & D (per million people) in Pakistan in 1997 was 75 as against 

2620 in Singapore, 2242 in Korea, and 474 in China (World Bank, 2007). Such a poor condition 

of the technological development might have not attracted the technology-intensive FDI.  

In Pakistan, five labor policies have been announced like in 1955, 1959, 1969, 1972 and 

2002.  These policies indicated the parameters for the growth of the trade unions, protection of 

workers’ rights, and settlement of industrial disputes. The militant nature of the trade unions and 
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equally inflexible management had been engaged in endless conflicts of pay and working 

conditions. The strikes, the go-slow movements, the lock outs and the litigation have been the 

typical features of employer-employees relationships (Government of Pakistan, 2006). The 

tangle and overprotected labor laws in Pakistan, the daunting job creation, the restraining 

business growth, and the upsetting productive investment also might have discouraged the global 

investors (Khan and Kim, 1999).   

Conclusion 

This chapter draws a picture of the history of Pakistan’s economy. It will help us know 

about the different steps the government took from time to time for the economic development. It 

also tells us as to how the political instability and the wars destroyed the economy and spoiled 

the development plans. The unsatisfactory results of the economic reforms during 1978-1988 led 

Pakistan to follow the stabilization programs suggested by the IMF, but these structural reforms 

affected the economy of Pakistan adversely during 1990s and ultimately Pakistan started to see 

to the FDI to fill the gap between the savings and the investments. Pakistan started to coin such 

policies as could attract the FDI.  The government established the board of investment to 

encourage and regulate the local and foreign investments.  

The global trends of the FDI inflow indicated that the importance of the FDI increased 

much during last three decades both for the developed and the developing countries. The share of 

the developed countries in the FDI inflow had been a bit larger than that of the developing 

countries, but the share of the developing countries increased manifold with the passage of time. 

After 1980s, the FDI increased remarkably due to shift in the host countries’ policies towards the 

openness and the liberalization. The FDI concentrated on certain sectors, regions and countries. 

This unevenness in the FDI inflow had been observed more in the developing countries than that 
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in the developed ones. Among the Asian countries, South Asia lagged far behind in attracting the 

FDI.  

Moreover, amongst South Asia, Pakistan is the second largest FDI recipient but when 

compared with the other leading FDI-recipient developing countries in Asia, Pakistan looks too 

behind. Despite the untiring effort towards liberalization and openness, the bilateral investment 

treaties and agreements for the avoidance of double taxation, still there are a few sources to 

contribute mainly to the FDI flow in Pakistan. A few countries like the USA, the UK and the 

UAE had been the main source of the FDI throughout the period after 1990. the major investors 

of the developed countries like France, Italy, the Netherlands and Japan still hesitate to invest 

generously in Pakistan.  The sector-wise FDI inflow seems to have responded the policy 

measures as is evident that before 1994, the mining and the quarrying, the manufacturing, and 

the commerce dominated while after 1994, the power, the communication, the financial business, 

and the oil and gas exploration were the major FDI attracting sectors.    

In Pakistan, all the three elements of the FDI like the cash brought in, the capital 

equipment brought in, and the reinvested earning had been fluctuating, but the decrease in the 

cash and capital equipment after 2000 indicated the weakness of Pakistan’s performance 

regarding the FDI.  

The FDI effect on the Pakistan’s economy was analyzed in terms of the economic 

growth, the trade growth, the employment generation, the technology spillovers and the human 

resource development in the light of some empirical studies.  

There might have been many factors that impeded the FDI inflow like the perception 

among the foreign investors of poor implementation of the policies in Pakistan, the poor law and 

order situation, the ongoing terrorism, the weak economic conditions, the nuclear test of May, 
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1998, the inconsistent and the short-term policies regarding the investment and industrialization, 

various types of approval obstacles for the investors, the comparatively insufficient 

infrastructure, poor condition of the human capital, the tangle labor laws and the pro-labor 

policies.   
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THE FDI AND THE HUMAN CAPITAL 

In this chapter, first of all the factors affecting the FDI will be discussed both 

theoretically and then empirically. Then, specifically the role of the human capital of the host 

country to attract the FDI will be elaborated. Finally, it will be observed as to how the FDI 

inflow affects the human capital of the host country. 

The Determinants of the FDI 

 The determinants of the FDI have been of very dynamic nature since the emergence of 

the FDI. The multiple factors classified as the pull factors (the host country factors) and the push 

factors (the home country factors) play their role in undertaking the FDI option by the MNEs. 

According to the UNCTAD (2006), the push factors may be the market and the trade conditions, 

the costs of the production, the local business conditions, and home government policies. The 

small home market and the trade barriers may move the production of the firms overseas. The 

over-increasing production cost owing to the economic expansion or scarcity of the resources 

and the inflationary pressures may be the drivers of the internationalization. The pressure of 

competition and pre-emptive nature of the firms may trigger them to proceed overseas.  The pull 

factors may be the large and growing market size; the low costs of labor; the availability of the 

natural resources; the human resources; the infrastructure; and host countries’ policies like the 

liberalization and the privatization. These very push and pull factors indicate the reasons as to 

why the firms internationalize, but they are not adequate to explain the final choice. Some other 

strategies are needed for further decision about the location. For instance in the responding 

competitive pressure, the firms may look for new customers (the market seeking FDI), reduce its 

costs (the efficiency seeking FDI), have access to the key factor inputs (the resource seeking FDI 
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in a country with abundant raw material), and acquire new technology to improve the 

productivity (the created-asset-seeking FDI, perhaps in the developed countries).  

Since these factors vary from country to country, therefore, the same is the case with the 

FDI. Moreover these factors have been changing with the passage of time. In 1950s, the FDI 

concentrated on the primary sector and the resource-based manufacturing. In 1960s, the market-

seeking behavior in the firms emerged and the FDI flow multiplied itself towards the 

manufacturing sector of the developing countries. During 1980s, the FDI inflow shifted to the 

services’ sector and the high tech manufacturing.  At that stage the determinants of the FDI were 

quite different from those of 30 years before.  

According to the UNCTAD (1998), three broad factors determined as to where the 

transnational corporations (TNCs) invested: the policies of the host country; the proactive 

measures the countries took to promote and facilitate the investment, and the economic factors. 

The importance of these determinants depended upon the motives and type of investment, and 

size and strategy of the TNCs.  

The core FDI policies consisted of the rules and regulations that governed the entry and 

the operation of foreign investors, manner of treatment of the foreign affiliates and the 

functioning of markets. These policies included the trade policies and the privatization policies. 

Since the mid-1980s, the trend of majority of the countries towards the globalization and the 

liberalization provided the TNCs with multiple choices of location and consequently the FDI 

policies started to be less effective due to the competition. In such a competitive situation, when 

the core FDI policies were being taken for granted, the macroeconomic policies like the 

monetary, the fiscal, and the exchange rate got importance.  
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In the background of resemblance of the investment policies, the business facilitation 

measures play their role. These measures consist of the investment promotion, the incentives, the 

after-investment services, the improvements in amenities, and the reduction in the ‘hassle costs’ 

of conducting a business. Once a facilitating FDI policy framework is prepared, the economic 

factors declare themselves as the location determinants. They come under three groups like the 

major motives for investing abroad: the resource (or-asset)-seeking, the market-seeking, and the 

efficiency-seeking. Here are some theories that will help understand the behavior of the TNCs 

and the trend of the FDI.  

The Theories of the Foreign Direct Investment 

After World War-II, the importance of the FDI started to increase, hence, the countries 

switched over to developing theories about the FDI. With the evolution of the FDI trend, many 

theories were developed to explain the behavior of the MNEs and the direction of the FDI, but 

there existed no agreed-upon theory that could be considered sufficient to explain the FDI flow. 

The Product Life-Cycle Theory 

Raymond Vernon’s product life-cycle theory was proposed in mid 1960s. This theory 

focused on the argument that the firms undertook the FDI at particular stage in the life cycle of 

the product they had pioneered. When the home market got saturated and the price competition 

multiplied itself, these firms shifted their production to the developing countries where lower 

labor cost helped reduce the cost of their product. The firms invested in foreign countries where 

the demand was high enough to support the local production. The firms ran to the developing 

countries to save themselves from the intensive cost pressure. This theory had a flaw as it did not 

explain as to why a firm should undertake the FDI when the options of export and licensing 
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might have been more profitable. Mere an increasing demand of the product in the host country 

had no justification for resorting to the FDI.  

The Knickerbocker’s Theory 

Knickerbocker argued in 1973 that in an oligopoly, imitative behavior of the firms due to 

interdependence led them to undertake the FDI. This was one type of the strategic behavior that 

firms adopted to compete in the market. Such multipoint competition was the extension of 

Knickerbocker’s theory. The flaw of this theory was that it did not explain as to why a firm 

should undertake the FDI rather than to export or license.    

The Internalization Theory 

The market imperfection approach to the FDI is also known as the internationalization 

theory which guides us as to why the firms may prefer the FDI to exporting or licensing. This 

theory was endorsed by Hymer (1976) and many economists afterwards. There are many factors 

that contribute to the market imperfection. When the free flow of products among the nations is 

restricted by imposing the tariffs and the quotas, the exports tend to decrease and the option of 

the FDI starts to gather importance. When a firm possesses a valuable know-how (technological, 

marketing, and management) being the competitive advantage, the fear of losing this advantage 

of licensing leads it to opt for the FDI. Moreover, the firms will prefer the FDI to licensing to 

have a sway over the foreign entity and maximize the market share only when the know-how is 

not amenable to licensing due to its complexity. 

OLI Paradigm 

Dunning (1977, 1988, 1993), the British Economist developed the idea of the firm 

specific advantages which resulted in the OLI (ownership, location, and internalization) 

Paradigm of the FDI. It is also called the Eclectic Theory of the FDI. This OLI Paradigm 
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provides the choice for the MNEs among the licensing, the exports and the FDI to serve the 

foreign market based on the ownership advantages; the location advantages, and the 

internalization advantages. The ownership advantages are extended only to the foreign firms to 

spare them from the disadvantages of operating in the foreign country. These ownership 

advantages are in the form of some assets that reduce the firm’s production cost and allow the 

foreign firm to compete with domestic ones despite the disadvantages of lack of information. 

The ownership advantages owe to the intangible assets the firm has regarding technology; 

production process; marketing; management; and brand or design. These ownership advantages 

are transferable to a foreign country to be used simultaneously at more than one location.  

The location specific advantages in terms of resource endowment or assets help explain 

as to how location factors affect the direction of the FDI. Dunning suggests that a foreign firm 

must exploit such resources through the FDI. The location advantages can never be transferred 

from one location to another and they can be used by more than one firm simultaneously. If a 

home country herself has enough location advantages, the FDI may not take place there and the 

MNEs will prefer export to the FDI. The location advantages encompass various factors that 

involve in the location selection. These factors can be grouped into two categories; (i) the 

economic conditions and (ii) the host country’s policies. The economic conditions of the host 

country include the market size; the labor cost; the human capital; the growth; the 

industrialization; the physical infrastructure, and the macroeconomic fundamentals. The host 

country’s policies comprise the trade and investment policies including the FDI ones; the 

efficient financial market; the legal framework; and the governance and quality of bureaucracy 

therein. 
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The presence or absence of the internalization advantages determines as to how the 

MNEs opt to use the ownership advantages. These internalization advantages help decide as to 

whether to produce abroad or to license otherwise. 

The Horizontal and the Vertical FDI 

Let us see as to why a firm decides to choose export or the FDI to serve the foreign 

market. This decision is arrived at through the proximity-concentration trade-off where the firms 

compare the trade costs with those of the production at various foreign locations. Here this very 

exercise results into two forms of the FDI, namely the horizontal and the vertical ones. The 

horizontal FDI means that the MNE establishes the similar firm at various geographical locations 

while the vertical FDI is the very outcome of the fragmentation of production process wherein 

the parent firms and their affiliates take advantage of the factor price differentials across many 

countries.  The higher tariff barriers inspire the firms to ‘tariff jumping’ and replace the exports 

with the production abroad by the foreign affiliates.  The horizontal FDI takes place when the 

motives of the MNE are the market-seeking ones and the MNE wants to serve that market by 

producing closeby.  

The Knowledge Capital 

According to Markusen (1995) the firm-specific advantages of the MNEs basically 

depend upon the knowledge-capital and intangible assets like the patents, the human capital, the 

brand name and trademarks. This knowledge-capital provides the MNEs with opportunities for 

the international production. It is easy and less expensive to transfer the knowledge-based assets 

to the new locations. Moreover, knowledge can create a flow of the services at multiple 

production facilities without affecting its productivity. The dependence of the MNEs on the 
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knowledge-capital is supported strongly for the internalizing ownership-advantages resulting in a 

large volume of the FDI. 

The Export Platform Theory 

Ekholm, Forslid, and Markusen (2004) model the export-platform FDI as an example of 

the complex MNE integration strategy in which the MNE produce in the host country while the 

output is sold in the third market and not in the home or host country one. The aim of the MNE is 

to create an export-platform in the host country. In such a three-country model, the home country 

is the high-cost and the host country is low-cost while the country to which the output is 

exported is also the high cost one. Such an FDI is neither classified as the horizontal nor the 

vertical one. 

The Empirical Evidence of the Determinants of the FDI 

The labor cost is one of the determinants of the FDI. Cheap labor can attract the labor-

intensive FDI and may suffer a low-skill cycle, but the skilled and the qualified labor is getting 

significance in this era of the rapid changing technology.  In Singapore and the Republic of 

Korea, higher wages indicate a shift from the labor intensive activities to the sophisticated 

industries. The productivities in these countries remain high enough with an increase of value 

added per capita.   

As regards the cost of labor as a location-specific advantage of the developing countries 

Pfeffermann and Madarassy (1992) argued that based on technological advancement, shift of the 

FDI towards more capital-, knowledge-, and skill-intensive industries made the presence of the 

well educated pool of the labor force being more attractive than the lower cost labor.   

Singapore stands a rival to Hong Kong being a lucrative site for locating the production 

facilities in the Southeast Asia. Her economy changed from the trade and services to one based 
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on the information technology. A program of computer education for older (over age 26) 

residents and computer training program in schools are very popular there. All government 

services are automated nicely enough. Singapore lured the MNEs with big tax holidays; the 

outstanding infrastructure; the brilliant courts; exceptionally the low tariffs; large land 

giveaways; inspiring industrial parks; first-rate port services, and very welcoming and supportive 

government with foreign investor. The foreign firms now account for 70 % of the manufacturing 

output in Singapore (David, 2006).  

Billington (1999) analyzed the determinant of the FDI with the help of two models 

namely the multicountry and the multiregion ones. At the country level, the market size (income 

and growth); the unemployment; the level of the host country imports, and certain policy 

variables (corporate tax and interest rate) were found significant. The result of the earlier studies 

that the unemployment encourages the FDI was confirmed. Perhaps, the unemployment worked 

as the proxy for the labor availability.  

Nunnenkamp (2002) strived to fill the gap between the current thinking on the 

globalization-induced changes in the international competition of the FDI and the lack of fresh 

evidence on the shifts in comparative significance of the traditional and the non-traditional 

determinants of the FDI in developing countries. The variables that were regarded as the driving 

force of the efficiency-seeking FDI were considered the non-traditional determinants of the FDI 

in the developing countries. The population of the host counties; the GDP per capita; the GDP 

growth; the administrative blockage; the entry restrictions; and the risk factors were considered 

as the traditional determinants while the complementary factors of production; the average years 

of schooling; the cost factors (related to taxes, employment conditions, labor market regulations 

and leverage of trade unions); the restrictions on the foreign trade; the change in the trade shares 
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(a proxy of openness) all were categorized as the non-traditional determinants of the FDI. Two 

more variables that could not be classified in these two categories easily were the post entry 

restrictions and the technology related regulations.  

The traditional market-related determinants still found to be the prevailing factors 

determining the distribution of the FDI and the biasness of the foreign direct investors in support 

of the large host countries became stronger rather than the smaller ones. It was found that the 

availability of the local skills had become as a related pull factor of the FDI in the course of 

globalization. These results proved favorable for enhancing human capital formation. An 

enhanced education and training were assumed to not only augment the economic growth effects 

of the FDI in the developing countries but also inducing a higher FDI inflow. The openness to 

the trade and the FDI was found to be correlated positively in the manufacturing sector only. 

The private investors mutually compare different locations for the return and the risk 

associated with the investment. Such decisions are guided by many economic, institutional, 

regulatory, and infrastructure related factors. The trade policies; the labor policies; the 

governance; the regulatory framework; the physical and social infrastructure, all may play their 

respective role in attracting the FDI. Some basic yet major determinants of the FDI such as the 

geographical location of the host country; the resource endowment, and the market size largely 

lie outside the control of the government policies (UNCTAD, 2003). The macroeconomic 

indicators such as the stable exchange rate policies; the sustained growth; the low inflation rate, 

and the interest rate of the host country also may influence the investors. 

Campos and Kinoshita (2003) while analyzing the 25 transition economies with the help 

of the panel data found the trade openness; the sound institutions; the low cost of labor; the 
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market size, and the abundant natural resources as having influenced the FDI inflow. The 

coefficients of the trade openness and the sound institutions were found significant. 

Fung, Iizaka, and Siu (2004) suggested that the direct investment by Japanese MNEs in 

China was an important channel of the economic integration between the two economic giants of 

Asia-Japan and China. Examining the trend, the characteristics, and the geographical 

determinants of the Japanese direct investment they found that the large market potential and the 

cheap but high quality labor were significant enough. Their panel econometric analysis for the 

period (1990-2002) disclosed that the Japanese MNEs responded positively to the regional 

quality of labor; the incentives regarding investment and tax, and the economic incentives 

provided in the economic and technological development zones. The Japanese firms placed 

enormous emphasis on the China’s human capital. The proportion of the manufacturing output 

produced by the State-owned enterprises showed the negative significance. 

Using the panel data from 33 developing countries Nonnenberg and de Mendonca (2004) 

used the causality test to estimate the main determinants of the FDI. A widely cherished belief 

that the FDI has a positive effect on the product existed there but in a reverse order i.e. it was the 

country’s product that affected the FDI. The size of the economy (measured by GNP); the 

average rate of the growth in foregoing years; the level of schooling of the labor force all were 

found highly significant and they positively affected the inflow of FDI. The coefficient of an 

economy’s degree of openness was included as a proxy to reveal the readiness of the host 

country to accept the foreign investment and it proved to be vital in attracting the capital. 

Inflation and the country’s risk rating showed a negative effect on the FDI inflow. As regards the 

causality between the GNP and the FDI, evidence was found there that the GNP led to the FDI 
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but not vice versa. China endorsed this evidence as the continuous high growth rate always 

resulted in the more FDI inflow.  

Khan (1997) attempted to search out the reasons for the low FDI inflow to Pakistan. 

Certain factors like the political instability; the poor law and order situation; the macroeconomic 

imbalances; the inconsistent economic policies; the slow bureaucratic process; the inappropriate 

business environment; the inadequate infrastructure facilities; the lack of trained and educated 

labor force; the tangle and overprotected labor laws; the cultural and social taboos, and the lack 

of welcoming behavior towards the foreign investors on the part of the government officials and 

agencies were discouraging enough for the foreign investors.  

Shah and Ahmed (2003) investigated the public policies and their impacts on the FDI 

flow in Pakistan with the help of the time series data during the period (1960-61 to 1999-00). 

The statistical results detected significant coefficients in the long run with the expected signs for 

the cost of the capital (computed on the basis of the income tax rate; the depreciation allowances, 

and the rate of the return); per capita GNP; the tariff rates; the real expenditures on the transport 

and communications by the public sector and the democracy.  

Aqeel and Nishat (2005) strived to identify empirically the determinants of the growth of 

the FDI in Pakistan during the period 1961-2003 by using the co-integration and error correction 

techniques. They analyzed the effectiveness of the market-based economic reforms and the 

liberalization policies about the trade and the investment in Pakistan. The variables they included 

were: the tariff rate; the exchange rate; the tax rate; the credit to the private sector; and the index 

of the general share price, the wages and the per capita GNP. All the variables apart from the 

average wage and the index of the general share price were found statistically significant with 

the expected sign.  
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Zaman, Hashim, and Awan (2006) empirically investigated the economic determinants of 

the FDI in Pakistan with the help of the data covering the period (1970-71 to 2002-03). The 

economic determinants comprised the unit labor cost; the market size; the inflation; the 

effectiveness of the service sector (in terms of adequate infrastructure in the areas of banking; 

finance; insurance; telecommunications; transportation; and distribution) and the trade balance. 

Augmented Dickey-Test and Error Correction Model were made use of for the stationarity and 

estimation respectively. The inflation, the market size, and the trade balance all were found 

statistically significant enough with the positive sign while the unit labor cost was found with a 

negative sign. The effectiveness of the service sector was insignificant with a positive sign 

accordingly.  

The Human Capital as a Determinant of the FDI 

Mere large population is not a guarantee for the sustainable economic growth of a 

country. It is the stock of the human capital that may play a key role not only in the growth but 

also in the faster growth. The globally-spreading technology through the FDI benefited the 

highly educated people with bias. The flow of the FDI is somewhat more important for the 

countries striving to become the knowledge economies. For instance, China, Singapore, Ireland, 

Korea, Malaysia, Thailand, and Costa Rica have succeeded in attracting the FDI by investing 

more in the human resources.  

Regarding the cross-country studies on the human capital as a determinant of the FDI 

inflow, Miyamoto (2003) has divided the literature into two eras. The first era used the data 

covering the period from 1960 to 1980 while the second era used the data from 1980 to mid 

1990s. In the first era studies, Root and Ahmed (1979), Schneider and Frey (1985) and Hanson 

(1996) found no role of the human capital as a determinant of the FDI. This was consistent with 
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the fact that in the developing countries during that period, the concentration of the FDI had been 

on the market-seeking and the resource-seeking.  

In the second era studies Noorbakhsh et al. (2001) and Nunnenkamp (2002) found the 

positive effect of the human capital on the FDI inflow. This effect also increased with the 

passage of time. The mutual difference in the results of the two eras might be that in the later era 

the dataset might have covered the high value-added FDI. In other words the FDI here was the 

efficiency seeking one. It is not necessary, however, that in case the FDI is market- and resource-

seeking, as it renders the enhancement of the human capital quite meaningless for the human 

capital contributes to the FDI-supporting factors like the political stability; improvement in 

health, and the reduction in corruption.  

Zhang and Markusen (1999) investigated as to which of the host country characteristics 

help attract the FDI and as to why the developing countries receive small amount of the FDI 

despite having abundant labor force. The authors constructed a general equilibrium model based 

on a high income country and an unskilled labor-abundant country and, thus, indicated that the 

small economies received comparatively a less amount of the FDI per capita than the large ones 

and they agreed that the unskilled labor force experienced a small FDI inflow. 

Fazekas (2000) examined the nature and the determinants of the regional distribution of 

the foreign investment enterprise (FIE) employment in Hungary. He concluded that the regional 

distribution of the FDI inflows was influenced strongly by the education level of the local 

population. A self-reinforcing process was observed there. The FDI was attracted to the regions 

where the unemployment was lower owing to better education levels. 

While comparing the human resource competitiveness indicators such as the labor cost 

and the productivity, the educational achievements; the number of the skilled workers; the skill 
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composition and technological progress in four ASEAN countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, 

Thailand and Philippines with the developed economies like Singapore in the region, the trends 

of the FDI inflow were analyzed by Yussof and Ismail (2002). The FDI inflow to the host 

countries was found highly dependent on these components of competitiveness. They found a 

two-way relationship between the FDI and the competitiveness. The quality of the human 

resource remained the critical feature of the competitiveness.  

In 2003, the authors examined the effects of the labor market competitiveness on the FDI 

flow in three ASEAN countries (Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines) with the help of the 

regression model. The time series analysis was made use of for the period 1985-99.  A number of 

technical and professional workers had a negative impact on the FDI inflow owing to the types 

of production activities carried out by the foreign investors. The foreign investment was too slow 

as more technical and professional workers in the host countries set limits to the abilities of the 

foreign firms hired expatriates. The impact of the R & D expenditure on the FDI was positive but 

in Malaysia. Malaysia depended more on the FDI due to lack of technological expertise. The 

interest rate of the host country showed contradictory results. The determinant of the FDI varied 

among countries. In Malaysia and Thailand, the manufacturing wage rate did not matter but in 

Philippines it had a negative impact. The size of the labor force in Thailand played a significant 

role. Overall, the labor market competitiveness such as low wages; the size of the labor force, 

and the educated manpower played an important role in attracting the FDI. 

Noorbakhsh et al. (2001) evaluated the contention that the developing countries might 

augment their magnetism in terms of location for the FDI by pursuing policies of raising the 

level of the local skills and building-up the human resource capabilities. They tested the 

hypothesis empirically that the level of the human capital in the host countries might have 
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affected the geographical distribution of the FDI. The analysis used the panels based on the 

three-year averages in an endeavor to lessen the problem of random fluctuation in the data while 

with the same trend of utilizing the time series variation in the data. They found the human 

capital statistically significant enough and the most important determinant of the FDI inflow. 

Moreover, its importance increased with the passage of time.  

Similarly Xu (2000) argued that the host country should have minimum threshold of the 

skills before the arrival of the TNCs. It would enhance the absorption capacity and facilitate 

transfer of the technology. Korea and Taiwan followed this pattern.  Yudaeva et al (2003) 

recognized the value of the human capital towards attracting the FDI as well as absorbing 

spillover effects. 

Miyamoto (2003) by reviewing the literature on FDI and human capital formation 

concluded that the adult population of the host country should possess at least the basic 

schooling with the view to attract any type of the FDI. In order to attract the high value-added 

MNEs it looked obligatory to develop the sector of tertiary education in a close cooperation with 

the industry to formulate the demand driven programs.  

When a host country got a continuous flow of the FDI through attracting the higher 

value-added MNEs, it enhanced the skill level of the preexisting MNEs and the domestic 

enterprises. These upgraded skills further would attract the FDI and, so, it became a virtuous 

circle (Miyamoto, 2003). Michie (2002) studied the impact of MNEs on the human capital 

enhancement in the developing countries. This impact appeared not to be a function of the MNEs 

but it was through the government endeavors to attract the FDI by enhancing the human capital. 

Khan (2007b) while analyzing the FDI in the South Asian countries indicated that the countries 

equipped with sufficient human capital attracted large FDI. 
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Majority of the above studies favor the increasing importance of the human capital to 

attract the FDI particularly in this era of knowledge economies and competitiveness.  

The Impact of the FDI on the Human Capital 

Among the advantages of the FDI for the host countries, the human capital enhancement 

has been quoted frequently by the proponents of the FDI. There is abundant literature which 

covers the role of the FDI for the human capital enhancement from different facets. There exist 

numerous cross-country studies as well as the country-specific in this regard. The impact of the 

FDI inflow on the human capital enhancement in the host country can be studied from the micro 

(at the firm or industry level of the host country) to the macro level (at country level as a whole). 

The following paragraphs will describe the literature on both of these two levels.   

The MNEs most likely are considered to bring in the advanced technology and skills to 

which domestic firms have no access. The literature shows that the spillover of this technology 

and skills from the MNEs to the domestic firms of the host country can take place through four 

routes, namely the vertical linkages; the horizontal linkages; the labor turnover; and the labor 

spin-offs. The vertical linkages step forward when the MNEs provide the technical assistance 

and training in the innovative production methods; management, and organization to the 

domestic firms which supply the intermediate goods or to the buyer of these products. Such an 

effect was observed on the Mexican auto industry when the General Motors and the other major 

foreign car and auto parts companies decided to locate in Mexico. The spillover appeared 

through the shop-flour training; the quality control training; the weekly meetings, and the 

technical assistance (Agosin & Mayer, 2000).  The horizontal linkages occur when the domestic 

firms in the same industry gain the technical support and advanced technology through the skill-

development institutions supported by the MNEs. The labor turnover occur when the MNE 
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trained workforce transfers the know-how to the local firms after switching over to their services 

from the MNEs to the local firms. The labor spin-offs occur when the employees of the MNEs 

set up their own businesses based on know-how and skills gained by working in the MNEs.     

 The productivity and the technological spillover from the FDI is not self-originated 

process. The FDI and the human capital interact in a complex style where the FDI inflows create 

a potential for the spillover to the local workforce.  At the same time the human capital level of 

the host country determine as to how much of the FDI can be attracted.  It shows the absorptive 

capacity of the local firms. The relationship between the FDI and the human capital is likely to 

be highly non-linear and of multiple equilibria. For instance, the host country with relatively a 

high level of human capital may be able to attract large amount of the technology intensive FDI 

that in turn contribute to further development in the workforce skills. On the contrary, the 

countries with weaker conditions are to attract smaller amount of the FDI likely and that also in 

the simple technologies which contribute only marginally to the local skill development sector.      

Gachino (2006) examined the role of the foreign presence, the FDI and the firm level 

capabilities in the human capital development in three manufacturing industries of Kenya. The 

human capital development was found to be different in every one of the manufacturing 

industries. A high positive correlation was observed between the FDI and the human capital 

development.  The countries which were technically backward like Kenya were to have FDI play 

a positive likely and significant role in the human capital development. The foreign firms that 

were large in size generated the higher human capital development than that of the local firms. 

The foreign firms enjoyed a higher process and product technology and marketing performance 

than the local firms. In Kenya, the manufacturing FDI resulted in the shape of the technology 

spillovers absorbed by the domestic firms.     
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The knowledge spillover from the MNEs to the domestic firms in less developed 

countries always has been the point of discussion in the literature. Todo and Miyamoto (2002) 

incorporated the R & D activities and the human resource development conducted by the MNEs 

and the domestic firms to examine as to whether those activities enhanced the knowledge 

diffusion from the MNEs. They used the panel data for the Indonesian manufacturing sector 

during 1995-1997.  The results of regression suggested no knowledge diffusion but it 

theoretically justified the specifications and the variables that provided different picture. First the 

R & D activities and the human resource development conducted by the MNEs stimulated the 

knowledge diffusion from the MNEs to the domestic firms and, hence, improved the domestic 

productivity. No knowledge diffusion was observed from these MNEs that were not engaged in 

such activities. 

In the manufacturing sector, the introduction of the new technology embodied in 

machinery and equipment demand the training for the employees while in the service sector the 

training is more important as many services are not tradable across the international borders that 

mean that services MNCs will have to produce the home country technology in their foreign 

affiliates. The services MNCs are forced to invest more in the training (UNCTAD, 1994). 

Moreover the training need in the advanced services like Banking, Finance and IT is quite high 

but some simple services like hotel and restaurant also invest significantly in training due to high 

rate of the staff turnover. The high training intensity in the hotel sector can be explained by the 

operations of the international hotel chains which aim at providing similar standard of services in 

all countries. 

Different motives of the TNCs are apt to determine the extent to which these firms 

engage in the training activities. The natural resource seeking TNCs that involve in extraction are 
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usually capital intensive and require a handful of the skilled workers. The efficiency-seeking 

manufacturing TNCs involve in limited training as they need the low-skill and low-wages labor. 

The market-seeking TNCs also involve in limited training and that is in marketing approaches. 

However, the strategic-asset-seeking TNCs require a well educated workforce whose skills may 

be enhanced by the specific training.  

UNCTAD (1999) cautioned about the over-reliance on the FDI regarding the skill 

development as firms used the technology that matched with the local education level and train 

mainly to keep the operators of this technology active.  The MNEs generally hesitate to invest in 

complex and long-run process of creating the new skills required for more sophisticated 

technological work. To upgrade the general skills and provide the high level specialized 

technical workforce is the headache of the host country. Aitken and Harrison (1999) found no 

evidence in Venezuela in favor of the argument that over a long period, the FDI increased the 

stock of the human capital through the labor mobility. 

 Michie (2002) studied the impact of the MNEs on the human capital enhancement in the 

developing countries. This impact proved not to be a function of the MNEs but it was the 

government headache to attract the FDI by enhancing the human capital. The available literature 

suggested that the best way to enhance the human capital was through the public education. The 

MNEs had nothing to do with the provision of such education. 

 Narula and Marin (2003) found in Argentina that the MNEs subsidiaries hired more 

professionals than the domestic firms of the same size with a more skilled labor overall and spent 

more on the training than the similar domestic firms. The higher labor productivity and wages 

were observed and when measured in terms of knowledge creation and utilization, a little 

difference was found between the affiliates and the domestic firms. The benefit of the MNE 
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activities in the Argentina economy was not reflected in the domestic firms’ value added growth. 

Moreover, the results indicated that the domestic firms, that efficiently internalized more 

spillovers, had a larger investment in the absorptive capacity.  

 As for the human capital formation from the FDI, some countries have been able to 

mobilize the MNCs more effectively than the others owing to many reasons like the trade 

orientation; the rates of employment; the percentage of the FDI in domestic investments; the 

level of the trade unionism and organized labor; the training incentives, and the linkages between 

the public and the private sector. It was found also that mere existence of the FDI would not 

result in the transfer of technology and the scientific skills.  The cooperation among the 

government; the industry; the academia, and the labor would lead to the creation and transfer of 

the high quality as well as the quantity of skills. And the FDI will be more beneficial when it 

follows the developing countries have created successfully a sufficient pool of the human capital 

(Ritchie, 2002).    

 Slaughter (2002) discussed the impact of the multinational affiliates on the human capital 

development in the demand and supply framework. On the demand side, the FDI stimulates 

demand for the skilled workforce in the host countries when the multinationals transfer the 

technology to the affiliates and invest in the physical capital related to the new technology. The 

transfer of technology means the new production techniques for the host country which in turn 

may boost the demand for the skilled workforce. These new technologies may reach domestic 

firms through the market mediated arrangements like patent licensing and many informal 

contacts; for instance, the trade shows; the exposure to affiliate products; the technical support 

from the affiliates, and the reverse engineering. On the supply side, the FDI may develop the 

human capital through different modes. The first one is the short-term and at firm level in which 
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the individual firms interact with the host country workforce through on-the-job training and 

supporting local educational institutions in terms of curriculum choices and vocational training.  

The second one is the long-term and at country level in which the multinationals jointly 

contribute to the macro environment of the host country positively through the raising workers’ 

productivity; providing a relatively stable source of foreign capital, and paying the taxes. The 

MNEs may encourage the skill acquisition in the overall economy to the extent that they transfer 

the technology to the affiliates and the capital investment encourages the demand and, thus, 

wages of the skilled workforce. The rise in the economic activities owing to the presence of the 

FDI means the rise in the host country tax revenue that may allow the government to invest more 

in education and training. Of course this is not self triggered process but the broadening of tax 

bases may relax the budget constraints and thereby make plausible comparatively the better 

investment in the educational and training fields.  

The FDI is considered a stable and less volatile relative to the other forms of capital flows 

like the equity and the debt flows. Reisen and Soto (2001) also endorsed this view. From the 

viewpoint of the macroeconomic policy, the unwavering capital inflows comparatively are easier 

to manage. In the stable macroeconomic environment, the educational investment can flourish 

better. Similarly the stable tax revenue growth may not be sufficient but it may necessary 

condition for the FDI to stimulate the human capital development.  

 The FDI can play vital role in the human capital development in another angle i.e. by 

restraining the ‘brain drain’. In the developing countries a continuous policy concern is the loss 

of the highly educated personnel proceeding abroad for jobs. These people, sometimes, get 

education locally and then emigrate or they get education abroad and then do not return home. 

The presence of the FDI may inhibit this brain drain by offering attractive employment 
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opportunities. In this regard Slaughter (2002) cited the example of Ireland where during 1990s 

the FDI inflow reversed the migration of the young Irish back home from the locations like the 

United States and England.   

 According to te Velde (2002), the TNCs involve in general education of the host country 

in threefold. First, the TNCs provide assistance at all levels of education voluntarily regarding 

the corporate social responsibility. This seems to be true particularly for the TNCs associates in 

the extractive industries. Second, the TNCs in the high tech manufacturing operations are based 

on the availability of the skill, the technology and the R & D centers in the host country. Such 

TNCs involve in setting up the general education centers mostly in the developed countries. 

Third, the business schools like Harvard; London Business School, and Stockholm School of 

Economics are becoming global and, thus, opening their campuses abroad, especially in the 

developing countries. Through this channel, business education can help introduce the best 

practices of globally recognized standard.  

 Training, no doubt is an efficient tool of the human capital formation by MNEs that also 

can contribute a lot by mobilizing the formal education in the host country. For instance, the Intel 

invested in the curriculum; the educational equipments; the infrastructure, and the technical 

support to the countries like Argentine; Brazil; China; Costa Rica; South Korea; Malaysia; 

Russia; Poland; India, and South Africa. In China, the Intel supported the tertiary education 

through research and curriculum development. In Costa Rica, it assisted the formal education at 

all levels in Robotics Programme through the training workshops for teachers; curriculum 

developers, providers of the equipment and material. It also assisted in the developing 

curriculum and equipment supply to the University of Costa Rica and the Costa Rica 

Technology. Toyota provided scholarships in Indonesia at all levels of the formal education 
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particularly for children from the poor families. It provided education material and equipment to 

the schools and universities as well, and also the research grants to the universities and research 

institutions (Miyamoto, 2003). 

Conclusion 

There exist mainly two types of factors like the Push and the Pull one that may determine 

the location for the FDI. The push factors relate to home country.  They are the market and trade 

conditions; the cost of the production, the local business condition, and the home country 

policies. The pull factors are associated with the host country.  They comprise the growing 

market; the low cost of labor; the availability of the natural resources, the human resource, the 

infrastructure, and, the host country policies like liberalization and privatization. The final 

decision of the FDI location however is based on the motives like the market seeking; the 

efficiency seeking; the resource seeking, and created-assets seeking.  

The theories of the FDI describe the motives of the MNEs to undertake the FDI. Some of 

them explain the situation when the MNEs prefer the FDI over the export and the franchise. 

These motives also depend upon several other factors that are related to the host countries. 

According to the UNCTAD (1998), these host countries’ determinants are mainly of three 

categories: the policies of the host country, the business facilitation measures and the economic 

factors (resource-seeking; market-seeking and efficiency seeking) of the host country. The TNCs 

also changed their behavior from the market-seeking to the technology-seeking. They began to 

seek the created assets (the people made ones).  

From the empirical evidence, the most commonly used and significant determinants of 

the FDI are: the human capital; the GDP per capita; the GDP growth, the openness of the foreign 

trade; the governance; the inflation rate; the interest rate; the political stability; the financial 
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sector development; the quality of the physical and social infrastructure; the impressive industrial 

parks; the fiscal incentives; the receptive and cooperative government with the foreign investors; 

the least administrative bottlenecks; the labor market regulations and the labor policies; the 

exchange rate policies, the trade and investment policies, and the consistency of the economic 

policies.  

The role of the FDI in developing the human capital of the host country has shown mixed 

results.  The literature however, mentions the role of the FDI for the training and the formal 

education, and there are the very two modes of the human capital development. The training may 

range from on-the-job to the seminars and more formal to abroad in the parent company depends 

upon the need. The MNEs may support the formal education by offering scholarships; helping in 

the curriculum development, and providing the equipments and the infrastructural facilities. 

Moreover, the FDI may contribute to the macro environment of the host country through 

providing the constantly foreign capital; paying the taxes, and restraining the brain drain.   

The literature indicates that the importance of the human capital as a determinant of the 

FDI increased with the passage of time, especially after 1980.  The majority of the studies in this 

period seems to have agreed upon the role of the human capital in attracting the FDI.  The human 

capital seemed to enhance competitiveness of the host country for attracting the FDI. Though a 

consensus has been developing upon the positive impact of the human capital on the FDI inflow 

still this impact is not homogeneous among different countries as many other factors also have 

their influence upon the FDI inflow. Nor we can generalize the results of one country to the 

other.  

Regarding the FDI impact on the human capital at the macro level in the Pakistani 

context, the least attention has been paid to. Moreover, such impact also varies from country to 
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country depending upon the policies of the host country; therefore it is vital to explore the role of 

the FDI for the human capital development in Pakistan.  

Same is the case with the human capital being a determinant of the FDI in Pakistan. The 

previous studies focused mainly on the economic, institutional and regulatory factors and 

policies. The role of the human capital rarely was investigated. This study is an endeavor to fill 

this gap.  
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THE FDI, HUMAN CAPITAL AND THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 
In the foregoing chapter the theoretical and the empirical evidence about the bilateral 

relationship between the FDI and the human capital were discussed in detail. Herein we will 

review as to how this relationship affects the socioeconomic development of the host country. 

The UNDP suggested the HDI to measure the socio economic development. The HDI comprises 

three components, namely the longevity; the knowledge, and the standard of living. Among these 

components, the knowledge and the standard of living of the people look relevant and debatable 

with reference to the impact of the FDI on the socio economic development. The literature has 

been discussing these two components in relation with the FDI, but the results were the mixed 

and inconclusive ones. This study would focus on these two components of the socio economic 

development in the context of Pakistan. From the bilateral relationship between the FDI and the 

human capital in the previous chapter, the knowledge component (which is one social aspect of 

socio economic development) already has been covered under the umbrella of the human capital 

and the enhancement in the human capital due to the FDI inflow. Hence it will indicate the social 

development. The economic aspect of the socio economic development like the standard of 

living (economic development) will be discussed in relation with the FDI and the human capital 

in this chapter. To be brief, the impact of the FDI on the economic development; the impact of 

the human capital on the economic development, and the role of the human capital on the FDI-

economic development nexus will be discussed under the theoretical and the empirical literature.  

As the concept of the economic development is broader and more current than the 

economic growth, hence the studies regarding the FDI impact on the economic development are 

scarce. A large majority of the previous studies used the term ‘economic growth’ or the 
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economic growth and the economic development synonymously instead of the exact economic 

development to be touched upon necessarily.  

The economic growth offers the resources to allow the sustained improvements in the 

human development (Ranis and Stewart, 2000). For instance, the GNP contributes to the human 

development through the household activity. The higher level of the GNP stands for the higher 

level of incomes available to the household. If the households spend the disposable income on 

necessities (food, water, health and education); then they are expected to add most directly to the 

human development. Of course, if the incomes are low or poorly distributed, a household’s 

expenditure on the human development likely is to be affected adversely, thus, lead to poverty. 

Hence, the economic growth has a decisive role in the human development. 

 Generally, the term ‘economic growth’ and ‘economic development’ are considered to be 

synonymous, but some economists draw a line of demarcation. Lekhi (2008) quotes the words of 

some economists thus: 

 Economic Development deals with the problem of underdeveloped countries whereas the 
Economic Growth deals with the problem of developed countries. In underdeveloped countries, 
the problems are that of initiating and accelerating development.    Mrs. U.K. Hicks 
 The raising of income levels is generally called economic growth in rich countries and in 
poor ones, it is called economic development.  Prof. Maddison 
  

In the light of the above explanations by the economists, the studies which used the term 

‘economic growth’ would be included in the literature review. The focus of the investigation of 

this study however itself will be on economic development being an economic aspect of the 

socioeconomic development. 
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FDI Effects on Economic Development: A Theoretical Review 

The FDI may affect the economic development by employing the people; filling the gap 

between the savings and the investments; and by generating the revenue through taxes. The 

Neoclassical Economic Theory of the FDI endorses the views that the FDI has a positive impact 

on the economic development of the host country and it contributes a great deal in social well-

being. The FDI influences not only the capital formation but also it generates the revenue for 

government through taxes and defuses the pressure of the balance of payment (Seid, 2002).  It 

adds to the competition which leads to the efficient allocation of the resources and better 

management activities. It widens the market by integrating the host country’s market to the 

global one.  

The FDI helps transfer the technology; the managerial, and the marketing skills as well as 

information from among the advanced countries to the developing ones (Kojima; 1978). The 

neoclassical theories suggest that the FDI may act as an engine of the economic growth of the 

host economies as; (a) the FDI inflow may increase the capital formation and augment the 

employment. (b) the FDI may promote the manufacturing growth. (c) the FDI may bring the 

management know-how and the established brand name. (d) the skilled labor may have an access 

to the international production network. (e) the FDI may result in the transfer of the technology 

and other spillover effects (Markusen and Venables; 1999). 

The FDI-growth nexus can be traced from among the neoclassical type growth theories of 

Harrod-Domar and Solow and also from the endogenous growth theories. Harrod-Domar model 

is the functional economic relationship whereas the GDP growth depends directly on the national 

net saving rate and inversely on the national capital-output ratio (Cypher and Dietz, 2004).  
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Harrod (1939) and Domar (1946) (as cited in Sahoo, 2006) explained that in order to flourish, the 

economies must save and invest a specified proportion of their GNP. The more an economy 

saves and invests, the faster it grows, but with the proviso of decrease in the capital-output ratio. 

Also one of the assumptions of Harrod-Domar model was the usage of the capital and the labor 

in a fixed proportion.  

The assumption of the fixed proportion of the capital and the labor by Harrod-Domar 

model was criticized by Solow (1956) (as cited in Sahoo, 2006). The Solow-type growth model 

reveals the diminishing return to the capital and the labor in the short-run while a constant return 

to scale by changing all inputs with the same percentage in the long-term. The progress in the 

technology as an exogenous variable can affect the production function’s position, but its general 

shape (Cypher and Dietz, 2004). 

In the traditional neoclassical Solow-type model characterized by the diminishing return 

to the physical capital and the treating technological change as exogenous variable, the FDI may 

not have any impact on the long-run growth rate. 

In Solow-type neoclassical model the technology was assumed to grow at the same rate 

for all the economies irrespective of the resources and the policies of those economies. In the 

endogenous growth models, however, the technology is considered an endogenous variable and 

dependant on the activities and policies of the particular economy. It depends on the rate of the 

capital formation like the physical; the human and research capital, and the organizational and 

the institutional structure of that economy. These structures influence an economy’s capacity to 

utilize effectively the world pool of knowledge; adapt to it; and eventually make some additions 

to that knowledge.  
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The endogenous growth model assumes that it likely is to be the positive externalities to 

the human capital accumulation and, perhaps, to the physical capital accumulation but to the 

extent the new capital comes with the new technology to avoid diminishing return that happens 

in the case of classical and neoclassical models. The highly educated workforce produces not 

only more at the workplace but also interacts synergistically which leads to an increase in the 

productivity of other workers.  

Wang (1990) found a positive role of the human capital in terms of the rate of return of 

the physical capital. Moreover, the FDI facilitates the technological modification and, hence, 

adds to the economic growth. Walz (1997) studied the FDI in the framework of the endogenous 

growth model and concludes that knowledge spillover through the MNCs made the innovation 

profitable in a low wage country. The FDI stimulated the R & D and the growth when the low 

developed countries were allowed to imitate the technology. 

Ruffin (1993) highlighted the role and flows of the foreign investment to the Asia-Pacific 

region using the neoclassical and the exogenous growth model. The foreign investment paid by 

raising the wages in the capital importing countries. Subsequently, these higher wages benefited 

the future generations by the capital accumulation. However, this is just a once for all change. 

The FDI could enhance the rate of growth by introducing the new ideas and by reducing the cost 

of the innovation following the endogenous growth theory. The foreign direct investors were 

offered to pocket benefits from the new ideas and the host countries expected the spillovers from 

them. Of course the spillover effects might not occur always. The policy of the reserving home 

market failed to take into account the immense gain from the trade in ideas, which might exceed 

the usual gains from the trade. That proposition helped understand the rapid growth of the 

developing countries in Asia and the Pacific region.  
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The recent growth theories by Lucas (1988) and Rebelo (1991) extended the definition of 

the capital by including the human capital and the accumulation of know-how. Romer (1990) 

and Grossman and Helpman(1991) incorporated the know-how capital obtained by the research 

and the development as a determinant of the growth alongwith other variables. This role of 

knowledge capital laid the foundations for the study of the role of the FDI which was considered 

a package of the capital, the knowledge and the skills. 

According to the dependency theory, the foreign investment from the developed 

economies was not in favor of the long term economic growth of the developing countries. The 

First world nations exploited the Third world nations by extracting labor and other resources at a 

lower cost and, consequently, pushed them in the prolonging poverty (Khan, 2007a). This theory 

was adopted by many economies like that of the East Asian and the Latin American countries in 

1970s. The countries adopting the dependency theory kept themselves away from the foreign 

capital. Despite its importance during 1960s and 1970s its dominance over the states’ policies 

remained confined. Most of the countries are now trying to surpass others to attract the FDI for 

the purpose of the economic development.  

The FDI and Economic Development: The Empirical Evidence 

The MNCs invest in a country adopting the strategies with the long run perspective and 

objectives and, once installed, have large sunk costs in the host countries. The FDI is considered 

to be less impulsive than the portfolio investment and other types of international financial flows. 

For both the reasons, an increasing volume of the FDI often is taken as a imperative contribution 

to the development process. 

The impact of the FDI on the socio-economic development has been investigated rarely.  

Sharma and Gani (2004) did it for middle and low-income countries, however, during the period 
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1975-1999. The regression results indicated the positive results of the FDI on the human 

development index for both groups of countries. The positive effect however was weak enough 

in both the cases. The empirical results also endorsed that in the low-income group, it was the 

progress of the human development that left a significant positive effect on the FDI. 

Sharma and Sharma (2003) structured two alternative econometric models to investigate 

the degree and the dimension of the relationship between the FDI inflows and the GDP, also the 

FDI outflows and the GDP, both in absolute and per capita terms as well as rates of the growth of 

the FDI and the GDP. The linear and the log linear functional forms were tested in the light of 

the data of 29 countries.  The study provided an empirical foundation to the hypothesis that FDI 

was related directly to the development, as measured by the income.  There was no evidence, 

however, to support the thesis that the rates of the growth of the GDP and the FDI were related.  

Shabbir and Mahmood (1992) analyzed the impact of the foreign private investment on 

the growth by the using time series data pertaining to the period 1959-60 to 1987-88 in Pakistan 

and found the significant positive impact of the foreign private investment on the growth rate of 

the GNP. The other variables like the total disbursements, the exports, the real interest rate all 

were included in the study but the human capital which was ignored in toto.   

Reisen and Soto (2001) while comparing the benefits of the private capital inflows 

suggested the developing countries not to rely solely on the national savings. They suggested the 

foreign direct investment and the portfolio equity inflows to stimulate the long-term growth 

prospects. The FDI provided not only the capital but also the source of the employment; the 

technology; the skills, and the abilities. Comparing with the loans it was a special characteristic 

of the FDI that the repayment was made only when the investors earned the profit. This profit 

might be reinvested in the host country. Some more views about the FDI were that it added 
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confidence to the economic and the investment environment of the host country and it was useful 

for the production activities that were of much importance for the developing host country.  

For the transitional economies, Zhang (2001) empirically analyzed the role of the FDI in 

the China’s income growth by using a growth model for the cross-section and the panel data 

collected from 28 regional units covering the period 15 years (1984-1998). The study found the 

positive effects of the FDI on the China’s economy. The externality effects of the FDI were 

significantly positive and they supported the observations that the presence of the multinational 

corporations (MNCs) might not only resulted in the technology transfer and diffusion but also 

facilitated the China’s transition toward a market economy. The findings also supported the 

predictions of the FDI theories that the marginal product of the FDI would be greater than that of 

the domestic capital. The uneven distribution of the FDI between the coastal regions and the 

inland regions, however, widened the existing regional income gap. 

According to Nunnenkamp and Spatz (2003) the positive growth effects of the FDI were 

something, but they had been guaranteed in the developing countries. They analyzed the US FDI 

stocks in various developing countries and suggested that the currently prevailing excitement 

about the FDI in policymakers rested on the weak empirical foundations. The FDI in 

manufacturing sector turned out to be related negatively to the economic growth in Latin 

America. Based on the location factors such as the GDP per capita, the schooling, the 

institutional development, and the openness to the trade, the FDI-growth nexus varied among the 

host countries. It generally looked too easier to attract the FDI than to derive macroeconomic 

benefits from the FDI. The link between the FDI and the economic growth was stronger enough 

in the services sector than in the manufacturing ones. Among the manufacturing industries the 

efficiency-seeking FDI indicated a positive effect than the market-seeking FDI, moreover, they 
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rejected the hypothesis that the large technological gap between the host and the home countries 

of the FDI fostered FDI-induced catching up processes in the developing countries. 

While studying the effect of the FDI, Yudaeva et al. (2003) compared the productivity of 

the fully domestically owned firms with that of at least partially foreign owned firms in Russia. 

The spillovers from the foreign owned firms to the domestic firms also were studied. The foreign 

owned firms were found more productive than the Russian firms due to the access to the 

technology and superior management. The productivity, however, of the foreign owned firms did 

not fluctuate corresponding to the size of the foreign stake. The reform orientations of the 

regions not only played the role as the determinant of the foreign investment but also influenced 

the productivity of the foreign firms. In more reform-oriented regions, the firms were more 

productive than those in the less reform oriented regions. The positive spillover effects of the 

technology and the management practices were observed on the domestic firms in the same 

industry but the foreign firms left a negative effect on the firms in the vertically related industry. 

Poor quality of the supplier damaged the vertical relationship. These negative spillovers on the 

vertically related firms appeared to be less significant with the passage of time as Smarzynska 

(2003) when examining the firm-level data from Lithuania supported the results that the positive 

productivity spillovers from the FDI took place in the upstream sectors through the linkages 

between the foreign affiliates and the local suppliers, but horizontally there was found no 

indication of the spillovers. 

Baharumshah and Thanoon (2006) studied empirically the effects of the various types of 

capital inflows on the growth process of eight East-Asian countries including China based on the 

dynamic panel data. They confirmed the positive effect of the FDI on the economic growth and 

found the FDI more productive than the domestic investment. The FDI affected the growth 
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process both in the short and the long run. Moreover, the countries that were successful in 

attracting the FDI, invested more and grew faster than those that discouraged FDI. 

Sahoo (2006) studied the impact of the FDI on the economic growth, the domestic 

investment, and, the export for five South Asian countries (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri 

Lanka and Nepal). The results showed that the FDI had a positive and significant impact on the 

growth for four South Asian countries but Pakistan. The other supporting factors to the growth 

were the exports; the gross domestic capital formation, and the infrastructure. 

A study conducted by Alfaro, Chanda, Ozcan, and Sayek (2006) focused on the financial 

markets of the host countries while relating the FDI with the economic growth through the 

backward linkages. In a small open economy, the foreign and the domestic firms competed for 

the skilled and unskilled labor, also for intermediate products. In turn they ran for the innovated 

intermediate goods which required capital cost that might be financed through the domestic 

financial institutions. These various innovated intermediate goods might cause the positive 

spillovers to the final goods sector. The authors also found that the same amount of increase in 

the FDI generated three times more additional growth in the financially well developed host 

countries than in the ones being financially poorly-developed ones. 

Khan (2007a) also examined the link between the FDI, domestic financial sector and the 

economic growth of Pakistan during 1972-2005. It was found that the FDI had the positive 

effects on the economic growth both in the short and the long run when the financial system of 

the host country was developed up to specific minimum level. Such  better financial conditions 

not only attracted the FDI in Pakistan but also helped maximize the benefits from the foreign 

investment. 
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Lipsey (2002) found a mixed evidence for the spillovers to local firms’ productivity. It 

seemed to depend on the host country policies; the environment, and the technological levels of 

the industries and of the host-country firms. The impact of the FDI on promoting the growth of 

the host country exports and linkages to the outside world was clearer. In some cases it was 

supported that the FDI played a role in transforming the host economies from being exporter of 

the raw material and foods to the exporters of the manufactures (in some cases a high tech 

manufacture). In simple words the FDI increased not only the exports quantitatively but also 

qualitatively.   

Sahoo and Mathiyazhagan (2003) examined the role of the FDI on the growth of the 

economy of India through the export promotion. They used the annual data for the period 1979-

80 to 2000-01 and by applying the Johansen co-integration test, the study found a long run 

relationships among the GDP, the FDI and the export. Moreover, the exports played a superior 

role in the economic growth to that of the FDI. While studying the relationship among the FDI, 

the trade and the domestic output in Pakistan for the period of 1972 to 2001, Ahmad et al. (2004) 

found a long run relationship. The results of the study supported the export-led growth 

hypothesis and indicated that the domestic firms pocketed benefits from the FDI through the 

spillover effects mechanism. 

By using regional panel data in China, Wen (2007) found that the FDI inflow developed 

the demonstration effects in identifying the regional market conditions for the investment in the 

fixed assets and, therefore, affected the industrial location. Owing to different FDI orientation 

among different regions of China, the East China attracted more the FDI and in turn the exports 

promoted. In addition, the rise of the FDI-GDP ratio increased East China’s share in the national 
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industrial value added. In turn the regional income growth of East China was affected positively, 

while in Central China (attracting less FDI), these effects were found negative ones.  

Through the FDI, the MNEs may play their role in the industrial development by rising 

up the scale of the operations in the host country industry upstream and downstream. This occurs 

due to the forward and backward linkages. Markusen et al. (1999) in their model stated that 

MNEs might affect the domestic industry of the host country positively by developing the 

linkages with the local firms. According to Lall (1980), the MNEs had a positive effect on the 

local firms by demanding the high quality inputs; providing the technology; the information and 

the training, as well as the access to the market. 

Narula and Marin (2003) found in Argentina that the MNEs subsidiaries hired more 

professionals than the domestic firms of the same size, they possessed a more skilled labor 

overall, and spent more on the training than the similar domestic firms. The higher labor 

productivity and the higher wages were observed, but when measured in terms of the knowledge 

creation and utilization, little difference was found between the affiliates and the domestic firms. 

The benefit of the MNE activities in the Argentina economy was not reflected in the domestic 

firms’ value added growth. Moreover, the results indicated that the domestic firms, which 

efficiently internalized the more spillovers, had larger investment in the absorptive capacity. 

The nations that receive a large amount of the FDI did not necessarily result in the new 

capital formation when the transnational corporations (TNCs) purchased the existing plant and 

the equipment and reduced the control of the domestic capitalist. Mexico is one of the top 

recipient of the FDI where 71 % of such investment was meant for purchasing the already 

existing Mexican companies in 2001 (Gazcon, as cited in Cypher and Dietz, 2004).  The TNCs 

might have used the funds of the host country banking sector that would have been used by the 
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domestic firms. In this way, the FDI did not play any role as being complementary to the 

domestic investment. Rather, it might substitute the ownership and the control.  

In a country specific study conducted by Aitken and Harrison (1999), using the panel 

data from Venezuela for the period 1976-1989, two conclusions were drawn. First, the foreign 

equity participation had the positive correlation with the productivity for the small enterprises 

(number of employees less than 50). Second, the increase in the foreign ownership affected 

negatively the productivity of the wholly domestically owned firms in the same industry. By 

offsetting the opposite effects, the net effects were quite small. The joint ventures had the main 

contribution in the net effects of the foreign investment. Using the panel data in Morocco, 

Haddad and Harisson (1993) did not support the hypothesis that the foreign presence helped to 

accelerate the productivity growth in the domestic firms.   

Lensink and Morrissey (2006) examined the effect of the volatility of the FDI inflow on 

the growth by using the cross section, the panel data and the instrumental variable technique. 

They found that the volatility of the FDI had a negative impact on the growth. Moreover, the 

evidence for the positive impact of the FDI on the growth was not the robust one. 

Khan and Kim (1999) tested an import demand function in order to study the influence of 

the FDI on the imports of Pakistan and detected statistically a significant coefficient with the 

positive sign. On the contrary, for the FDI influence on the exports, the estimated coefficient was 

statistically insignificant. Their findings suggested that the FDI inflow largely had been directed 

towards the import substitution industries or the production for the domestic market while a 

small portion headed for the export oriented industries. By combining the results, it was observed 

that the FDI worsened the trade balance in Pakistan.  
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The Human Capital and the Economic Development: The Theoretical and 

Empirical Evidence 

 The human capital can play a vital role in the economic development by increasing the 

productivity of the workforce. The underdeveloped countries generally face two types of the 

problem. They lack the critical skills and abilities required by the industrial sector and have a 

surplus workforce. The existence of the surplus workforce is due to the shortage of skills and 

abilities. The human capital formation can solve these problems by developing the required skills 

and abilities.  

According to Simon Kuznets, the major capital stock of the industrially advanced 

countries was not the physical equipment; it was the body of the knowledge gathered from the 

discoveries of the empirical research work and capability of its population to use that knowledge 

effectively. Similarly, Prof. Galbraith said that a large part of the industrial growth was not 

achieved through the capital investment but from the investment on the people (Lekhi, 2008).  

The endogenous growth theories emerged in 1980s included the knowledge as a vital 

element of the capital. These theories neither assumed nor found the physical capital 

accumulation to be the important determining factor in the stimulating growth. In endogenous 

growth model, more investment could not only increase the per capita income (like neoclassical 

theories) but also the higher level of investment could sustain the per capita income growth in the 

future. The same was not possible within the traditional neoclassical growth model. According to 

the many endogenous growth models, an important factor of the production contributing to a 

higher and sustained growth had been found to be the initial stock of the human capital and its 

accumulation rate. While having some similarity with the neoclassical growth model, the 
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endogenous growth models did not predict the convergence of the income level even among 

those countries that had similar rates of the saving; investment, and the population growth.  

The proponents of the endogenous growth literature (Romer, 1990; Lucas, 1988; and 

Rebelo, 1991) conjectured that the human capital acted as a driving force for the technological 

progress and, consequently, led to the economic growth. The endogenous growth theory 

acknowledging the role of the human capital as the endogenous, distinguished the human capital 

from the labor as Schultz (1961) talked about the education as an investment on man and this 

investment should be treated as the capital as it increased the productivity. The newly 

industrialized economies (NIEs) in East Asia transformed their economies from the agriculture-

dominant economies to the modern industry-dominant economies through the technological 

development. As for the technological development, the human capital was a prerequisite. In the 

NIEs, the government also played a vital role in the human capital development. 

The non-economic or social variables like the human capital were not given any room in 

the traditional neoclassical growth models. It was the endogenous growth theory which 

broadened the concept of the capital by including the human capital. This new concept was able 

to explain as to how the East Asian countries made quick economic progress after 1960s. The 

East Asian countries like Malaysia, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand progressed very rapidly 

than the other South Asian countries like Pakistan and India and least developed countries of 

Asia like Bhutan, Nepal, Cambodia, and Bangladesh. The Literature showed the significant role 

of the human capital in this development. 

 According to Khan (2007b), the knowledge and the market driven skills were essential 

for achieving the highly sustainable economic growth. The slow socio-economic progress in the 
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South Asian countries stem from the low knowledge base; insufficient and unrelated skills, and 

the use of outdated technology. 

Iqbal and Zahid (1998) examined the effects of some key macroeconomic variables on 

the economic growth of Pakistan from 1959-60 to 1996-97. The results showed that the real GDP 

growth and the per capita real income growth were related positively to the primary school 

enrolment-labor force ratio (used as proxy of the human capital). . The estimated coefficient of 

the primary education enrolment implied that 1 % rise in the primary education enrolment-

employed labor ratio raised the real GDP growth rate by 0.35 % points per year. The impact of 

the middle, high, and other enrolments was found insignificant with the coefficients having 

unexpectedly negative sign. 

Benhabib and Spiegel (1994) using the cross country estimates of physical and human 

capital stocks indicated that the impact of the human capital on the per capita growth rates was 

insignificant, however, the growth rate of the total factor productivity was influenced positively 

by the nation’s stock of the human capital. Grammy and Assane (1996) used different forms of 

the human capital investment to investigate the effects on the growth of the per capita income. 

They found a significantly positive effects @ 1%.   

Using the endogenous growth theory Dauda (2010) examined empirically the role of the 

human capital in the Nigeria’s economic development. He employed the unit root tests; the 

cointegration tests, and the error correction mechanism (ECM). The results indicated that there 

existed indeed a long-run relationship between the human capital formation measured by the 

enrolment in educational institutions and the economic growth of Nigeria. Similar results were 

found for other variables like the labor force and the physical capital investment.  The findings 
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showed that there was a feedback mechanism between the human capital formation and the 

economic growth in Nigeria. 

Abbas (2001) studied empirically the impacts of the human capital on the economic 

growth of Pakistan and Sri lanka. He found that the enrolment rates at primary school level had 

been negative while at the secondary and the higher levels had a positive and significant impact 

on the economic growth for both the countries in the sample. The study also combined these 

enrolment rates at different levels of education with the employment to create effective labor 

input that performed better as compared to the simple schooling enrolment rates and again he 

found the growth effects associated with the human capital. 

Odusola (1998) while using the ordinary least square technique found that the human 

capital, measured by a continuing expenditure on education, was positively related to the growth 

in Nigeria though the relationship was not the robust one. Adamu (2003) investigated empirically 

the impact of the human capital formation on the economic growth in Nigeria during 1970 – 

2000.  He used the cointegration and the error-correction mechanisms. The results pointed out 

that the investment in the human capital in the form of education and training led to the 

economic growth for its impact on the labor productivity. 

From the study of 98 countries covering the period 1960-85, Barro (1991) found that 

given the level of the initial per capita GDP, there was a positive relationship of the growth rate 

with the starting amount of the human capital. The poor countries having high human capital per 

person (in relation to their level of per capita GDP) tended to catch up with the rich countries, 

but not otherwise. The countries with the high human capital had the low fertility rates and high 

ratios of physical investment to GDP.  
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Birdsall, Ross, and Sabot (1993) investigated the loss in the economic growth in Pakistan 

due to the low investment in education and especially in education of females. Their analysis 

suggested that if the female enrolment in the primary schools had been as high as male one in 

1960 (46 %) instead of 13 %  per capita income of Pakistan would have been more than 15 % 

greater than it had been then. 

Role of the Human Capital for FDI Effect on the Economic Development 

There are many location factors that influence the relationship between the FDI and the 

economic development like the government policies; the natural resources; the financial sector 

development, and the human capital.  Among these factors the importance of the human capital 

has increased with the passage of time.   

The technological progress is vital for the long term economic growth in the framework 

of the endogenous growth theory. New varieties of the capital goods cause the capital deepening 

that leads to the technological progress. The MNCs having more knowledge introduced new 

capital goods at the lower cost, but the developing countries required the more advanced 

technologies with the absorptive capacity which depended upon the sufficient level of the human 

capital (Borensztein, De Gregorio, and Lee, 1998). In this way, this model focused on the 

introduction of the new technology and the requirement of the absorptive capacity as a 

determinant of the economic growth of the host economy. They tested the effect of the FDI on 

the economic growth using the cross country data from the industrial as well as the developing 

countries and suggested the FDI to be a vital channel for the transfer of the technology by 

contributing to the growth more than the domestic investment. They also found the 

complementary effect between the FDI and the human capital on the growth. In other words, the 

contribution of the FDI to the economic growth was enhanced by interacting with the level of the 
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human capital in the host country. Balasubramanyam, Salisu, and Sapsford (1999) also 

confirmed the interactive impact of the FDI and the human capital on the growth performance.  

Having reviewed the literature, Blomstrom and Kokko (2003a) noted that the interaction 

between the FDI and the human capital was the complex one and the highly non-linear. The FDI 

was thought to be the source of knowledge spillovers to local workforce and the level of the host 

country’s human capital influenced the level of the FDI inflow (the level in terms of technology) 

and determined the absorptive capacity of the host country.   

Hang and Attaullah (2003) studied the impact of the human capital on the relationship 

between the inward FDI and the economic growth in the ASEAN countries and Latin America 

during 1975-1995. They coined two hypotheses. First, there was a two ways relationship 

between the FDI and the economic growth. Second, the human capital was a positive factor that 

facilitated this relationship as the FDI contributed to the productive capacity and to the shift 

towards technology-intensive and the value added production and exports. It could help also to 

attract those types of the FDI that promoted the higher economic growth. Their empirical results 

did not reject these hypotheses.  

Blomstrom and Kokko (2003a) while reviewing the literature concluded that there was a 

potential for the significant ‘spillover effects’ from the FDI into the host countries, but this 

potential was associated with the stock of the human capital; the interest in the local firms  

promoting the skills transfer and the competitive environment.  

Makki and Sumwaru (2004) analyzed the effects of the FDI and the trade on the 

economic growth in 66 developing countries during period 1971-2000 and also examined as to 

how the FDI interacted with the trade; the human capital, and the domestic investment in the 

developing the economic growth. Their findings were in favor of the positive effect of the FDI, 
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the trade and the human capital on the economic growth. The results implied that the benefits 

from the FDI would be enhanced if the host country had a better stock of the human capital.  

The view that the FDI might improve the productivity of the host country through the 

transfer of technology was endorsed by Xu (2000) who investigated the United States 

multinationals as a channel of the technology diffusion in 40 countries using the data from 1966 

to 1994 and found that the technology transfer by the US MNEs contributed to the productivity 

growth in the developed countries but failed in the less developed countries (LDCs). To get the 

benefits out of the technology transfer, the basic requirement for the host country was to have the 

minimum human capital threshold level.  Most LDCs, however, did not have this. Korea and 

Taiwan followed this pattern, but in South East Asia, the MNCs came before the creation of the 

pool of the intellectual capital. Alfaro et.al.(2006) highlighted the importance of the market 

structure and the human capital as an absorptive capacity for the effect of the FDI on the 

economic growth. 

Kapstein (2002) outlined some of the recent arguments made by the economists about the 

relationship among the FDI, the human capital formation and the growth within the emerging 

market economies. The theory of the FDI contribution to the economic growth of the emerging 

economies via the human capital formation remained controversial due to two reasons. First, in 

most of the countries the FDI accounted for only a tiny share of the GNP and the total 

employment, and thus its influence on the national educational and economic performance was 

to be great unlikely. Second, the FDI increased the wage disparities and that factor might 

undermine the contribution of the FDI to the growth. It was argued that only the political 

economy might lead the countries away from the sustained growth. In the countries that lack well 

developed capital and the education markets, many otherwise, the qualified citizens might be 
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denied the basic skills they needed for contributing fully to the nation’s economic development. 

As both the demander and the supplier of the labor, the multinational firms might influence the 

educational outcomes in the market where these firms conducted the business. Their interaction 

with the local educational establishments would be a function largely of the domestic political 

economic forces. 

The knowledge spillover from the MNEs to the domestic firms in the less developed 

countries was and had been the topic of discussion in the literature. Todo and Miyamoto (2002) 

incorporated the R & D activities and the human capital development conducted by the MNEs 

and the domestic firms to investigate as to whether those activities enhanced knowledge 

diffusion from the MNEs. They used the establishment level panel data for the Indonesian 

manufacturing sector during the 1995-1997. The results of the regression suggested no 

knowledge diffusion but theoretically justified the specifications and the variables provided a 

different picture. First the R & D activities and the human capital development conducted by the 

MNEs stimulated the knowledge diffusion from the MNEs to the domestic firms and, hence, 

improved the domestic productivity. No knowledge diffusion was the evidence from the MNEs 

which were not engaged in such activities.  

While trying to understand the linkage between the human capital and the foreign direct 

investment Khan (2007b) suggested to the South Asian countries to develop the corporate 

knowledge and the market oriented skills to get maximum benefit out of the FDI through the 

prioritizing tertiary education; technical and vocational education, and the R&D.  He suggested 

the human capital to be one of the competitive advantages of the developing host countries. 

Singapore was quoted as an example as without having the vast natural resources, she attracted 

the large amount of the FDI due to the high quality human capital. The human capital 
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development was expected to improve the productivity level and initiate the growth process. This 

could help the South Asian countries also to shift from the labor-intensive to the high value-

added, the skill-intensive and the technologically advanced countries. 

Conclusion 

The theoretical and the empirical literature in this chapter indicated that the FDI might 

influence the economic development of the host country by helping in the capital formation; 

transferring the technology and knowledge capital; enhancing the human capital; financing the 

current account deficit; raising the scale of the operation through forward and backward linkages, 

and by helping transition towards the market economies. The impact of the FDI on the economic 

development could not be seen similar in all economies which attracted the FDI. There were 

many location factors which played their role in achieving the optimal results. These factors 

might be financial sector development; the trade policies and the promotion; the macroeconomic 

environment (which was based on the macroeconomic policies); the reforms and regulations; the 

linkages between the foreign and the local firms and the human capital (the most frequently 

occurring factor). The varying results of the FDI from the different economies motivated to 

investigate this relationship at the country level. The role of the human capital in the economic 

development regarding Endogenous Growth Theory was well documented in the literature. As 

regards Pakistan such studies also are limited ones.  
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THE METHODOLOGY AND THE DATA 
 

In line with the objectives of the study, this chapter comprises four models: the first 

examines the role of the human capital as the determinant of the FDI alongwith the other 

determinants; the second model investigates the impact of the FDI on the human capital; the 

third ones explores as to how the FDI inflow influences the economic development in Pakistan; 

and the fourth model studies the impact of the human capital on the economic development of 

Pakistan. For every model, the selection of the variables; the hypothesis development; the 

formulation of model; the measurement of the variables; the data sources, and the estimation 

method are explained. In this study the time series annual data on the relevant variables from 

Pakistan for the period (1971-2005) have been made use of.  

The First Model: The Human Capital as a Determinant of FDI 

There are a lot of variables that have been discussed in the literature as the determinants 

of the FDI, but in this model the main focus is on the human capital. The importance of the 

human capital as the determinant of the FDI in the developing countries has been embodied in 

the theoretical literature. According to Dunning (1988), the skills and the education level of the 

labor could affect both the volume of the FDI inflow and the activities undertaken by the TNCs 

in a country.  Zhang and Markusen (1999) declared the skilled labor of the host country to be a 

direct prerequisite of the TNCs and found its effect on the FDI inflow. Also Noorbakhsh et al. 

(2001) found the human capital as an important and significant determinant of the FDI. There 

were also studies that were concluded against the importance of human capital. Root and Ahmed 

(1979) studied the sample of 58 developing countries during the 1966-70 and found that none of 

the variables they used as the proxies for the human capital and skilled labor proved to be 

significant enough as the determinant of the FDI inflow. Similar results were observed by 
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Schneider and Frey (1985) from 54 developing countries for the years 1976, 1979 and 1980. The 

human capital as a determinant of the FDI also had been used in the studies like by Fung et al. 

(2004), and Nonnenberg and Mendoca (2004). For the selection of the variables other than the 

human capital, the utmost efforts have been made to ensure the relevance in the light of the 

existing literature.  

Selection of the Explanatory Variables and Hypothesis (First Model) 

The human capital level showed the quality of the workforce while availability of the 

workforce indicated the quantity of the workforce. The availability of the labor force was 

considered as important for the labor-intensive and the efficiency-seeking FDI (UNCTAD, 

1994). A sufficient availability of the labor in terms of the quantity and the quality likely is to 

help not only to lower the production cost but also to act as the catalyst to introduce the new 

technologies by producing the high value-added products. Noorbakhsh et al. (2001), Ismail and 

Yussof (2003), and Sahoo (2006) used the labor force as the determinant of the FDI.  

The level of the trade openness should be positively the correlate one with the FDI as it is 

a good proxy for the relations, a country may have with the foreign capital (Nonnenberg and 

Mendoca, 2004).  

The developing countries significantly liberalized their trade regimes. The open economies 

showed more confidence and encouraged the foreign investment. Even in the countries having 

small size of domestic market, the TNCs could enjoy the economies of the scale and the scope. 

The gradually increasing regional integration of the developing countries also augmented this 

effect.  

The growth rate of the GDP is considered as an indicator to the rate of return to the FDI. 

The level of the economic development reflects the market opportunities for the investors to sell 
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their products. The market seeking TNCs may aim at such locations which have the higher and 

increasing GDP growth rate.  Fung et al (2004), Ismail and Yussof (2003), and Sahoo (2006) 

used this variable as the determinant of the FDI.  

In line with our objectives and on the basis of the preceding theoretical support the 

researcher developed the first hypothesis as under: 

H1: The human capital has a positive impact on the FDI inflow. 

The Model Formulation and Measurement of Variables (First Model) 

On the basis of the theoretical framework in the previous section regarding the most 

relevant determinants of the FDI, the model formulation is given as: 

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t tFDI HC GRGDP TRADE LBGR           ………….. (1) 

Where μt was the stochastic error term covering the left over effects.  It was assumed to 

be distributed independently and normally with the zero mean and the constant variance.  

The dependent variable FDI inflow was used as the percentage of the GDP as was done 

by Noorbakhsh et al. (2001). The FDI inflow was used rather than the stock as according to Root 

and Ahmed (1979), the data on the FDI inflow were less vulnerable to the book-value bias. On 

the other hand the FDI stock was expressed in the book value without considering the inflation 

and the exchange rate fluctuation.  

In the literature, the most commonly used proxies for measuring the human capital were 

the educational enrolment ratios. Fung et al. (2004) used the Higher Education enrolment, Zhang 

(2001) used share of Secondary School Enrolment in the total population, and Noorbakhsh et al. 

(2001) used the Secondary and the Tertiary enrolment ratios. Following Iqbal and Zahid. (1998) 

the researcher used the High School Enrolment (HSE), and the Other Educational Institutional 

Enrolment (OSE) as a ratio to the total employed labor force (LF). The study did not use the 
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Primary and the Middle School Enrolment as in the existing literature the High School 

Enrolment was used as the threshold level. Regarding the definition of the human capital, the 

expenditure on the education as percentage of the GNP was also included in its measurement.  

This study used the growth rate of the real GDP as the proxy for the good rate of return 

and opportunities for the investors following Noorbakhsh et al. (2001), Root and Ahmed (1979) 

and Sahoo (2006).  

The limited number of the observations in the time series data and the parsimony of the 

study did not allow us to incorporate a lot of variables in the model. Following is the detail of the 

measurement of the variables. The proxies for measuring the human capital were: 

HSELt (in percentage) = The High School Enrolment (5 years lagged value) as the ratio 

to the employed labor force (LFt). L was attached with the HSE to show the lagged value. 

OSELt (in percentage) = The enrolment in other educational institutions like the 

secondary; the vocational; the art and science colleges; the professional colleges, and the 

universities (4 years lagged value) as a ratio to the total employed labor force (LFt). 

EXEDLt = The expenditures on the education as the percentage of the GNP (one year 

lagged value) in Pakistan. The data of this variable were not fully available (data of before 1980) 

according to the study requirement. The missing values were calculated by the interpolation with 

the help of SPSS 12.0.  

The variables other than the human capital were measured as follows: 

GRGDPt = the growth rate of the real GDP  

TRADEt = It was the ratio of the total trade (imports plus exports) to the GDP. It was 

used as a proxy to measure the openness as done by Noorbakhsh et al. (2001), Ismail and Yussof. 

(2003), and Makki and Sumwaru (2004).  
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LBGRt = the labor force growth in Pakistan 

In equation (1) the variable HCt would be replaced by its proxies i.e. HSELt, OSELt, and 

EXEDLt. As the number of the observations was small, all the proxies would not be used at a 

time in the model. Moreover, the HSELt and the OSELt highly were correlated; therefore these 

two were used separately with the third proxy. Consequently the equation (1) would replaced by 

following two equations: 

1 2 3 4 5( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t tFDI HSEL EXEDL GRGDP TRADE LBGR             .(2) 

1 2 3 4 5( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t tFDI OSEL EXEDL GRGDP TRADE LBGR             ..(3) 

Data Source (First Model) 

In this study we used the time series annual data on the relevant variables for the period 

(1971-2005). This period was selected as from 1980s the need for the FDI began to be felt and 

Pakistan started her efforts for attracting the FDI. Moreover, before 1970s the amount of the FDI 

was meager and it was meaningless to study it. The data required were collected from the 

following sources:  

The dependent variable FDIt (foreign direct investment inflow as percentage of the GDP), 

and the growth rate of the real GDP (GRGDPt) collected from the State Bank of Pakistan (2005) 

downloaded from www.sbp.org.pk. 

For human capital, the High School Enrolment (HSELt), and the enrolment in other 

educational institutions (OSELt) in Pakistan were taken from the State Bank of Pakistan (2005) 

while the employed labor force (LF), expenditure on the education as percentage of the GNP 

(EXEDLt) and the growth rate of the labor force (LBGRt) were taken from the Government of 

Pakistan,  (1996, 2006). The total trade to the real GDP ratio (TRADEt) was taken from the 

World Bank (2007).  
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Estimation of the First Model 

To examine the relationship between the dependent and the independent variables, the 

bound testing approach to cointegration within the framework of the Autoregressive Distributed 

Lag (ARDL) was used. This approach was developed by Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001) and 

then used by Khan (2007a) and Duasa (2007).  

The reasons for using this approach are: this technique is more suitable for the small 

sample (from 30 to 80 observations) as in this study; this method employs only the single 

reduced form equation; this method has no requirement that the variables in the time series 

regression model are integrated of the order one and could be used regardless of as to whether 

the variables are I(0), I(1), or fractionally integrated; this method avoids the large number of 

specification to be made in the standard cointegration test; in this method it is feasible that 

different variables may have dissimilar optimal lags. 

An ARDL representation of the equation (2) was formulated as: 
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ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )
p p p

t i t i i t i i t i

i i i

FDI FDI HSEL EXEDL     

  

           

                 
0 0 0

ln( ) ln( ) ln( )
p p p

i t i i t i i t i

i i i

GRGDP TRADE LBGR    

  

         

                 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )t t t tFDI HSEL EXEDL GRGDP           

                  5 1 6 1ln( ) ln( )t t tTRADE LBGR        ……………………….(4) 

Where ∆ stood for the difference operator, εt was the random error. All these variables 

were in the logarithmic form. The Equation (4) estimated the impact of the human capital; the 

GDP; the trade, and the labor growth rate on the FDI inflow. This relationship was tested by 
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means of bound testing approach. To implement this technique a joint significance test was 

performed as: 

H0:  δ1 = δ1 = δ1 = δ1 = δ1 = δ6 = 0 against the alternative hypothesis  

H1:  δ1 ≠ δ1 ≠ δ1 ≠ δ1 ≠ δ1 ≠ δ6 ≠ 0 

The bound testing approach is based on F-statistic under the null hypothesis of no 

cointegration among the examined variables regardless of as to whether they are purely I(0) or 

I(1). Pesaran, Shin, and Smith (2001) computed two sets of critical values for the given level of 

the significance. One set assumes that all the variables are I(0) referred to as lower bound and 

other set assumes that they are all I(1) referred to as upper bound. If the computed F-statistic 

goes above the upper critical bound value the H0 is rejected which implies that there exists the 

cointegration. In case the cointegration was found we could estimate the long-run relationship 

and the short-run relationship from the equation (5) and equation (6). 
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      ………………(5) 

The order of the lags in the ARDL model was selected by Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC) before the model was estimated by the ordinary least squares (OLS). For the annual data 

Pesaran and Shin (1999) recommended to choose a maximum of 2 lags.  

The ARDL specification of the short-run dynamics was derived by formulating an error 

correction model of the following form:  
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                  1( )t tECM      …………………………………………(6) 

where (ECM)t-1 was the error correction term which was the lagged value of the residual of the 

equation of the long-run relationship like equation (5) in this case.  

If the F-statistic falls into the bounds the test becomes inconclusive. If the F-statistic lies 

below the lower critical bounds values, it means no cointegration.  

 By following the same technique, the ARDL representation of the equation (3) was as 

follows:  
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        1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( )t t t tFDI OSEL EXEDL GRGDP           

        5 1 6 1ln( ) ln( )t t tTRADE LBGR       …………………….(7) 

The similar procedure (as used for equation 4) was adopted when the null hypothesis of no 

cointegration was tested for equation (7) and by following the pattern of equation (5) and 

equation (6) further long-run and short-run relationships were estimated.  

The Second Model: The FDI Impact on the Human Capital 

 A large majority of the studies in the literature regarding the FDI impact on the human 

capital enhancement of the host countries focused on the investigation of the industry and the 

firm level data. Such studies explored the spillover effects on the local firms and on-the-job 

training conducted by the MNEs. Slaughter (2002) however explored this conjecture in the 

demand and the supply framework in which he also encompassed the macro level effect of the 

FDI alongwith the micro level analysis. 
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Selection of the Explanatory Variables and Hypothesis (Second Model) 

 On the demand side, the FDI stimulates the demand for the skilled workforce in the 

host country and in turn encourages the enrolment level specifically at the tertiary level. On the 

supply side, the MNEs contribute to the macro environment of the host country positively 

through providing the stable source of the foreign capital and paying the taxes. The high wages 

of the MNEs encourage the skill acquisition and the rise in host country taxes might allow the 

government invest more on education and training. As the FDI is considered a stable capital 

inflow, the education investment can flourish better in the stable macroeconomic environment. 

Within this framework, this study investigated the impact of the FDI on the human capital at the 

macro level in Pakistan.  For testing this supposition the researcher developed the following 

hypothesis:   

H2:    FDI has a positive influence on the human capital of Pakistan.  

The Model Formulation, Measurement of Variables, and Data Source (Second Model) 

 As there were two variables included in this relationship, the following one to one 

relationships were tested to explore the impact of the FDI on the human capital (on every proxy 

used for the human capital):   

 0 1( )t t tHSE FDIL     ……………………… (8) 

 0 1( )t t tOSE FDIL      ……………………… (9) 

 0 1( )t t tEXED FDIL     ..…………………… (10) 

The dependent variables HSEt, OSEt, and EXEDt were the proxies of the human capital. HSEt 

and OSEt were the enrolment in the high school and the other institutions (secondary; vocational; 

art and science colleges; professional colleges, and the universities) respectively as a ratio to the 
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total employed labor force. The EXEDt was the expenditures on education as the percentage of 

the GNP in Pakistan. The data on HSEt and OSEt were taken from the State Bank of Pakistan 

(2005) while the employed labor force and the expenditures on education as percentage of GNP 

were taken from the Government of Pakistan (1996, 2006). The FDIL was the foreign direct 

investment inflow as percentage of the GDP (three years lagged value) was taken from the State 

Bank of Pakistan (2005). The L was attached with the FDI to show the lagged value. The logic 

behind taking the lag value was that the impact of the FDI on the human capital would take some 

time to appear. The length of the lag, however, was based on the common sense.  

Estimation of the Second Models 

 To examine the relationships described in the equations (8), (9), and (10) the same 

technique of bound testing approach was used. The ARDL formulations for these three equations 

were as under:  
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 2 1ln( )tFDIL t    …………………………………………….. (13) 

The estimation method and further proceedings of bound testing approach were the same as 

explained in the previous section.  
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The Third Model: The Influence of the FDI on the Economic Development of 

Pakistan 

At the macroeconomic level, the FDI might contribute significantly to enhance the capital 

formation; generates revenue for the government through taxes, and defuse the pressure of the 

balance of payment (Seid, 2002). Shabbir and Mahmood (1992) analyzed the impact of the 

foreign private investment on the growth and found its significant positive impact on the growth 

rate of the GNP. Moreover, since the MNCs invest in a country adopting the strategies with the 

long run prospect and objectives and, once installed, have the large sunk costs in the host 

countries, the FDI is considered as more stable than the portfolio investment and other types of 

international financial flows. For both the reasons, an increasing volume of the FDI is often 

taken as an imperative involvement to the development process. To see as to whether this 

conjecture was true for Pakistan, it was investigated in this model. For the economic 

development of Pakistan as the dependent variable and the FDI inflow as the independent 

variable, the following other variables would be included in the model as the explanatory 

variables.  

Selection of the Explanatory Variables and Hypotheses (Third Model) 

The physical capital and economic development association has the sufficient evidence in 

the theoretical and the empirical literature. In the growth theories, the domestic capital has been 

the central point of discussion. It is regarded as the engine for the long run sustained economic 

growth process. Atique, et al. (2004), Iqbal and Zahid (1998), Makki and Sumwaru (2004), and 

Sahoo (2006) found the positive impact of the domestic capital on the economic growth.  

The reason for differentiating between the domestic capital and the foreign one is that the 

foreign capital is assumed to be utilized under the superior technology and management as 
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compared to the domestic capital. Similarly Zhang (2001) and Baharumshah and Thanoon 

(2006) in China, Sahoo (2006) in South Asia endorsed these results. 

 The labor force is one of the factors of the production which is considered as the life 

blood of the industries. Sahoo (2006) used the labor force growth for the economic growth. 

Similarly, Khan (2007a) used the log of the total labor force when analyzing the effects of the 

FDI on the economic growth in Pakistan. 

The exports are considered to be the major contributors to the economic growth. The 

growth function could be augmented with the inclusion of the exports. Sahoo(2006) supported 

the view that the FDI benefited the countries which followed the export-led growth strategies. 

The exports have been introduced as an additional factor input into the production function 

following Balasubramanyam et al. (1999). The exports of the goods and the services as a ratio of 

the GNP also were used by Shabbir and Mahmood (1992). An increase in the exports is assumed 

to expand the market for the domestic producers. Moreover, the exports ease the balance of 

payment constraints as well.  

In line with the objectives of the study and on the basis of the preceding theoretical 

support the researcher developed the third and fourth hypotheses as under: 

H3: The FDI inflow influences the economic development positively 

H4: The labor force growth has the positive impact on the economic development of 

Pakistan. 

The Model Formulation and Measurement of Variables (Third Model) 

On the basis of the theoretical framework in the previous section, regarding the most 

relevant variable for the economic development, the model formulation was designed as: 

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t tGNPPC FDI CHK X LBGR           …………………. (14) 
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 The GNPPCt was the change in the per capita GNP and was used as the proxy for the 

economic development. There were multiple ways to measure the economic development but 

this proxy was considered to be suitable. Lekhi (2008) suggested the per capita GNP as the proxy 

for the measurement of the economic development for the developing countries.  

 The variable FDIt was the foreign direct investment inflow as percentage of the GDP.  

CHKt = It was the change in the stock of the domestic investment as a ratio of the GDP. 

First, the domestic investment was divided by the real GDP and then the first difference was 

taken to find the change      

Xt = Exports of the goods and the services as the percentage of the GDP 

LBGRt = the labor force growth in Pakistan 

Data Source (Third Model) 

 The dependent variable GNPPCt and the independent variable FDIt and CHKt were 

collected from the State Bank of Pakistan (2005).  The exports of the goods and the services as 

the percentage of the GDP i.e. (X t) were collected from the World Bank (2007).  The labor force 

growth rate (LBGR) was calculated from the Government of Pakistan (1996, 2006). 

Estimation of Third Model 

To examine the relationships described in the equations (14) the same technique of the 

bound testing approach was used. The ARDL formulation for this equation was as under:        
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The estimation method and the further proceedings of the bound testing approach were the same 

as already explained in equation (4) to (6) in the previous section.  

The Fourth Model: Impact of the Human Capital on the Economic Development of 

Pakistan 

As the economies were striving to transform themselves into the knowledge economies, 

hence, the value of the human capital was increasing. The expenditure on the human capital 

development began to be treated as the capital. The effects of the human capital on the economic 

development could be traced from the developing countries like Singapore which used the 

human capital development as the core policy for the development. The human capital formation 

directly improved the productivity of the workforce, enhanced the absorptive capacity of the host 

country for the new technology and indirectly made the environment helpful for the growth 

through the awareness of health, good social and cultural values, and the good governance. 

Dauda (2010) found the positive effect of the human capital on the economic development of 

Nigeria. Grammy and Assane (1996) found the positive effect of the human capital on the per 

capita income.  Iqbal and Zahid (1998) found the mixed effects of the human capital on the 

growth in Pakistan. 

In this section, the impact of the human capital on the economic development was tested. 

Following is the detail and justification of variables included in the model.   

Selection of Explanatory Variables and Hypothesis (Fourth Model) 

This model was based on the endogenous growth theory and was derived from the 

production function following Makki and Sumwaru (2004), Balasubramanyam et al. (1999), and 

Borensztein et al. (1998).  In this model, the change in per capita GNP as a proxy for the 

economic development was the dependent variable and the human capital; the FDI inflow, and 
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the domestic investment were the independent variable. The theoretical support for the 

independent variables has been given in the previous sections of this chapter.  As regards the 

impact of the human capital on the economic development, the researcher developed the fifth 

hypothesis as under: 

H5: The human capital enhances the economic development of Pakistan 

The Model Formulation, Measurement of the Variables and Data Source (Fourth Model) 

In order to test empirically the H5, the researcher specified the following two 

formulations:  

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t tGNPPC HSE EXED FDI CHK           ……………… (16) 

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t tGNPPC OSE EXED FDI CHK           …………….... (17) 
 

All the variables in the above two equations already have been defined and the source of 

the data has been described in the previous sections.  

Estimation of Fourth Model 

With the view to examine the relationship described in equation (16) to (17) each, ARDL 

formulations were as under: 
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      3 1 4 1 5 1ln( ) ln( ) ln( )t t t tEXED FDI CHK          ..................... (19) 

Some more the long-run and short-run relationship equations were developed and duly 

estimated following the pattern given in equations (5) to (6).   
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the results of the empirical investigation of the four models given in the 

foregoing chapter will be described. On the basis of these results, the findings will be prepared 

and then discussed regarding the hypotheses.    

The Human Capital as the Determinant of FDI 

In order to examine the human capital as a determinant of the FDI, two equations (2) and 

(3) were formulated in the earlier chapter. Following Khan (2007a) and Duasa (2007) the bound 

testing approach to the cointegration with framework of Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) 

was used for the purpose. Before proceeding further, the order of integration of every variable 

included in these equations was checked by using the Phillips-Perron unit root test. The results 

are reported in the following table 6.1.    . 

Table 6.1 
Results of the Unit Root Test (FDI model) 
Variables Intercept/Trend Level First 

Difference 
Decision 

FDI 
 

I 
 

-1.3185 
 

-7.3728* 
 

I(1) 

HSEL I 
 

2.6529 -3.4003** I(1) 

OSEL 
 

I 0.1026 
 

-5.1550* 
 

I(1) 

EXEDL 
 

I -1.5643 -5.4126* I(1) 

TRADE I 
 

-3.1053** 
 

 
 

I(0) 

GRGDP I 
 

-5.4733*  I(0) 

LBGR I 
 

-6.8960*  I(0) 

* Significant at the 1 % level ** Significant at the 5 % level *** Significant at the 10 % level 
 

Since the variables were integrated of the mixed order like I(0) and I(1), hence ARDL 

approach would be appropriate.  
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Taking the equation (2), its ARDL formulation was equation (4). In order to estimate 

equation (4), the ordinary least square (OLS) was used with the software Eviews 3.1. The 

accuracy and the reliability of the estimated model were tested by various diagnostic tests. The 

results of the OLS and the diagnostic tests are given as under. 

Table 6.2 
Human Capital and FDI (HSEL and EXEDL) 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(FDI) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 35 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(FDI(-1)) 0.189344 0.136500 1.387134 0.1807
DLOG(HSEL) 1.671999 1.376326 1.214828 0.2386
DLOG(EXEDL) 0.597523 0.737717 0.809963 0.4275
DLOG(TRADE) 1.491737 0.823180 1.812164 0.0850
DLOG(LBGR) -0.024071 0.062814 -0.383215 0.7056
DLOG(GRGDP) -0.064680 0.172150 -0.375720 0.7111
DLOG(GRGDP(-1)) -0.132736 0.218136 -0.608500 0.5497
DLOG(GRGDP(-2)) -0.371686 0.128003 -2.903719 0.0088
LOG(FDI(-1)) -0.884138 0.133655 -6.615073 0.0000
LOG(HSEL(-1)) 1.926709 0.345352 5.578979 0.0000
LOG(EXEDL(-1)) 1.079654 0.547036 1.973643 0.0624
LOG(TRADE(-1)) 2.595539 0.715353 3.628335 0.0017
LOG(LBGR) 0.058441 0.099500 0.587345 0.5635
LOG(GRGDP(-1)) -0.111409 0.337561 -0.330040 0.7448
C -11.93830 2.061719 -5.790459 0.0000
   
R-squared 0.893527     Mean dependent var 0.018588
Adjusted R-squared 0.818996     S.D. dependent var 0.748271
S.E. of regression 0.318348     Akaike info criterion 0.846185
Sum squared resid 2.026912     Schwarz criterion 1.512763
Log likelihood 0.191754     F-statistic 11.98867
Durbin-Watson stat 2.120929     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000001
   
 
Diagnostic Tests 
 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                                     0.3514[0.7083] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                                        0.7361[0.4874] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                                         0.2272[0.6390] 
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The order of the lags in the ARDL model was selected by the Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) before the model was estimated by the ordinary least squares (OLS). For the 

annual data Pesaran and Shin (1999) recommended to choose a maximum of 2 lags.  

From the above table the calculated value of F-statistic 11.99 being greater than the upper bound 

critical value (5.96 at 1 % level of significance) suggested by Narayan (2004) for small sample 

(between 30 and 80 observations). It implies that null hypothesis of no cointegration cannot be 

accepted at 1 % level of significance and, therefore, there is a cointegration relationship among 

the variables.  

 Now, for the long-run relationship, equation (5) was estimated by the OLS. For the 

parsimonious purpose the most insignificant variables were excluded. The results are reported in 

the following table. 

Table 6.3 
Long-run Relationship Results (Human Capital and FDI) 
Dependent Variable: LOG(FDI) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 35 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
LOG(HSEL) 2.215426 0.243338 9.104311 0.0000
LOG(EXEDL) 1.605680 0.461033 3.482792 0.0015
LOG(TRADE) 1.498410 0.728893 2.055734 0.0486
LOG(GRGDP) 0.082762 0.178257 0.464285 0.6458
C -9.039908 2.285960 -3.954535 0.0004
  
R-squared 0.875946     Mean dependent var -1.070315
Adjusted R-squared 0.859406     S.D. dependent var 1.100624
S.E. of regression 0.412689     Akaike info criterion 1.199318
Sum squared resid 5.109365     Schwarz criterion 1.421511
Log likelihood -15.98807     F-statistic 52.95766
Durbin-Watson stat 1.873224     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

 

From the above table the calculated value of the F-statistic (52.96) is greater than the 

upper bound of the critical value (5.966). This implies that there exists long-run relationship. 

Then for the short run dynamics equation (6) was estimated. In this equation, the error correction 
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term (ECM)t-1 is the lagged value of the residual of equation (5) of the long-run relationship. The 

results are reported in the following table. 

Table 6.4 
Error Correction Model for FDI 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(FDI) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample(adjusted): 1972 2005 
Included observations: 34 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(HSEL) 2.549528 1.034315 2.464944 0.0199
DLOG(EXEDL) 0.735455 0.722121 1.018466 0.3169
DLOG(TRADE) -0.096469 0.661589 -0.145815 0.8851
DLOG(GRGDP) 0.125381 0.124190 1.009591 0.3210
ECM(-1) -0.827591 0.180774 -4.578034 0.0001
  
R-squared 0.538487     Mean dependent var 0.112607
Adjusted R-squared 0.474831     S.D. dependent var 0.508052
S.E. of regression 0.368178     Akaike info criterion 0.974551
Sum squared resid 3.931090     Schwarz criterion 1.199016
Log likelihood -11.56736     Durbin-Watson stat 1.856089
 
Diagnostic Tests 
 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                     0.3720[0.6928] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                         0.2280[0.6363] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                           1.65[0.2100] 

 

Now the short-run and the long-run elasticity of the FDI in Pakistan are as under: 

Table 6.5 
Short-run and Long-run Elasticities of FDI Inflow (by HSEL and EXEDL) 
Variable Short-run Coefficient Long-run Coefficient 

LOG(HSEL) 2.549528** 2.215426* 

LOG(EXEDL) 0.735455 1.605680* 

LOG(TRADE) -0.096469 1.498410** 

LOG(GRGDP) 0.125381 0.082762 

CONSTANT  -9.039908* 

* Significant at the 1 % level ** Significant at the 5 % level *** Significant at the 10 % level 
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 In the error correction model, the majority of the variables are insignificant but in the 

long run relationship the proxies of the human capital and the trade are significant. The growth 

rate of the GDP is positive but not significant. The above results of the estimated equations 

showed a good fit of specification based on the good values of the adjusted R-squared and 

satisfied the diagnostic checks for the serial correlation, the autoregressive conditional 

heteroskedasticity, and the regression specification error.  

 As for the equation (4) which was the ARDL formulation of equation (2), it has been 

estimated completely for the long- and the shorn-run relationship between the FDI inflow and the 

independent variables. A similar procedure was resorted to for all the ARDL formulations. With 

a view to avoid the repetition and monotony, in the remaining models the null hypotheses of no 

cointegration would be considered as the understood one and the result of the long and the short-

run relationships, thus be in the summarized form.   

Now it is the turn to estimate equation (7) which is the ARDL formulation of equation 

(3). The results of estimation of equation (7) and the diagnostic tests are reported hereunder. 
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Table 6.6 
Human Capital and FDI (OSEL and EXEDL) 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(FDI) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 35 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(FDI(-1)) 0.100531 0.128697 0.781150 0.4439
DLOG(OSEL) -1.953802 1.553188 -1.257930 0.2229
DLOG(EXEDL) 1.060659 0.677720 1.565041 0.1333
DLOG(GRGDP) 0.149401 0.160506 0.930817 0.3630
DLOG(GRGDP(-1)) -0.278063 0.193207 -1.439194 0.1656
DLOG(GRGDP(-2)) -0.498964 0.123326 -4.045885 0.0006
DLOG(TRADE) 0.256711 0.775888 0.330860 0.7442
DLOG(LBGR) 0.057063 0.062969 0.906198 0.3756
LOG(FDI(-1)) -0.818354 0.127958 -6.395480 0.0000
LOG(OSEL(-1)) 1.809348 0.372133 4.862097 0.0001
LOG(EXEDL(-1)) 1.032342 0.520019 1.985200 0.0610
LOG(GRGDP(-1)) 0.387756 0.326515 1.187559 0.2489
LOG(TRADE(-1)) 1.093973 0.828545 1.320355 0.2016
LOG(LBGR(-1)) 0.077482 0.097695 0.793104 0.4370
C -6.472421 2.436304 -2.656656 0.0151
  
R-squared 0.911139     Mean dependent var 0.018588
Adjusted R-squared 0.848936     S.D. dependent var 0.748271
S.E. of regression 0.290830     Akaike info criterion 0.665370
Sum squared resid 1.691640     Schwarz criterion 1.331948
Log likelihood 3.356019     F-statistic 14.64789
Durbin-Watson stat 2.336461     Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000
 
Diagnostic Tests 
 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                                         0.9935[0.3897] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                                            0.5505[0.5824] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                                             0.9421[0.3439] 

 

 From the above table the calculated value of F-statistic (14.64) is greater than the upper 

bound critical value (5.96 at 1 % level of significance) suggested by Narayan (2004) for the 

small sample (between 30 to 80 observations). This implies that null hypothesis of no 

cointegration cannot be accepted at 1 % level of significance and therefore, there is a 

cointegration relationship among the variables.  
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 Now, for the long and the short-run relationship by changing the equation (7) on the 

pattern of equation (5) and equation (6) respectively, the estimated results are reported in the 

table 6.7. The calculated value of F-statistic for the long-run relationship is 67.32 which is 

greater than the upper bound critical value (5.96 at 1 % level of significance) suggested by 

Narayan (2004) for the small sample (between 30 to 80 observations). This implies that there is 

the long-run relationship. For the short-run relationship, the error correction model was used.  

Table 6.7 
Short-run and Long-run Elasticities of FDI Inflow (By OSEL and EXEDL) 
Variable Short-run Coefficient Long-run Coefficient 

LOG(OSEL) 0.428024 2.161955* 

LOG(EXEDL) 1.248791*** 0.897538** 

LOG(GRGDP) 0.305432** 0.189807 

LOG(TRADE(-1)) 1.999317* 2.153781* 

CONSTANT  -10.19967* 

* Significant at the 1 % level  ** Significant at the 5 % level    *** Significant at the 10 % level 
 

 In the above table, the proxies of the human capital and the lagged value of the TRADE 

are significant for the long-run relationship with the FDI while at the short-run the GRGDP also 

is significant alongwith the EXEDL and the TRADE(-1). The results of the TRADE are 

consistent with those by Ismail and Yussof (2003), Noorbakhsh et al. (2001) and Sahoo (2006). 

It indicates that the openness of the economy has a positive impact on the FDI inflow in 

Pakistan. This openness may facilitate and encourage the export of the finished or the semi-

finished goods and the import of the raw material and the machinery in the host country. 

The results of the proxies of the human capital are in favor of hypothesis H1 and are also 

endorsed by earlier studies like Noorbakhsh et al. (2001), Nunnenkamp (2002), and Fazekas 
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(2000). The coefficient of the HSEL and the OSEL are equally significant. It means that the 

HSEL maintained its importance as the threshold level for attracting the FDI and the OSEL is 

equally vital for the value added MNEs. The third proxy of the human capital i.e. the EXEDL is 

significant in both the combinations. This implies that the expenditure on the education is a good 

indicator to the availability of the skilled workforce and it also shows the interest of the 

government in developing the human capital.  

The FDI Impact on the Human Capital 

 To examine the impact of the FDI on the human capital in Pakistan, three equations 

namely (8), (9) and (10) were formulated in the preceeding chapter. Their corresponding ARDL 

formulations were the equations (11), (12), and (13) that were estimated. First of all the Phillips-

Perron unit root test was used to check the order of the integration of the variables included in 

these equations. The results of the unit root test are reported in the following table.  

Table 6.8 
Results of Unit Root Test (FDI Effect on the Human Capital) 
Variables Intercept/Trend Level First 

Difference 
Decision 

HSE I 
 

0.6761 -5.6054* I(1) 

OSE 
 

I -0.4403 -5.1634* I(1) 

EXED 
 

I -1.5838 -5.7921* I(1) 

FDIL I 
 

-2.0313 -9.9236* 
 

I(1) 

* Significant at the 1 % level ** Significant at the 5 % level *** Significant at the 10 % level 
 

 The order of the integration of the variables supports to use ARDL approach. Taking start 

with estimating the equation (11), its results are displayed in the following table. 
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Table 6.9 
The Effect of FDIL on HSE 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(HSE) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 35 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(HSE(-1)) 0.009093 0.170187 0.053428 0.9578
DLOG(FDIL) 0.005721 0.009499 0.602255 0.5517
DLOG(FDIL(-1)) -0.025972 0.008347 -3.111599 0.0042
LOG(HSE(-1)) -0.081289 0.039357 -2.065419 0.0479
LOG(FDIL(-1)) 0.032234 0.014363 2.244293 0.0326
C 0.144402 0.050876 2.838347 0.0082
  
R-squared 0.260921     Mean dependent var 0.032746
Adjusted R-squared 0.133494     S.D. dependent var 0.045681
S.E. of regression 0.042523     Akaike info criterion -3.322751
Sum squared resid 0.052437     Schwarz criterion -3.056120
Log likelihood 64.14814     F-statistic 2.047607
Durbin-Watson stat 1.806094     Prob(F-statistic) 0.101288

 

 The calculated value of the F-statistic in the above table is 2.047 which is less than the 

lower bound critical value (2.67 at the 10 % level) suggested by Narayan (2004) for the small 

sample. This implies that the null hypothesis of no cointegration cannot be rejected at the 10 % 

level and therefore, there is no cointegration among the variables. To authenticate the results the 

Granger Causality Test was resorted following Sahoo (2006).  

Table 6.10 
Grander Causality Test (FDIL on HSE)  
Null Hypothesis Lags F-statistic  Decision  

DLOG(FDIL) does not cause DLOG(HSE) 2 2.8309 Do not reject  

 3 1.9880 Do not reject  

 4 1.0846 Do not reject  

 5 0.9966 Do not reject 
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 The Granger Causality test confirmed that the FDIL did not affect the HSE at the macro 

level in Pakistan. So there was no need formulate the equations for the short- and the long-run 

relationships.  

 Then the equation (12) was estimated and the obtained results with the diagnostic tests 

are shown in the following table. 

Table 6.11 
The Effect of FDIL on OSE 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(OSE) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 35 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(OSE(-1)) 0.051076 0.158663 0.321916 0.7498
DLOG(FDIL) 0.011385 0.010077 1.129759 0.2678
DLOG(FDIL(-1)) -0.032550 0.009130 -3.565354 0.0013
LOG(OSE(-1)) -0.152577 0.047959 -3.181412 0.0035
LOG(FDIL(-1)) 0.052683 0.017412 3.025679 0.0052
C 0.163615 0.043267 3.781535 0.0007
  
R-squared 0.342182     Mean dependent var 0.028024
Adjusted R-squared 0.228765     S.D. dependent var 0.049729
S.E. of regression 0.043672     Akaike info criterion -3.269413
Sum squared resid 0.055310     Schwarz criterion -3.002782
Log likelihood 63.21473     F-statistic 3.017030
Durbin-Watson stat 2.036651     Prob(F-statistic) 0.025937
 
Diagnostic Tests 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                                       0.1131[0.8935] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                                          0.3290[0.5702] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                                           1.5912[0.2176] 

 

 The calculated value of the F-statistic is 3.02 which falls between the two critical bounds 

(2.67 as lower and 3.59 as upper at 10 percent level) set by Narayan (2004). This implies that the 

null hypothesis of no cointegration is inconclusive.  When the residual of the above estimated 

model was tested for the unit root it was found stationary. It means that the variables were 

somewhat cointegrated. Now, for the long- and the short run relationship, the equation (12) was 
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changed on the pattern of equation (5) and (6) respectively. The results are shown in the 

following table.  

Table 6.12 
Short-run and Long-run Elasticities of OSE  
Variable Short-run Coefficient Long-run Coefficient 

LOG(FDIL(-1)) -0.007089 0.00705 

 

 The logn-run coefficient shows the positive but insignificant effect of the FDIL on the 

OSE. Then the equation (13) was estimated and the results with the diagnostic tests are shown in 

the following table. 

Table 6.13 
The Effect of FDIL on EXED 
Dependent Variable: DLOG(EXED) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 35 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(EXED(-1)) 0.191775 0.175733 1.091286 0.2844
DLOG(EXED(-2)) 0.635924 0.189919 3.348398 0.0023
DLOG(FDIL) 0.013563 0.016416 0.826191 0.4157
DLOG(FDIL(-1)) -0.020679 0.015533 -1.331270 0.1938
LOG(EXED(-1)) -0.326632 0.120128 -2.719041 0.0111
LOG(FDIL(-1)) 0.048129 0.024908 1.932268 0.0635
C 0.269074 0.101506 2.650811 0.0131
  
R-squared 0.331249     Mean dependent var 0.006376
Adjusted R-squared 0.187946     S.D. dependent var 0.090611
S.E. of regression 0.081653     Akaike info criterion -1.995817
Sum squared resid 0.186682     Schwarz criterion -1.684748
Log likelihood 41.92680     F-statistic 2.311521
Durbin-Watson stat 2.160362     Prob(F-statistic) 0.061402

 

 The calculated value of the F-statistic in the above table is 2.31 which is less than the 

lower bound critical value (2.67 at the 10 % level) suggested by Narayan (2004) for the small 

sample. This implies that the null hypothesis of no cointegration cannot be rejected at the 10 % 
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level and therefore, there is no cointegration among the variables. To confirm the results the 

Granger Causality Test was used following Sahoo (2006).  

Table 6.14 
Grander Causality Test (FDIL on EXED) 
Null Hypothesis Lags F-statistic  Decision  

DLOG(FDIL) does not cause DLOG(EXED) 2 0.0968 Do not reject  

 3 0.0988 Do not reject  

 4 0.1718 Do not reject  

 5 0.1333 Do not reject 

 

 The Granger Causality test confirmed that the FDIL did not affect the EXED at the macro 

level in Pakistan. So, there was no need formulate the equations for the short- and the long-run 

relationships.  

 From the above results of equations (11), (12) and (13) it was found that the FDI had no 

significant effect on the development of human capital and the conjecture of Slaughter (2002) is 

not true in the context of Pakistan. The results of the study did not support the H2. The results 

are consistent with those of UNCTAD (1999) which cautioned about the over-reliance on the 

FDI regarding the skill development as multinational firms used the technology that matched 

with the local education level rather than bringing in the new technology that could have inspired 

the people to spend on the education and improve the skills. Moreover, as the ratio of the FDI to 

the GDP had been meager and could not reach even up to 2 % the like was its effect as being the 

financial resource. The substantial share of the FDI flow in Pakistan had been the resource 

seeking and the efficiency seeking. The resource seeking TNCs are usually the capital intensive 

and the efficiency seeking hence, need the low-wage and the low-skill labor. Both are not 
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interested much in developing the human capital of the host country. The lack of the FDIL’s 

effect on the HSE indicates that the preferences of the people regarding the high school 

enrolment are not affected by the presence of the FDI. The positive but insignificant coefficient 

of the FDIL for OSE, however, points out that the enrolment in the college, the universities and 

the vocational and the technical institution is somewhat affected by the FDIL. The reason is that 

the people duly enrolled at this level may be more conscious of their future and they may be 

aware of the importance of the MNEs regarding the employment opportunities and good wages. 

The absence of the FDIL impact on the human capital at the macro level does not mean that the 

FDI has no role in developing the human capital of the host country as at the industry, the firm, 

and the plant level there exist a strong evidence of the human capital development by the MNEs 

through on the job training in other countries.  

The Influence of the FDI on the Economic Development of Pakistan 

 In order to examine the influence of the FDI on the economic development of Pakistan 

equation (14) was formulated. Its ARDL formulation was equation (15). By following the 

previous pattern of the estimation Phillips-Perron unit root test was made use of to check the 

order of the integration of the variables. The following table shows the results.  

Table 6.15 
Results of Unit Root Test (FDI Effect on Economic Development) 
Variables Intercept/Trend Level First 

Difference 
Decision 

GNPPC I 
 

0.1430 -8.1342* I(1) 

FDI 
 

I -1.3185 -7.3728* I(1) 

CHK 
 

I -4.7325*  I(0) 

X I 
 

-2.1571 -5.2763* 
 

I(1) 

LBGR 
 

I -6.8960*  I(0) 
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 As all the variables were mixture of I(0) and I(1), it was appropriate to use the bound 

testing approach within the framework of the ARDL. For the purpose, equation (15) which is the 

ARDL formulation of the equation (14) was estimated and the results are shown in the following 

table.  

Table 6.16 
Effect of FDI on Economic Development  
Dependent Variable: DLOG(GNPPC) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 31 
Excluded observations: 4 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(GNPPC(-1)) -0.255366 0.156532 -1.631399 0.1212
DLOG(FDI) 0.369090 0.162619 2.269663 0.0365
DLOG(CHK) 0.191384 0.209619 0.913012 0.3740
DLOG(X) 0.471397 0.754035 0.625167 0.5402
DLOG(X(-1)) -0.728243 0.854380 -0.852364 0.4059
DLOG(X(-2)) 1.202834 0.627534 1.916763 0.0722
DLOG(LBGR) 0.032343 0.067537 0.478886 0.6381
DLOG(LBGR(-1)) -0.106637 0.072775 -1.465290 0.1611
LOG(GNPPC(-1)) -0.384521 0.165284 -2.326428 0.0326
LOG(FDI(-1)) 0.251200 0.186790 1.344825 0.1964
LOG(CHK(-1)) -0.034095 0.255582 -0.133402 0.8954
LOG(X(-1)) 1.049553 0.852538 1.231092 0.2350
LOG(LBGR(-1)) 0.249670 0.150997 1.653469 0.1166
C -0.066903 1.907286 -0.035077 0.9724
  
R-squared 0.730376     Mean dependent var 0.040212
Adjusted R-squared 0.524192     S.D. dependent var 0.483205
S.E. of regression 0.333309     Akaike info criterion 0.942957
Sum squared resid 1.888610     Schwarz criterion 1.590564
Log likelihood -0.615832     F-statistic 3.542361
Durbin-Watson stat 2.383023     Prob(F-statistic) 0.008185
 
Diagnostic Tests 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                                       0.9505[0.4086] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                                          0.3794[0.5402] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                                           0.0391[0.9617] 

  

 The calculated value of the F-statistic is 3.54 which falls between the two critical bounds 

(2.67 as lower and 3.59 as upper at 10 % level) set by Narayan (2004). This implies that the null 
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hypothesis of the no cointegration is inconclusive, but the calculated value of F-statistic is very 

near to the upper bound critical value and when the residual of the above estimated model was 

tested for the unit root it was found stationary. It means that the variables were somewhat 

cointegrated. Now, for the long- and short run relationship, the equation (15) was changed on the 

pattern of equation (5) and (6) respectively. The results are shown in the table 6.17. The value of 

the F-statistic for the long-run relationship is 42.89 which is greater than the upper bound critical 

value (5.97 at the 1 % level) suggested by Narayan (2004).   

    Table 6.17 
     Short-run and Long-run Elasticities of GNPPC (by FDI) 
Variable Short-run Coefficient Long-run Coefficient 

LOG(GNPPC(-1)) 
0.182647 0.509875* 

LOG(FDI) 
0.298594*** 0.415015** 

LOG(CHK) 
0.392636* 0.370804** 

LOG(X) 
0.431517 0.951593 

LOG(LBGR(-1)) 
0.052888 0.101338 

CONSTANT  
0.828658 

* Significant at the 1 % level  ** Significant at the 5 % level    *** Significant at the 10 % level 
 

 The results of the above table are supporting H3 that the FDI influences the economic 

development of Pakistan positively. The long-run coefficient of the FDI is positive and 

significant at 5 % level of significance while that of short-run is significant at 10 %. The change 

in the domestic capital stock as percentage of the GDP showed the positive and significant 

coefficients in both the long and the short-run. These results are in line with that by Iqbal and 

Zahid (1998) and suggest that the domestic capital as an input factor for the growth has been 

upholding its vital role. 
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Comparing the impact of the FDI with that of the domestic investment, the coefficients of 

the FDI is greater than those of the domestic investment. It implies that the FDI looks to have left 

more impact on the economic development than that of the domestic investment. These results 

support the findings of Zhang (2001) for China and Baharumshah and Thanoon (2006). The FDI 

has the potential to contribute to the economic development through the higher efficiency in the 

physical and the human capital. The findings highlight the importance of the FDI as being a vital 

determinant of the economic development and the findings are in line with the evidence which 

point to the strong contribution of the FDI to the economic development, especially in the Asian 

countries.  

The coefficient of the labor growth (LBGR) is positive but insignificant. It does not 

support fully to H4 that the labor force growth has a positive impact on the economic 

development of Pakistan. Its reason might have been the lack of skilled workforce; mismatching 

of the skills with the market demand, and the lack of opportunities at par with the growth rate of 

the labor force. This lack of opportunities is evident by increasing consistently the 

unemployment rate which rose up to more than 8 %.  The coefficient of the exports (X) also is 

positive but insignificant. Its positive effect on the economic development might have been 

defused by parallel imports.  

Impact of the Human Capital on the Economic Development of Pakistan 

With the view to study the influence of the human capital on the economic development 

of Pakistan equation (16) and (17) were formulated. Their ARDL formulations were equation 

(18) and (19) respectively. The variables used in these equations have already been tested for the 

unit root and their mixed order of integration of I(0) and I(1) supported to resort to the ARDL 

approach.  
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 First equation (18) was estimated that showed the following results. 

        Table 6.18 
        Effect of Human Capital on Economic Development (HSE and EXED) 

Dependent Variable: DLOG(GNPPC) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 31 
Excluded observations: 4 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(GNPPC(-1)) 0.024610 0.156625 0.157129 0.8767
DLOG(HSE) 2.480898 1.758270 1.410988 0.1736
DLOG(EXED) 0.144593 0.844589 0.171200 0.8658
DLOG(FDI) 0.458292 0.169573 2.702620 0.0137
DLOG(CHK) 0.457852 0.169005 2.709098 0.0135
LOG(GNPPC(-1)) -0.954877 0.281135 -3.396508 0.0029
LOG(HSE(-1)) 2.421071 0.889325 2.722368 0.0131
LOG(EXED(-1)) -0.036830 0.669791 -0.054987 0.9567
LOG(FDI(-1)) 0.296175 0.260872 1.135327 0.2697
LOG(CHK(-1)) 0.427621 0.238117 1.795846 0.0876
C 3.973183 1.439771 2.759593 0.0121
R-squared 0.711987     Mean dependent var 0.040212
Adjusted R-squared 0.567980     S.D. dependent var 0.483205
S.E. of regression 0.317602     Akaike info criterion 0.815385
Sum squared resid 2.017416     Schwarz criterion 1.324219
Log likelihood -1.638463     F-statistic 4.944130
Durbin-Watson stat 2.258039     Prob(F-statistic) 0.001175
 
Diagnostic Tests 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                                 1.4837[0.2532] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                                    0.2091[0.6513] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                                     2.5626[0.1048] 

  

The above table shows that the calculated value of F-statistic (4.94) is greater than the 

upper bound critical value (4.306 at 5 % level of significance) suggested by Narayan (2004) for 

the small sample (between 30 to 80 observations). This implies that the null hypothesis of no 

cointegration cannot be accepted at 5 % level of significance and, therefore, there is a 

cointegration relationship among the variables.  

 Now for the long- and short-run relationship, by changing the equation (18) on the 

pattern of equation (5) and equation (6) respectively, the estimated results are reported in the 
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table 6.19. The calculated value of the F-statistic for the long-run relationship is 103.03 which is 

greater than the upper bound critical value (5.96 at 1 % level of significance) suggested by 

Narayan (2004) for the small sample (between 30 to 80 observations). This implies that there 

exists the long-run relationship. As for the short-run relationship, the error correction model was 

used.  

Table 6.19 
 Short-run and Long-run Elasticities of GNPPC (By HSE and EXED) 
Variable Short-run Coefficient Long-run Coefficient 

LOG(GNPPC(-1)) 
0.009051 -0.064113 

LOG(HSE) 
2.357898** 2.501552* 

LOG(EXED(-1)) 
-0.336656 -0.3768 

LOG(CHK) 
0.450841* 0.555327* 

LOG(FDI) 
0.350971* 0.476888* 

CONSTANT  
4.904301* 

* Significant at the 1 % level  ** Significant at the 5 % level    *** Significant at the 10 %level 
 

 The results of the above table show that one proxy of the human capital i.e. the HSE has 

the significant positive impact on the GNPPC in the long-run as well as in the short-run, but the 

other proxy of the human capital i.e. the EXED showed surprisingly the contrary results. There 

might have been various reasons for this. First of all, the general education is the main 

responsibility of the public sector in Pakistan and the efficiency of the public institutions is not 

satisfactory enough. The resources are wasted mercilessly due to the mismanagement of higher 

authorities of the department. Second, the politics involves in managerial decisions and the 

personal interest supercedes the country interest. Third, our institutions are producing such 
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workforce as mostly has the general education rather than the professional and technical skills. 

Consequently, such workforce might not have contributed the economic development.   

 When the equation (19) was estimated, it showed the following results. 

         Table 6.20 
         Effect of Human Capital  on Economic Development (OSE and EXED) 

Dependent Variable: DLOG(GNPPC) 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2005 
Included observations: 31 
Excluded observations: 4 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
DLOG(GNPPC(-1)) -0.175636 0.185486 -0.946895 0.3550
DLOG(OSE(-1)) -3.148436 1.551158 -2.029732 0.0559
DLOG(EXED) -0.964709 0.810119 -1.190823 0.2477
DLOG(FDI) 0.425543 0.191541 2.221680 0.0380
DLOG(CHK) 0.584601 0.175837 3.324677 0.0034
LOG(GNPPC(-1)) -0.506077 0.320132 -1.580837 0.1296
LOG(OSE(-1)) 0.786603 1.069925 0.735195 0.4708
LOG(EXED(-1)) -0.862854 0.682631 -1.264012 0.2208
LOG(FDI(-1)) 0.518558 0.260465 1.990895 0.0603
LOG(CHK(-1)) 0.397104 0.244844 1.621864 0.1205
C 3.816020 1.947493 1.959453 0.0641
  
R-squared 0.667193     Mean dependent var 0.040212
Adjusted R-squared 0.500790     S.D. dependent var 0.483205
S.E. of regression 0.341407     Akaike info criterion 0.959941
Sum squared resid 2.331177     Schwarz criterion 1.468775
Log likelihood -3.879081     F-statistic 4.009495
Durbin-Watson stat 2.400533     Prob(F-statistic) 0.003987
 
Diagnostic Tests 

   

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test                           0.5239[0.2447] 
 
 ARCH Test                                                                              0.0590[0.8100] 
 
Ramsey RESET Test                                                               1.7848[0.1962] 

 

 From the above table the calculated value of the F-statistic (4.01) is greater than that of 

the upper bound critical value (3.568 at 10 % level of significance) as suggested by Narayan 

(2004) for small sample (between 30 and 80 observations). This implies that null hypothesis of 

no cointegration cannot be accepted at 10 % level of significance and, therefore, there is a 

cointegration relationship among the variables.  
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 Now for the long- and short-run relationship, by changing the equation (19) on the 

pattern of equation (5) and equation (6) respectively, the estimated results are reported in the 

table 6.21. The calculated value of the F-statistic for the long-run relationship is 98.66 which is 

greater than that of the upper bound critical value (5.96 at 1 % level of significance). This 

implies that there exists the long-run relationship. As for the short-run relationship, the error 

correction model was used.  

    Table 6.21 
    Short-run and Long-run Elasticities of GNPPC (By OSE and EXED) 

Variable Short-run Coefficient Long-run Coefficient 

LOG(OSE) 
2.924392** 2.660844* 

LOG(EXED) 
-1.262627*** -1.440876* 

LOG(FDI) 
0.303936** 0.471371* 

LOG(CHK) 
0.487572* 0.567654* 

CONSTANT  
6.100181* 

* Significant at the 1 % level  ** Significant at the 5 % level    *** Significant at the 10 % level 
 
 

The results in the above table show that one proxy of the human capital i.e. the OSE has 

the positive and significant effect on the economic development of Pakistan. The results of the 

second proxy i.e. the EXED are negative once again and matching with that of equation (18).  

The results are consistent with that of Abbas (2001) regarding the effect of the high and 

the higher schooling enrolments on the economic development.  The results of Iqbal and Zahid 

(1998) for Pakistan, however, are the converse ones. The reason is the difference of the time 

period and the method of data analysis. From among the three proxies of the human capital two 

proxies i.e. HSE and OSE strongly support H5 and justify the importance of the human capital 

for the economic development.   
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CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATION 

Conclusion 

The foreign direct investment has been documented substantially in the literature due to 

its multidimensional nature regarding its impact on the host country economy. The trend of 

globalization drove many countries to attract the FDI and they did it positively and in turn many 

success stories emerged. Following such a trend Pakistan also took measures. The amount of the 

FDI inflow indicated that Pakistan succeeded to some extent in attracting the FDI and as a result 

she became second largest FDI recipient country in South Asia but remained comparatively far 

behind. Despite so much effort regarding liberalization and openness; the bilateral investment 

treaties, and agreement to avoid the double taxation, still there exist a few sources that 

contributed mainly to the FDI flow in Pakistan. Some countries like the USA, the UK, and the 

UAE had been the major source of the FDI throughout the period after reforms. The major 

investors of the developed countries like France; Italy; the Netherlands, and Japan are still 

hesitating to invest generously in Pakistan.  The sector-wise FDI inflow looked to have 

responded to the policy measures as we could see that till 1994 mining and quarrying, 

manufacturing, and commerce were dominating while after that  power; communication; 

financial business, and oil and gas exploration were the major FDI attracting sector.    

In Pakistan, all the three elements of the FDI like the cash brought in, the capital 

equipment brought in, and the reinvested earning has been fluctuating, but a decrease in the cash 

and the capital equipment after 2000 indicates the weakness of Pakistan’s performance regarding 

the FDI.  

There exist many factors that might have impeded the FDI inflow like the perception 

among the foreign investors of weak implementation of the policies in Pakistan; the poor law and 
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order situation; the ongoing terrorism; the weak economic conditions; the nuclear test of May, 

1998; the inconsistent and short-term policies about the investment and the industrialization; the 

various types of approval obstacles for the investors; the comparatively insufficient 

infrastructure; the poor condition of human capital; the complicated labor laws, and pro-labor 

policies. This all was about the first objective of the study. To achieve the remaining objectives 

of the study five hypotheses were tested and their empirical results led to the following 

conclusions:  

 The human capital of Pakistan is a positive and significant determinant of the FDI inflow. 

All the proxies used for the human capital like the HSE (high school enrolment), the OSE 

(enrolment in other educational institutions like secondary, vocational, art and science 

colleges, professional colleges, and universities), and the EXED (expenditure on 

education as percentage of GNP) are strongly in favor of the first hypothesis that the 

human capital has a positive impact on the FDI inflow. Hence, the second objective of 

the study has been achieved.  .  

 As for the impact of the FDI on the formation of the human capital at macro level in 

Pakistan, the results do not support the second hypothesis of the study. Overall, the 

presence of the FDI in Pakistan has no impact on the development of the human capital. 

Neither FDI influences the enrolment at any level significantly nor it has played any role 

towards increase the expenditure on the education. The impact of the FDI on the OSE, 

however, is found positive but meager and insignificant. Such results do not imply that 

the FDI has no role to play for the human capital formation as there existed solid 

evidence in favor of this relationship when the studies were conducted at the plant; the 

firm, and the industry level in many other economies. Thus, the third objective of the 
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study regarding the investigation of the role of the FDI for the development of the human 

capital at the macro level in Pakistan also has been attained.   

 The impact of the FDI inflow on the economic development of Pakistan is positive and 

significant in the long-run. The third hypothesis is fully supported by the results. This 

conclusion supports the success stories of the economies which developed rapidly after 

attracting the FDI.  The impact of the labor growth on the economic development is 

positive, but not significant. The fourth hypothesis is supported but not robustly. The 

positive but insignificant coefficient of the labor force growth indicates that it is 

necessary, but not sufficient workforce input for the economic development.  

 The influence of the human capital on the economic development of Pakistan is found a 

mixed one. The enrolments at all level have significant positive impact on the economic 

development, but the expenditure on the education has a negative impact. The overall 

results support the fifth hypothesis. As the enrolments are used more commonly proxies 

for the human capital, it can be said easily that the human capital influences the economic 

development of Pakistan positively and significantly. When the impact of the human 

capital on the economic development is compared with that of the labor growth, it is very 

clear that the importance of the human capital is more than the labor growth one. 

 Taking the fourth objective of the study i.e. the bilateral effect of the FDI and the human 

capital on the socioeconomic development of Pakistan, the bilateral relationship in this 

way (at the macro level data) is not found to be true. The human capital is influential in 

attracting the FDI, but the FDI is not playing any role in the formation of the human 

capital at the macro level. It does not mean that such a relationship is not possible as it is 

the one technique of investigating such nexus. The other approach at the micro level (at 
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the plant, the firm, or the industry level) the results may be different from this. The 

impact of the FDI and the human capital, however,  separately on the economic 

development is robust. As regards the socioeconomic development of Pakistan, the social 

development is not evident from this conjectured bilateral relationship as the FDI is not 

affecting the human capital (which was considered as an indicator to the social 

development) in Pakistan. The economic development, however, is strongly evident from 

the FDI and the human capital separately. And, the fourth objective of the study has been 

realized thus. 

 Apart from the variables that relate to the main objectives of the study, the results of the 

other variables are also consistent with the theoretical literature. The GDP has a positive 

effect on the FDI inflow though not significant enough. It indicates the attraction for 

market seeking MNCs. The openness of the economy which is considered the main step 

to the globalization process is playing a positive and significant role to attract the FDI in 

Pakistan. The positive impact of the labor growth on the economic development and the 

significant role of the domestic investment in the economic development are in line with 

the previous theories. In order to achieve the last objective of the study i.e. guidelines for 

the policy makers have been suggested in the next section.  

The Policy Implication 

It is expected that the findings of this study may provide a valuable insight for the policy 

makers.  On the basis of the findings and the conclusions, the following policy implications are 

presented. 

The problems that deter the FDI inflow should be solved. The political stability, the good 

law and order situation, and the stable economic policies are a prerequisite for the FDI inflow. 
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From the infrastructural point of view, the problem of the shortage of power is crucial, hence, 

should be solved forthwith. The obstacles in the administrative approvals for the foreign 

investors should be removed. The most dangerous factor that hinders the FDI inflow i.e. the 

terrorism should be controlled with iron hands. Regarding the employment structure, the ratio of 

the workforce engaged in the industries and service sector is smaller as compared to other major 

FDI-recipient countries in the region. The need of the hour, thus, is to better this ratio by 

developing the corporate knowledge; providing the technical and vocational education, and by 

focusing on the tertiary education.  

Pakistan should set the minimum learning platform to define the knowledge and the skills 

for their being necessary in the forthcoming labor market. This platform should focus on the new 

skills of computer; communication and further personal and social skills. The human capital 

formation policies should ensure an access to and the quality of the basic education as it provides 

the foundation for the tertiary education being a requirement of the high value-added MNEs. 

Such a minimum learning platform also would help add to the sources of the FDI from the 

advanced countries. 

Mere introducing the reforms is not a guarantee for attracting the FDI. The consistent and 

the active implementation of the policies by the BOI require coordination of different 

institutions. Parallel to these policies, other fields like education; research and development, and 

privatization should be the supporting ones without any reversal. In Pakistan, there are a number 

of institutions involved in it. The Ministry of Commerce is promoting trade; the Ministry of 

Education is providing formal education, and the Ministry of Industries and Production is 

working for the industrial promotion, planning and up-gradation of the skills, and the Ministry of 

Investment is promoting investment through the Board of Investment. In this situation it is very 
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challenging to coordinate with all these ministries and move in the same direction, but it will 

need to implement the FDI-oriented policies successfully and to formulate the demand driven 

human capital policies in such a way as may lead to the ultimate aim of the socioeconomic 

development.   

Though the empirical results are not supporting the impact of the FDI on the human 

capital formation at the macro level in Pakistan, being the demanders and the suppliers of the 

workforce, the MNEs may influence the educational outcomes in the market where they conduct 

business. The MNEs with a skill biased production technology may have an impact on the 

individual decision regarding as to whether they must pursue further education and training. 

Their interaction with the local educational establishments depends upon the domestic political 

economic forces. The participation of the MNEs in the curriculum development may be 

considered to provide the demand-based workforce if these MNEs are ready to invest some 

funds. As a social responsibility, MNEs also can sponsor the general education. The government 

should persuade and negotiate with the MNEs to do so. The MNEs may contribute directly in the 

formal education through establishment of the international educational institutions if the 

government of Pakistan is ready to show a welcoming gesture and facilitate them accordingly. 

Such institutions would produce the workforce equipped with the latest demand driven 

knowledge and skills. The experience of Singapore and Ireland indicates that the Investment 

Promotion Agency (IPA) driven education policies may lead to the demand oriented human 

capital formation policies reforms. The Board of Investment (BOI) can tackle it by coordinating 

with the Education Department in Pakistan.  

After the introduction of the FDI reforms in Pakistan, the FDI in the communication and 

the financial business sector increased. To benefit from these service sectors a highly skilled 
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workforce equipped with the abilities of administration, management, computing and IT is 

needed. Such a human resource likely will increase the benefits out of these sectors like 

employment and transfer of the technology and skills and in turn affect the economic 

development.  

The share of the FDI to the GDP has not been more than 2 % in Pakistan while it is more 

than 12 % in Singapore.  To realize the development impact of the FDI, therefore, its share 

should be magnified irrespective of the nature of the FDI.  The low skilled labor intensive FDI 

may work for short run in Pakistan (as labor abundant country) in terms of employment. For 

instance, in the mid-1970 Singapore addressed the problem of unemployment by attracting the 

MNCs engaged in the low-skill, low-wage and labor intensive manufacturing. By 1979, its 

economy was facing labor shortage and had the full employment. Responding to it the 

government shifted its focus towards the high-skill capital- and knowledge intensive industries. 

Once a country succeeds to attract the MNCs in doing simple operations, measures can be taken 

to attract more complex and skilled operations.. Pakistan should follow this technique.   

The decrease in the capital equipment brought to Pakistan specifically after 2000 is not a 

positive step as the no capital equipment inflow means no further technological transfer. No 

technological transfer means no further development. The government of Pakistan should devise 

a policy to attract not only the labor intensive FDI but also the more capital equipments which do 

not exist here. 

The trained and highly qualified workforce contributes more to the economic 

development than the simple labor due to its productivity. Hence, the availability of such 

workforce which is flexible and ready to accept the scientific and technological changes is 
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crucial. It should be the priority of the government to ensure the availability of such workforce 

for the local as well as for foreign investors.   

Further Research 

As the topic of the FDI, the human capital formation, and the socioeconomic 

development are multidimensional, so are the fields of research for them. The previous literature 

put more emphasis on the determinants of the FDI related to the economic policies and the 

economic conditions of the host country. The determinants related to the human factors have a 

huge capacity for the further research. The education, the health, and the behavioral aspects of 

the people are the main researchable topics. To target the FDI inflow in the specific sector for the 

purpose of growth of the domestic country, they all demand the analysis of the human capital in 

addition to other location-specific variables is a wide field for investigation. The effects of the 

FDI on the host country’s socio-economic development point to some endless topics. Alongwith 

the macro level studies, the sectoral and the firm-level studies related to the training of the 

employees, the employment, the technology improvement and the linkages effects may be 

conducted.  

Various types of the FDI (the resource seeking, the market seeking, the efficiency 

seeking and the created assets seeking) and different sectors of the FDI can affect the human 

capital and the economic development of the host country differently; therefore, some multiple 

separate studies can be conducted.   

Limitations 

The research studies always have some limitations for one or the other reason. This study 

cannot be free enough as the topic is very broad.  For a time series data, the sample of 35 

observations is considered little short to be sufficient. This small sample was due to the 
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unavailability of the data. Moreover, before 1970, the amount of the FDI was so meager that it 

was useless to investigate its determinants and effects.  

As the field of socioeconomic development is multidimensional, there are numerous 

factors that may contribute to it.  It is impossible to include all variables in a single study. 

Therefore, this work should not be treated as the exhaustive study regarding its objectives.  
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Appendix A 

Data Used in Study 

YEAR FDI HSEL OSEL EXEDL TRADE GRGDP LBGR 
1965 0.61         --          --          --         -- 9.4          -- 
1966 0.06         --          -- 1.8         -- 7.6 1.56
1967 0.66         --          -- 1.78 27.3 3.1 1.54
1968 0.02         --          -- 1.75 23.9 6.8 1.57
1969 0.7         -- 0.54 1.73 22.5 6.5 1.55
1970 0.72 0.98 0.56 1.7 22.4 9.8 2.26
1971 0.03 1.05 0.71 1.68 19.9 1.2 3.26
1972 0.02 1.06 0.83 1.65 28.8 2.3 1.28
1973 0.13 1.33 0.91 1.63 29.8 6.8 3.54
1974 0.09 1.38 0.93 1.6 34.5 7.5 2.6
1975 0.08 1.37 0.95 1.58 33.3 3.9 2.58
1976 0.07 1.44 1.05 1.55 30.1 3.3 4.36
1977 0.2 1.59 1.05 1.53 28.3 2.8 4.36
1978 0.19 1.56 1.14 1.5 27.7 7.7 4.36
1979 0.12 1.62 1.21 1.48 33.5 5.5 4.39
1980 0.13 1.8 1.14 1.45 36.6 7.3 2.37
1981 0.3 1.77 1.1 1.43 35.3 6.4 2.31
1982 0.15 1.85 1.08 1.4 31.7 7.6 2.42
1983 0.15 1.97 1.16 1.4 34.9 6.8 2.44
1984 0.23 1.94 1.2 1.5 33.7 4 2.01
1985 0.46 2.09 1.27 1.6 33.2 8.7 2
1986 0.32 2.12 1.28 1.8 34.6 6.4 0.18
1987 0.42 2.17 1.31 2.3 34.2 5.8 5.53
1988 0.53 2.08 1.39 2.4 35.3 6.4 1.11
1989 0.54 1.94 1.45 2.4 35.6 4.8 3.14
1990 0.54 1.9 1.53 2.4 38.9 4.6 3.08
1991 0.69 2.03 1.5 2.2 35.6 5.6 0.03
1992 0.6 2.05 1.59 2.1 37.9 7.7 3.58
1993 0.68 2.16 1.65 2.2 38.8 2.3 2.15
1994 0.73 2.2 1.71 2.2 35.3 4.5 3.03
1995 1.74 2.28 1.72 2.2 36.1 4.1 2.85
1996 1.1 2.43 1.8 2.4 38.3 6.6 2.83
1997 0.97 2.49 1.78 2.5 36.9 1.7 0.27
1998 0.75 2.6 1.85 2.5 34 3.5 2.45
1999 0.77 2.86 2.26 2.3 32.3 4.2 2.39
2000 0.55 3.01 2.35 2.2 28.4 3.9 4.66
2001 0.82 3.13 2.45 2.1 30.7 1.8 1.98
2002 1.17 3.38 2.4 1.6 30.9 3.1 1.46
2003 0.98 3.56 2.37 1.9 33.2 4.8 3.35
2004 0.99 3.86 2.49 1.7 30.9 6.4 2.08
2005 1.38 4.24 2.56 2.1 35.2 8.4 3.63
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Appendix A (Continued) 

YEAR HSE OSE EXED FDIL GNPPC CHK X 
1965 0.98 0.54 1.8          --         --        --       -- 
1966 1.05 0.56 1.78          -- 38 -1.66       -- 
1967 1.06 0.71 1.75          -- 52 2.38 9.17
1968 1.33 0.83 1.73 0.61 35 -1.55 9.16
1969 1.38 0.91 1.7 0.06 24 0.21 8.66
1970 1.37 0.93 1.68 0.66 72 2.73 7.77
1971 1.44 0.95 1.65 0.02 21 0.69 7.14
1972 1.59 1.05 1.63 0.7 41 -0.42 11.77
1973 1.56 1.05 1.6 0.72 151 1.46 13.53
1974 1.62 1.14 1.58 0.03 273 3.37 13.68
1975 1.8 1.21 1.55 0.02 284 5.94 10.85
1976 1.77 1.14 1.53 0.13 206 3.49 10.72
1977 1.85 1.1 1.5 0.09 201 3.11 9.28
1978 1.97 1.08 1.48 0.08 342 1.44 9.24
1979 1.94 1.16 1.45 0.07 192 1.74 10.69
1980 2.09 1.2 1.43 0.2 372 3.42 12.49
1981 2.12 1.27 1.4 0.19 418 3.89 12.32
1982 2.17 1.28 1.4 0.12 446 3.16 9.95
1983 2.08 1.31 1.5 0.13 454 1.65 11.92
1984 1.94 1.39 1.6 0.3 378 1.96 11.07
1985 1.9 1.45 1.8 0.15 387 2.08 10.42
1986 2.03 1.53 2.3 0.15 306 1.95 11.90
1987 2.05 1.5 2.4 0.23 282 2.27 13.23
1988 2.16 1.59 2.4 0.46 589 1.8 13.59
1989 2.2 1.65 2.4 0.32 575 3.11 13.88
1990 2.28 1.71 2.2 0.42 576 1.93 15.54
1991 2.43 1.72 2.1 0.53 974 3.07 17.00
1992 2.49 1.8 2.2 0.54 1102 4.18 17.36
1993 2.6 1.78 2.2 0.54 719 2.51 16.31
1994 2.86 1.85 2.2 0.69 1370 1.76 16.28
1995 3.01 2.26 2.4 0.6 2696 2.18 16.71
1996 3.13 2.35 2.5 0.68 1441 2.65 16.90
1997 3.38 2.45 2.5 0.73 1871 1.33 16.08
1998 3.56 2.4 2.3 1.74 1508 1.46 16.48
1999 3.86 2.37 2.2 1.1 1476 -0.57 15.35
2000 4.24 2.49 2.1 0.97 4867 5.32 13.56
2001 3.95 2.56 1.6 0.75 1983 1.36 14.83
2002 4.18 2.73 1.9 0.77 1542 0.52 15.40
2003 4.39 2.6 1.7 0.55 2803 1.63 16.90
2004 4.39 2.63 2.1 0.82 3624 2.57 15.97
2005 4.31 2.48 2.1 1.17 5812 2.19 15.29
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Appendix B 

Investment Policies  

International Agreements  

 Bilateral Investment Treaties 

 Multilateral Investment Treaty 

 Avoidance of Double Taxation 
 

Bilateral Investment Treaties 

List of Countries / Organizations with which Pakistan has Bilateral Investment Agreements

S. No. Name of Country Signing Date S. No. Name of Country Signing Date 

1 Australia 07.02.1998 26 Mauritius 03.04.1997 

2 Azerbaijan 09.10.1995 27 Morocco 16.04.2001 

3 Bangladesh 24.10.1995 28 Netherlands 04.10.1988 

4 Belarus 22.01.1997 29 Oman 09.11.1997 

5 Belgium 23.04.1998 30 OPEC    

6 
Belgo-Luxemburg 

Economic Union 
23.04.1998 31 Philippines 11.05.1999 

7 Bosnia 04.09.2001 32 Portugal 17.04.1995 

8 Bulgeria    33 Qatar 06.04.1999 

9 Cambodia 27.04..2004 34 Romania 10.07.1995 

10 China 12.02.1989 35 Singapore 08.03.1995 

11 Czech Republic 07.05.1999 36 South Korea 25.05.1988 

12 Denmark 18.7.1996 37 Spain 15.09.1994 

13 Egypt 16.04.2000 38 Sri Lanka 20.12.1997 

14 France 01.06.1983 39 Sweden 12.03.1981 

15 Germany 25.11.1959 40 Switzerland 11.07.1995 

16 Indonesia 08.03.1996 41 Syria 25.04.1996 

17 Iran 08.11.1995 42 Tajikistan 13.05.2004 

18 Italy 19.07.1997 43 Tunisia 18.04.1996 

19 Japan 10.03.1998 44 Turkey 15.03.1995 

20 Kazakhstan 08.12.2003 45 Turkmenistan 26.10.1994 

21 Kuwait 17.03.1983 46 U.A.E. 05.11.1995 

22 Kyrgyz Republic 23.08.1995 47 United Kingdom 30.11.1994 

23 Lebanon 09.01.2001 48 Uzbekistan 13.08.1992 

24 Loas 23.04.2004 49 Yemen 11.05.1999 

25 Malaysia 07.07.1995          
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Multilateral Investment Treaty  

S. No. Name of Country Signing Date    

1. OPEC Fund 24.10.2000    
 

Avoidance of Double Taxation 

Countries Having Agreement With Pakistan For Avoidance Of Double Taxation  

S.No. Name of Country S.No. Name of Country 

1 Austria 27. Malta 

2. Bangladesh  28. Mauritius 

3. Belarus 29.  Netherlands 

4. Belgium 30. Nigeria 

5. Canada  31. Norway 

6. China 32. Oman 

7.  Denmark 33. Philippines 

8. Finland 34. Poland  

9. France 35. Qatar 

10. Germany 36.  Romania 

11. Greece 37. Saudi Arabia 

12. Hungary  38. Singapore 

13. India 39. South Africa 

14.  Indonesia 40. Sri Lanka 

15. Iran 41. Sweden  

16. Ireland 42. Switzerland 

17. Italy 43.  Syria 

18. Japan 44. Thailand 

19. Jordan  45. Tunisia 

20. Kazakhistan 46. Turkey 

21. Kenya 47. Turkmenistan 

22. Republic of Korea 48. U.A.E. 

23. Kuwait 49. U.K. 

24. Lebanon 50. U.S.A. 

25. Libyan Arab Republic 51. Uzbekistan 

26.  Malaysia 52. Azerbaijan  
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Investment Policies  

Attractive Investment Package  

Policy Parameters Manufacturing Sector  
Non -Manufacturing Sectors  

Agriculture Infrastructure & 
Social 

Services including IT 
& Telecom Services

Govt. Permission 
Not required except 4 
specified industries * 

Not required except specific licenses from concerned 
agencies. 

Remittance of capital, 
profits, dividends, etc. 

Allowed Allowed 

Upper Limit of foreign 
equity allowed 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

Minimum Investment 
Amount (M $) 

No  0.3 
0.3 0.15 

Customs duty on 
import of PME 

5%  0%  5% 
0-5% 

Tax relief (IDA, % of 
PME cost) 

50% 50% 

Royalty & Technical 
Fee 

No restriction for payment 
of royalty & technical fee.

Allowed as per guidelines - Initial lump-sum upto $100,000 
- Max Rate 5% of net sales    -  Initial period 5 years  

* Specified Industries: 
- Arms and ammunitions  
- High Explosives.  
- Radioactive substances 
- Security Printing, Currency and Mint.  
No new unit for the manufacturing of alcohol, except, industrial 
alcohol  

PME= Plant, Machinery and Equipment
IDA= Initial Depreciation Allowance  

 

 

Investment Policies  

Investment Acts  

 Foreign Private Investment (Promotion & Protection) Act 1976  

 Act No. XII of 1992  
 

  

Foreign Private Investment (Promotion & Protection) Act 1976

An Act to provide for the promotion and protection of foreign private investment in Pakistan.  
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Whereas, it is expedient to provide for the promotion and protection of foreign private investment in Pakistan, 
and for matters ancillary thereto. It is hereby enacted as follows: 

1. Short Title Commencement And Application  

 This Act may be called the Foreign Private Investment (Promotion and Protection) Act, 
1976. 

 It shall come into force at once.  

 It shall apply to all industrial undertakings in Pakistan having foreign private investment 
established with the approval of the Federal Government after the first day of September, 
1954.  

Provided that nothing in this Act shall be in derogation of any facilities or protection specifically sanctioned by 
the Federal Government to foreign private investment in the case of particular industrial undertaking or a class 
of industrial undertakings or such facilities or protection as may be available to foreign private investment under 
a bilateral investment treaty:  

2. Definitions  

 In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context;  

 foreign capital" means investment made by a foreigner in an industrial undertaking in 
Pakistan;  

 in the form of foreign exchange, imported machinery and equipment; or  

 in any other form which the Federal Government may approve for the purpose;  

 Foreign Private Investment" means an industry, undertaking or establishment engaged in 
the production, distribution or processing of any goods, the providing of services 
specified in this behalf by the Federal Government or the development and extraction of 
such mineral resources and products as may be specified in this behalf by the Federal 
Government.  

 Words and expressions used but not defined in this Act shall have the same meanings as 
in the Companies Act, 1913 (VI of 1913).  

3. Fields For Foreign Private Investment  

The Federal Government may, consistent with the national interest, for the promotion of foreign private 
investment, authorize such investment in any industrial undertaking:  

 Which does not exist in Pakistan and the establishment whereof, in the opinion of the 
Federal Government, is desirable; or  

 Which is not being carried on in Pakistan on a scale adequate to the economic and social 
needs of the country; or  

 Which will contribute to; 

 Resources of Pakistan;  

 The discovery, mobilization or better utilization of the national resources;  
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 The strengthening of the balance of payments of Pakistan;  

 The economic development of the country in any other manner. 

4. Approval Of Foreign Private Investment 

Where the Federal Government sanctions an industrial undertaking having foreign private investment, it may 
do so subject to such conditions as it may specify in this behalf. 5. Protection Of Agreements  

 Where the Federal Government considers it necessary in the public interest to take over 
the management of an industrial undertaking having foreign private investment or to 
acquire the ownership of the shares of citizen of Pakistan in the capital of such industrial 
undertaking, any agreement approved by the Federal Government relating to such 
undertakings entered into between a foreign investor or creditor and any person in 
Pakistan shall not be affected by such taking over or acquisition.  

 Foreign capital or foreign private investment in an industrial undertaking shall not be 
acquired except under the due process of law which provides for adequate compensation 
therefore to be settled in the currency of the country of origin of the capital or investment 
and specifies the principles on and the manner in which compensation is to be 
determined and given.  

6. Repatriation Facilities 

Subject to the provision of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947:  

 A foreign investor in an industrial undertaking established after the 1st day of September, 
1954, and approved by the Federal Government may at any time repatriate in the 
currency of the country from which the investment was originated;  

 Foreign private investment to the extent of original investment;  

 Profits earned on such investment; and  

 Any additional amount resulting from the reinvested profits or appreciation of capital 
investment; and 

 A creditor of an industrial undertaking referred to in clause (a) may repatriate foreign 
currency loans approved by the Federal Government and interest thereon in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of the said loan; and  

 Provided that nothing in this section shall affect the terms of the permission to make such 
investment granted to a foreign investor before the commencement of this Act.  

7. Remittances by Foreign Employees  

Foreign nationals employed with the approval of the Federal Government in any industrial undertaking having 
foreign private investment may make remittances for the maintenance of their dependents in accordance with 
the rules, regulations or orders issued by the Federal Government or the State Bank of Pakistan. 8. Tax 
Concession and Avoidance of Double Taxation  

 The Federal Government may allow such concessions to industrial undertaking having 
foreign private investment as may be admissible under any law for the time being in 
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force.  

 Foreign private investment shall not be subject to other or more burdensome taxes on 
income than those applicable to investments made in similar circumstances by the 
citizens of Pakistan. 

 Foreign private investment shall be allowed, all the tax concessions admissible on the 
basis of any agreement (for avoidance of double taxation which the Government of 
Pakistan may have entered into with the Government of the country of origin of such 
investment.  

9. Equal Treatment  

Industrial undertakings having foreign private investment shall be accorded the same treatment as accorded to 
similar industrial undertakings, having no such investment in the application of laws, rules and regulation, 
relating to importation and exportation of goods. 10. Removal of Difficulties If any difficulty arises in giving effect 
to any provision of this Act, the Federal Government may make such order, not inconsistent with provisions of 
this Act, as it may appear to be necessary for the purpose of removing the difficulty.  
 
Provided that no such power shall be exercised after the expiry of one year from the commencement of this 
Act. 11. Power to Make Rules The Federal Government may be notified in the Official Gazette, make rules for 
carrying out the purposes of this Act, and such rules may, among other matters provide for the employment of 
Pakistani and foreign nationals in industrial undertakings, having foreign private investment.  

Act No. XII of 1992  

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR FURTHERANCE AND PROTECTION OF ECONOMIC REFORMS 

WHEREAS it is necessary to create a liberal environment for savings and investments; and other matters 
relating thereto;  
 
AND WHEREAS a number of economic reforms have been introduced and are in the process of being 
introduced to achieve the aforesaid objectives;  
 
AND WHEREAS it is necessary to provide legal protection to these reforms in order to create confidence in the 
establishment and continuity of the liberal economic environment created thereby;  
 
It is hereby enacted as follows:  

1. Short Title, Extent And Commencement 

 1. This Act, may be called the Protection of Economic Reforms Act, 1992.  

2 It extends to the whole of Pakistan.  

3 It shall come into force at once. 
 

2. Definitions 

 In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context: 
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 (a) "Government" includes both the Federal Government and any Provincial 
Government; 

(b) "economic reforms" means economic policies and programmes, laws and regulations 
announced, promulgated or implemented by the Government on and after the 
seventh day of November, 1990, relating to privatization of public sector enterprises, 
and nationalized banks, promotion of savings and - investments, introduction of 
fiscal incentives for industrialization and deregulation of investment, banking, 
finance, exchange and payments systems, holding and transfer of currencies; and 

(c) all other expressions used in this Ordinance shall have the meaning, respectively 
assigned to them under the relevant laws.  

 

3. Act To Over-ride other Laws  

 The provisions of this Act shall have effect notwithstanding anything contained in the 
Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947 (VII of 1947), the Customs Act, 1969 (IV of 
1969), the Income Tax Ordinance, 1979 (XXXI of 1979), or any other law for the time 
being in force. 

4. Freedom to Bring, Holds, Sell And Take Out Foreign Currency  

 All citizens of Pakistan resident in Pakistan or outside Pakistan and all other persons shall 
be entitled and free to bring, hold, sell, transfer and take out foreign exchange within or out 
of Pakistan in any form and shall not be required to make a foreign currency declaration at 
any stage nor shall any one be questioned in regard to the same. 

5. Immunities to Foreign Currency Accounts 

 1. All citizens of Pakistan resident in Pakistan or outside Pakistan who hold foreign 
currency accounts in Pakistan, and all other persons who hold such accounts, shall 
continue to enjoy immunity against any inquiry from the Income Tax Department or 
any other taxation authority as to the source of financing of the foreign currency 
accounts.  

2. The balances in the foreign currency accounts and income there from shall continue 
to remain exempted from the levy of wealth-tax and income tax and compulsory 
deduction of Zakat at source.  

3. The banks shall maintain complete secrecy in respect of transactions in the foreign 
currency accounts.  

4. The State Bank of Pakistan or other banks shall not impose any restrictions on 
deposits in and withdrawals from the foreign currency accounts and restrictions if any 
shall stand withdrawn forthwith. 

 

6. Protection of Fiscal Incentives for Setting-up of Industries  

 The fiscal incentives for investment provided by the Government through the statutory 
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orders listed in the Schedule or otherwise notified shall continue inforce for the terms 
specified therein and shall not be altered to the disadvantage of the investors. 

7. Protection of Transfer of Ownership to Private Sector. 

 The ownership, management and control of any banking, commercial, manufacturing or 
other company, establishment or enterprise transferred by the Government to any person 
under any law shall not again be compulsorily acquiredor taken over by the Government 
for any reason whatsoever. 

8. Protection of Foreign and Pakistan Investment 

 No foreign, industrial or commercial enterprise established or owned in any form by a 
foreign or Pakistani investor for private gain in accordance with law, and no investment in 
share or equity of any company, firm, or enterprise, and no commercial bank or financial 
institution established, owned or acquired by any foreign or Pakistani investor, shall be 
compulsorily acquired or taken over by the Government. 

9. Secrecy of Banking Transaction  

 Secrecy of bonafide banking transactions shall be strictly observed by all banks and 
financial institutions, by whosoever owned, controlled or managed. 

10. Protection of Financial Obligation. 

 All financial obligations incurred, including those under any instrument, or any financial 
and contractual commitment made by or on behalf of the Government shall continue to 
remain in force, and shall not be altered to the disadvantage of the beneficiaries.  

11. Rules 

 The Federal Government may make rules for carrying out the purposes of this Act. 
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